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Definitions 1.0

1.0 DEFINITIONS

The following terms are defined so that uniform interpretation of those specifications may be
achieved. The defined terms appear in capitalized type and shall be applicable throughout those
Technical Specifications.

AC.T_LDE
ACTION shall be that part of a Specification which prescribos remedial measures required
under designated conditions.

AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE (APE)
The AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE (APE) shall be applicable to a specific planar height and is
equal to the sum of the exposure of all the fuel rods in the specified bundio at the specified
height divided by the number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle.

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)
The AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR) shall be applicablo to a
specific planar height and is equal to the sum of the LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (s) for
all the fuel rods in the specified bundio at the specified height divided by the number of fuel
rods in the fuel bundle.

CHANNEL
A CHANNEL shall be an arrangement of a ensor and associated components used to evaluate
plant variables and generate a single protective action signal. A CHANNEL terminates and
loses its identity where single action signals are combined in a TRIP SYSTEM or logic system.

CHANNEL CAllBRATION
A CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the CHANNEL output

! such that it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to known values of the parameter
I which the CHANNEL monitors. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall encompass the entire '-

CHANNEL including the required sensor and alarm and/or trip functions, and shallinclude the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION may be performed by any series

_

of sequential, overlapping or total CHANNEL steps such that the entire CHANNEL is calibrated.

| CHANNEL CHECK
A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of CHANNEL behavior during operation
by observation. This determination shallinclude, where possible, comparison of the CHANNEL:

| indication and/or status with other indications and/or status derived from independent
instrument CHANNEL (s) measuring the same parameter.

|
|
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1.0 DEFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog CHANNEL (s) the injection of a simulated signalinto the CHANNEL as close to
the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY including required alarm and/or trip
functions and CHANNEL failure trips.

b. Bistable CHANNEL (s) the injection of a simulated signalinto the sensor to verify
OPERABILITY including required alarm and/or trip functionc.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential, overlapping ,

or total CHANNEL steps such that the entire CHANNEL is tested. !

CORE ALTEfLAJ1QN
CORE ALTERATION shall be the addition, removal, relocation or movement of fuel, sources,
incore instruments or reactivity controls within the reactor pressure vessel with the vessel
head removed and fuelin the vessel. Normal movement (including replacement) of the SRMs,
IRMs, TIPS, LPRMs or special movable detectors is not considered a CORE ALTERATION.
Suspension of CORE ALTERATION (s) shall not preclude completion of the movement of a
component to a safe conservative position.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (CQM1
The CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) shall be the unit specific document that
provides core operating limits for the current operating cycite. These cycle specific core
operating limits shall be determined for each operating cycle in accordance with Specification
6.6. Plant operation within these operating limits is addressed in individual specifications.

C.RITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR)
The CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR) shall be the ratio of that power in the assembly which is
calculated by application of the applicable NRC approved critical power correlation to cause
some point in the assembly to experience transition boiling, divided by the actual assembly
power.

DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131
DOSE EQUIVALENT l 131 shall be that concentration of l 131 (microcurio/ gram) which alone
would produce the same throid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of 1131,1-132,
1133,1134, and 1135 actually present. The thyroid dose conversion factors used for this
calculation shall be those listed in Table ill of TID 14844, " Calculation of Distance Factors For
Power and Test Reactor Sites."

FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP)
| The Fri ACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP) thall be the measured THERMAL POWER
| dividi.3 by the RATED THERMAL POWER.

i
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1.0 DEFINITIONS
|
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FREQUENCY NOTATION i

The FREQUENCY NOTATION specified for the performance of Surveillance Requirements shall -

correspond to the intervals defined in Table 1 1. f

|

EUEL DESIGN LIMITING RATIO (FDLRXI
The FUEL DESIGN LIMITING RATIO (FDLRX) shall be the lit iit used to assure that the fuel
operates *vithin the end of-life steady state design critorit, by, among other items, limiting the i

release o, .ission gas to the claduing plenum.

FUEL DESIGN LIMITING RATIQ for CENTERLINE MELT (FDLRQ
The FUEL DESIGN LIMITING RATIO for CENTERLINE MELT (FDLRC) shall be the limit used to
assure that the fuel will neither experience centerline melt nor exceed 1% plastic cladding !

strain for transient overpower events beginning at any power and terminating at 120% of
RATED THERMAL POWER.

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be: a) leakage into primary containment collection systems, such
as pump seal or valve packing leaks, that is captured and conducted to a sump or collecting !

tank, or b) leakage into the primary containment atmosphere from sources that are both
specifically located and known either not to interfere with the operation of the leakage
detection systems or not to be PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE. '

~

LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN (LCRP)
'

A LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN (LCRP) shall be a pattern which results in the core being
on a thermal hydraulic limit, i.e., operating on a limiting value for APLHGR, LHGR, or MCPR.

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) 1

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) shall be the heat generation per unit length of fuel
rod. It is the integral of the heat flux over the heat transfer area associated with the unit
length, i

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT)
A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT) shall be a test of all required logic components,
i.e., all required relays and contacts, trip units, colid state logic elements, etc, of a logic circuit,
from sensor through and including the actuated device, to verify OPERABILITY. The LOGIC ;

SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential, overlapping or. .

total system steps such that the entire logic system is tested,

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)
The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) shall be the smalle.,t CPR which exists in the

| core.
'

,

.
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1.0 DEFINITIONS
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;

OFFSITE DOSE. CALCULATION MANUAL tODCM)
The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM) shall contain the methodology and
parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous and
liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring Alarm / Trip
Sotpoints, and in the conduct of the Environmental Radiological Monitoring Program. The
ODCM shall also contain (1) the Radioac9ve Effluent Controls and Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Programs required by Section 6.3 and (2) descriptions of the information that
should be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating and Semi annual
Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required by_ Specification 6.6.

OPERABLE OPERABILITY
A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY
when it is capable of performing its specified function (s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, electrical power, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system, subsystem, train, component or device to perform
its function (s) are also capable of perfortring their related support function (s).

OPERATIONAL MODI:
An OPERATIONAL MODE, i.e., MODE, shall be any one inclusive combination of mode switch
position and average reactor coolant temperature as specified in Table 12.

PHYSICS TESTS
PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure the fundamental nuclear
characteristics of the reactor core snd related instrumentation and 1) described in Chapter 14
of the FSAR,2) authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, or 3) otherwise approved by
the Commission.

EBESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage through a non isolable fault in a reactor
coolant system component body, pipe wall or vessel wall.

|-
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!

ERIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (PCl)
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (PCI) shall exist when:

j a. All primary e ntainment penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

;

1) Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE primary containment autornatic isolation
,

valve system, or

2) Closed by at least one manual valve, blind flange, or deactivated automatic valve
escured in its closed position, except for valves that are open under administrative
control as permitted by Specification 3.7,F. >

| b. All primary containment equipment hatches are closed and sealed,

c. Each primary containment air lock is in compliance with the requirements of
Specification 3.7.C.

d. The primary containment leakage rates are within the limits of Specification 3.7.B.

e. The supprewion chamber is in compliance with the requirements of Specification
3.7.D.'

f. The sealing mechanism associated with each primary contahment penetration e.g.,
welds, bellows or 0 rings, is OPERABLE.

PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP)
The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP) shall contain the current formulas, sampling,

i analysis, test, and determinations to be made to ensure that processing and packaging of sclid
radicar:tive wastes based on demonstrated processing of actual or simulated wet solid wastes
will be accomplished in such a way as to assure compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20,61, and
71, State regulations burial ground requirements, and other requirements governing the

l disposal of solid radioactive waste.

RATED THERMAL PO'NER (RTP)

( RATED THERMAL TOWER (RTP) shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor
coolant of 2527 MWT.

'

REPORTAB.LE EVENI
A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of tMse conditions specified in Section 50.73 to 10 CFR
Part 50.

|
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SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (SCI)
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTt!GRITY (SCI) shall exist when:

a. All secondary containment penetrations regtired to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

1) Capatte of being closed by an OPERABLE secondary containment automatic isolation
valve system, or -

2) Closed by at least one manual valve, blind flange, or deactivated automatic damper
secured in its closed position, except as permitted by Specificatiun 3.7.J.

b. All secondary containment hatches and blowout panels are closed and scaied.

c. The standby gas treatment cystem is in compliance with the requiroments of Specification
3.7.K.

d. At least one door in each access to the secondary containment is closed.

e. The sealing mechanism associated with each secondary containment penetration; e.g.,
welds, bellows or 0 rings, is OPERABLE.

f. The pressure ;vithin the secondary containment is less than or equal to the value required
by Specification 4.7.1.1.

v

SHUT DOWti, MARGIN (SDM)
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) shall be the amount of reactivity by which the reactor is
suberitical or would be subcritical assuming all control rods are fully inserted except for the
single control rod of highest reactivity v/ orth which is assumed to be fully withdrawn and the

a
- reactor is in the shutdown condition: cold, i.e. 68'F: and xenon free.

SQURCE CHECK
A SOURCE CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of CHANNEL response when the
CHANNEL sensor is exposed to a radioactivo source.

STFADY STATE LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (SLHSBl
The STEADY ST ATE LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (SLHGR) shall be the limit which
prctects against exceeding the fuel end of life steady state design criteria.<

LHERt.1AL POWER
THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 16 Amendment No.
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1.0 DEFINITIONS1

;

IBASIENT LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (TLHGR)
The TRANSIENT LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (TLHGR) shall be the limit which protects
against fuel centerline melting and 1% plastic cladding strain during transient conditions
throughout the life of the fuel.

JRIP SYS.IEM
A TR P SYSTEM chall be an arrangement of instrument CHANNEL trip signa!s and auxiliary;

equipment required to initiate action to accomplish a protective trip function. A TRIP SYSTEM
may reoui:e one or more instrument CHANNEL trip signals related to one or more plant
parameters in ordGt to initiate TRIP SYSTEM action. Initiation of protective action may require
the trippitap of a single TRIP SYSTEM or the coincident tripping of two TRIP SYSTEMS.

;

UNIDENTIFIED LOAKAM
UNIDENTIFIED LCAKAGE shall be allleakage in the primary containment which is not
IDE.cJTIFIED LEAKAGE.

>

R

.
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TABLE 1 1

1

J
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY NOTATIOtj

!
.

L(QIATION FREQUENCY
1

1. Shift S At least once per 12 hours'

3

i 2. Day D At least once per 24 hours

:
3. Week W At least once per 7 days

.

4. Month M At least once per 31 days

5. Quarter O At least once per 92 days

:
o. Ser.'iaitnusi SA At least once per 184 days

4

{ 7. Annual A At least once per 366 days

8. Sesquiannual E At least once por 18 months (550 days)

|
! 9. Startup S/U Prior to each reactor startup

10. Not Applicable N.A. Fot applicable
;

:

i
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TABLE 12

QPERATIONAL MODES

MODE SWITCH AVERAGC REACTOR
MODE POSITION"' COOLANT TEMPERATURE

1. POWER OPERATION Run Any temperature

2.STARTUP Startup/ Hot Standby Any temperature

3. HOT SHUTDOWN Shutdown (* *' > 212'F

4. COLD SHUTDOWN Shutdown'***' s 212'F

5. REFUELING''8 Shutdown or Refuel'*d' s 140*F

TABLE NOTATIONS

(a) The reactor modt switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby position to test the 4
<

switch interlock functions provided the control rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a
second licensed operator or other technically qualified individual.

(b) The reactor modo switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single control rod drive
is being removed from the reactor pressure vessel por Specification 3.10.D.

(c) Fuelin the reactor vessel with one or more vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned
or with the head removoo.

(d) See Cpecial Test Exceptions 3.12.A and 3.12.2

(e) The reactor modo switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single control rod is
being recoupled or withdrawn provided the one rod out interlock is OPERABLE,

(f) When there is no fuelin the reactor vessel, the reactor is considered not to bo in any
OPERATIONAL MODE. The reactor mode switch may then be in any position or rnay be
inoperable.

4
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1.0 DEFINITIONS

The following terms are cofined so that uniform interpretation of these specifications may be
achieved. The defined terms appear in capitalized type and shall be applicable throughout these
Technical Specc.ications.

ACTION
ACTION shall be that part of a Specification which prescribes remedial measures required
under d,signated conditions.

AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE (APEl
The AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE (APE) shall be applicable to a specific planar height and is
equal to the sum of the exposure of all the fuel rods in the specified bundle at the uccified
height divided by the number of fuel rods in the fuel bundid.

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)
The AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR) shall be applicable to a
specific planar holght and is equal to the sum of the LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (s) for
all tne fuel rods in the specified bundio at the specified height divided by the number of fuel

_

reds in the fuel bundle.

CHANNEL
A CHANNEL shall be an arrangement of a sensor and associated components used to evaluate
plant variablos and generate a single protective action signal. A CHANNEL terminates and
loses its identity whero singlo action signals are combined in a TRIP SYSTEM or logic system.

CHANNEL CAllBRATIOR
A CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the CHANNEL output
such that it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to known values of the parameter
which the CHANNEL monitors. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall encornpass the entire
CHANNEL including the required sensor and alarm and/or trip functions, and shallinclude the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION may be performed by any series
of sequential, overlapping or total CHANNEL steps such that the entire CHANNEL is calibrated.

QdMNNEL CHECK
A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of CHANNEL behavior during operation
by observation. This determination shallinclude, where possible, comparison of the CHANNEL
indication and/or status with other indications and/or status derived from independent
instrument CHANNEL (s) measuring the same paramotor.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 11 Amendment Na,
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1.0 DEFINITIONS --=

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

Analog CHANNEL (s)- the injection of a simulated signalinto the CHANNEL as close toa.
the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY including required alarm and/or trip
functions and CHANNEL failure trips.

b. Bistable CHANNEL (s) the injection of a simulated signalinto the sensor to verify
OPERABILITY including required alarm and/or trip functiont.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential, overlapping
;

or total CHANNEL stops such that the entire CHANNEL is tested.

CORE ALTERATION
CORE ALTERATION shall be the addition, removal, relocation or movement of fuel, sources,
incore instruments or reactivity controls within the reactor pressure vessel with the vessel
head removed and fuelin the vessel. Normal movement (including replacement) of the SRMs,
IRMs, TIPS, LPRMs, or special movable detectors is not considered a CORE ALTERATION.
Susponsion of CORE ALTERATION (s) shall not preclude completion of the movement of a
component to a safe conservative position.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (CQLB1
The CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) shall be the unit specific docunient that
provides core operating limits for the current operating cycle. These cycle specific core
operating limits shall be determined for each operating cycle in accordance with Specification
6.6. Plant operation within those operating limits is addressed in individual specifications.

CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CEE
The CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR) shall be the ratio of that power in tho assembly which is
calculated by application of the applicable NRC approved critical power correlation to cause
some point in the assembly to experience transition boiling, divided by the actual assembly
power.

DOSE EQUIVALENT l 131
DOSE EOUlVALENT l 131 shall be that concentration of l 131 (microcur:e/ gram) which alone

_

,

would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of I 131,1132, '

l 133,1134, and I 135 actuelly present. The thyroid dose conversion f actors used for this
calculation shall be those listed in Table ill of TID 14844, " Calculation of Distanco Factors For
Power and Test Reactor Sites."

FR ACTION OF LILAITING POWER DENSITY (FLPD)
The FRACTION OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY (FLPD) shall be the LHGR existing at a given

!. location divided by the specified LHGR limit for that bundle.
|

OUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 12 Amendment No.
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|

FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP)
The FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP) shall be the measured THERMAL POWER
divided by tho .aTED THERMAL POWER.

FREQUENCY _ NOTATIOR,

4 The FREQUENCY NOTATION specified for the performance of Surveillance Requirements shall
correspond to the intervals defined in Table 1 1.

:

; IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
i IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be: a) leakage into primary containment collection systems, such
i as pump seal or valve packing leaks, that is captured and conducted to a sump or collecting

.

sank, or b) leakage into the primary containment atmosphere from sources that are both
specifically located and known either not to interfere with the operation of the leakage'

i detection systems or not to be PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN (LCRP)
A LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN (LCRP) shall be a pattern which results in the core being.

on a thermal hydraulic limit, i.e., operating on a limiting value for APLHGR, LHGR, or MCPR.

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)
LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) shall be the heat generation por unit length of fuel

: tod. It is the integral of the heat flux over the heat transfer area associated with the unit
j length.
;

! LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT)
| A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT) shall be a test of all required logic components,

i.e., all required relays and contacts, trip units, solid state logic elements, etc, of a logic circuit,
from sensor through and including the actuated device, to verify OPERABILITY, The LOGIC*

i SYST'.M FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential, overlapping or
total system steps such that the entire logic system is tested.

MAXIMUM FRACTION OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY (MFLPD)
The MAXIMUM FRACTION OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY (MFLPD) shall oe the highest value
of the FLPD which exists in the core,

,

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)
The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) shall be the smallest CPR which exists in the
core for each class of fuel.

:

,
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OFFSITE DOSE CALC _ULATION MANUAL (ODCM)
The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM) shall contain the methodology and ,

parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactivo gaseous and
liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid offluent monitoring Alarm / Trip
Sotpoints, and in the conduct of the Envircamental Radiological Monitoring Program. The
ODCM shall also contain (1) the Radioactive Effluent Controls Jr i Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Programs required by Section 6.8 and (2) descript une the information that
should be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating and Semi-annual
Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required by Specification 6.6.*

OPERABLE OPERABILITY
iA system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY

when it is capable of performing its specified function (s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, electrical power, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system, subsystem, train, component or device to perform
its function (s) are also capable of performing their related support function (s).

OPERATIONAL MODE
An OPERATIONAL MODE, i.e., MODE, shall be any one inclusive combination of mode switch
position and average reactor coolant temperature as specified in Tablo 12.

PHYSICS TESTS .
PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure the fundamental nuclear '

characteristics of the reactor core and related instrumentation and 1) described in Chapter 14
of the FGAR,2) authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, or 31 otherwise approved by

| the Commission.

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage through a non isolable fault in a reactor

_

coolant system component body, pipe wall or vessel wall, i

,

1

P
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (PCI)
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (PCI) shall exist when:

i

a. All primary containment penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

1) Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE primary containnaent automatic isolation
valve system, or

2) Closed by at least one manual valvo, blind flange, or deactivated automatic valve
secured in its closed position, except for valves that are open under administrative
control as permitted by Specification 3.7.F.

b. All primary containment equipment hatches are closed and sealed.
i

c. Each primary containment air lock is in compliance with the requirements of -

Specification 3.7.C.

d. The primary containment leakage rates are within the limits of Specification 3.7.B. ;

e. The suppression chamber is in compliance with the requirements of Specification
3.7,0.

f. The scaling mechanism associated with each primary containment penetration; e.g.,
welds, bellows or 0 rings, is OPERABLE.

PJOCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP),

| The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP) shall contain the current formulas, sampling,
analysis, test, and determinations to be made to ensure that processing and packaging of solid
radioactive wastes based on demonstrated processing of actual or simulated wet solid wastes
will be accomplished in such a way as to assure compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20,61, and ,

i

71, State regulations, burial ground requirements, and other requirements governing the
disposal of solid radioactive waste.

.

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor

'

coolant of 2511 MWT.

IREPORTABLE EVENT
A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified in Section 50.73 to 10 CFR
Part 50.

|ROD DENSITY
ROD DENSITY shall be the number of control rod notches inserted as a fraction of the total
number of control rod notches. All rods fully inserted is equivalent to 100% ROD DENSITY. i

,
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J SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY (!sj}
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEORl1Y (SCI) shall exist when:

All secondary containment penetrations required to be % sed during accident conditionsI a.

i are either:

| 1) Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE secondary containment automatic isolation ]
,

1

I valve system, or

2) Closed by at least one rnanual valve, blind flange, or deactivated automatic damper
secured in its closed position, except as permitted by Specification 3.7.J.

4
!
1 b. All secondary containment hatches and blowout panels are closed and scaled.

The standby gas treatment system is in compliance with the requirements of Specification; c.
3.7.K.

d. At least one door in each access to the secondary containment is closed.
;

The sealing mechanism associated with each secondary containment penetration; e.g.,e.
welds, bellows or 0 rings, is OPERABLE.

.

f. The pressure within the secondary containment is less than or equal to the value required
by Specification 4.7.1.1.

SILL)TDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) shall be the amount of reactivity by which the i actor is
subcritical or would be subcritical assuming all control rods are fully inse.*tod except for the
single control rod of highest reactivity worth which is assumed to be fully withdrawn and the
reactor is in the shutdown condition; cold, i.e. 68'F; and xenon free.

SOURCE CHECK
A SOURCE CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of CHANNEL response when the
CHANNEL sensor is os posed to a radioactiva source.

TH_EF .1AL POWER.

TeERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor cora heat transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

TRIP SYSTEM
A TRIP SYSTEM shall be an arrangement of instrument CHANNEL trip signals and auxiliary
equipment required to initiate action to accomplish a protective trip function. A TRIP SYSTEM
may require one or more instrument CHANNEL trip signals related to one or more plant .
parameters in order to initiate TRIP SYSTEM action. Initiation of protwetive action may require
the tripping of a single TRIP SYSTEM or the coincident tripping of two TRIP SYSTEMS.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 16 Amendment No.
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Definitions 1.0
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1.0 DEFINITIONS,

i

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be allleakage which is not IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.*

;
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Definitions 1,0

TABLE 1-1.

SURVElkt.ANCE FREQUENCY NOTATION

NOTATIOR FREQUENCY

1. Shif t S At least once per 12 hours

2. Day D At least once per 24 hours

3. Week W At least once per 7 days

4. Month M At least once por 31 days

5. Quarter O At least once per 92 days

6. Semiannual SA At least once per 184 days

7. Annual A At least once per 366 days

8. Sesquiannual E At least once per 18 months (550 days)

9. Startup S/U Prior to each reactor startup

10. Not Applicable N.A. Not applicable

*
. ,

OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 18 Amendment No.
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Definitions 1.0

TABLE 1-2

OPERATIONAL MODES

MODE SWITCH AVERAGE REACTOR

MQQ1 POSITION (f) COOLANT TEMPER ATURE_

1. POWER OPERATION Run Any temperature

2.STARTUP Startup/ Hot Standby Any temperature

3. HOT SHUTDOWN Shutdown (' '' > 212*F

4. COLD SHUTDOWN Shutdown ('A*3 s 212'F

5. REFUELING d Shutdown or 'lefuel'' * $ 140aFi

IABLE NOTATIONS

(a) The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby position to test the
switch interlock functions provided the control rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a
second licensed operator or other technically qualified individual.

>

(b) The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single control rod drive
is bein0 removed from the reactor pressure vessel per Specification 3.10.D.

(c) Fuel in the reactor vessel with one or more vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned
or with the head removed.

(d) See Special Test Exceptions 3.12.A and 3.12.B.

(e) The reactor modo switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single control rod is
being recoupled or withdrawn provided the one rod out interlock is OPERABLE.

(f) When there is no fuelin the reactor vessel, the reactor is considered not to be in any
OPERATIONAL MODE. The reactor mode switch may then be in any position or may be
inoperable.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 19 Amendment No.
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ATTACHMENT 4

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This technical specification amendment will replace the current section 1.0,
Definitions, for Dresden Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical Specifications. The specifications are
replaced in thier entirety with revised pages that combine the Unit 2 and Unit 3
specifications,

Delete the following pages:

DPR - 19 DPR - 25

1.01 1.0-1

1.0 2 1.0-2

1.0-3 1.0-3

1.0-4 1.0-4

1.0-6 1.0 6

_1A-8 1.0-6

,

i

;

i

N
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ATTACHMENT 4
4

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This technical specification amendrnent will replace the current section 1.0,
Definitions, for Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications. The specifications
are replaced in there entirety with revised pages that combine the Unit 1 and Unit 2,

specifications,
4

Delete the following pages:-

DPR 29 - DPR 30

1.o 1 1.0-1

1.o-2 1.0-2

1.03 '1.o.3
,

1.0-4 1.0-4

1.o-5 1.05

1.0-6 3

i
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ATTACHMENT 5

COMPARISON OF DRESDEN UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE

IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES

SECTION 1.0
* DEFINITIONS"

Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Dresden
Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical Specifications to identify any technical differences in
support of combiriing the Technical Specifications into one document. The intent of
the review was not to identify any differences in presentation style (e.g. table
formats, use of capitalletters, etc.) or punctuation but rather to identify areas
which the Technical Specifications are technically different.

The review of the Section 1,0, " Definitions" identified one technical
difference with definition 1.0.Z, Secondary Containment Integiity. The Unit 2
Technical Specifications require the Standby Gas Treatment System to be operable
whereas the Unit 3 Technical Specifications require the Standby Gas Treatment
System to be in compliance with LCO 3.7.B. In the proposed specification, the
definition for Secondary Containment Integrity requires the Standby Gas Treatment
System to be in compliance with the specification 3.7.K in accordance with STS.

1.0-1
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ATTACHMENT Si
. i

i COMPARISON OF QUAD CITIES UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2 TECHNICAL ,

L SPECIFICATIONS |
'

L FOR THE -
- IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICA1. DIFFERENCES

L
|

| SECTION 1.0. -

DEFINITIONS""

;
- Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Quad

,

Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications to identify any technical
dif ferences in support of. combining the Technical Specifications into one document.
The intent of the review was not to identify any differences in presentation style
(e.g. table formats, use of capitalletters, etc.) or punctuation but rather.to identify. ;

.

areas which the Technical Specifications are technically different.

The review of the Section 1.0, " Definitions" did not identify any technical:
differences,

.

|
|

|

f

e

I

o
|
:
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EVALUATION

Technical Specification 1.0
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ATTACHMENT 6

EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Commariwealth Edison has evaluated this proposed amendment and
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. According to 10
CFR 50.92(c), a proposed amendment to an operating license involves no
significant hazards crinsideration if operation of the facility, in accordance with the
proposed amendment, would not: ;

.

'

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
'

accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probabDity
of consequences of an accident previously evaluated because:

The proposed changes to the definitions are made to clarify present
requirements, allow changes that have been adopted at other operating
BWRs, promote consistency in understanding of the definition of terms, and
to add definitions for terms used in the Dresden and Ouad Cities Technical
Specifications that are not currently defined.

The use of the STS and some later operating plants' version of the CORE
ALTERATION definition will cleany define when this definition is applicable.
Some later operating plants have revised the CORE ALTERATION definition
to allow an exclusion to the definition for undervessel removal of incore

'
instrumentation. Incorporating this change to the CORE ALTERATIOl''
definition for Dresden and Quad Cities will allow maintenance to proceed
without unnecessary restrictions on plant operation and without impacting

| core reactivity safety while the plant is in the refuel condition. Tho use of
STS definitions for CHANNEL CAllBRATION, CHANNEL CHECK. and
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will help to clarify the intent of the present
definitions using the " instrument" terminology. The proposed changes to
the PRIMARY CONTAINMENT and SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
definitions will clarify present LCOs. The intent of the present definitions is
that the Primary Containment Isolation Valves and Standby Gas Treatment
Systems be OPERABLE pursuant to the requirements of their respective
individual specifications. Present definitions could be interpreted to be more
restrictive than intended and as such the changes are proposed to clarify
present requirements and as such do not involve a significant increase in the

| probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluateo.

I

1.0-1
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ATTACHMENT 6

The proposed change to the definition for Critical Power Ratio (CPR) follows
STS guidelines and a later operating plant's version of the CPR definition.
To permit the loading of a new fuel design into tha Dresden or Quad Cities
reactor, the change in fuel design and supporting correlaticns will have been
previously reviewed and approved by the NRC and the limiting transients
previously evaluated in the SAR will have been re analyzed for eacF reload
design. New core operating limits will have been generated and documented
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (referenced in the Technical
Specifications) to ensure that all safety criteria are met for all analyzed
accidents and limiting transients. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability of consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

The changes to the definitions for FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER
and MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO follow STS guidelines and do not
change the technicalintent of the present definitions. The proposed
changes to the definitions for PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM AND OFFSITE

,

DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL follow GL 89-01 guidelines to expand the
definitions to more clearly define the content of these documents with the'

deletion of RETS requirements from the technical specifications. These
changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

The addition of new terms to Section 1.0 provides the user of the technical
specifications with easily accessible definitions that are currently accepted
by other operating BWRs and are applicable to Dresden and Quad Cities.
New Tables 1-1 and 1-2 allow arrangement of present Dresden and Quad
Cities requirements or interpretation of requirements into an STS format for
ease of use and availability. Proposed Table 1-1, " SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY NOTATION," uses some of the present Dresden and Quad
Cities interpretations of Surveillance Frequencies and does not relax or
modify any existing testing intervals. Proposed Table 1-2, " OPERATIONAL
MODES," takes present requirements that are located in individual
specifications and uses an STS format for arrangement of these provisions.
Present temperature limits for OPERATIONAL MODES are retained except for
Refuel where the STS limit of .s.140 F is adopted. Footnotes are added to
provide clarification and to allow exceptions to Mode switch position where
needed to allow for necessary testing and other operations. Since the
proposed addition of Tables 1-1 and 1-2 retains present operating
restrictions and testing allowances or adopts proven STS guidelines that are
applicable to Dresden and Quad Cities, there is no increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

The applicable provisions of present Definition " Surveillance interval" are
being moved and retained in proposed Specification 4.0.B after considering
implementation of Generic Letter 89-14. The present provisions of Definition

1.0-2
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ATTACHMENT 6

" Shutdown," are proposed to be moved to new Table 12. The proposed
movement of these requirements provides a ir. ore user friendly document
and retains necessary limiting provisions.

Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated because:

The proposed changes leave intact present operating philosophy and only
implement new provisions where necessary to clarify ano ensure that
present allowances are understood and maintained. The proposed exception
to the CORE ALTERATION definition will allow replacement of incoro
instruments without considering this an alteration of the core - Due to the
small amount of fissionable materialin these insuuments, theic movement
cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated for nuclear safety.

The change from the " Instrument" philosophy to the " CHANNEL" philosophy
for calibrations, checks and functional tests provides clarification of present
wording and intent. The STS " CHANNEL" philosophy is being used at
Dresden~and Quad Cities in many present applications and this te'chnical
specification change will ensure its consistent use for applicable testing
functions.

The proposed changes to the PRIMARY CONTAINMENT and SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY definitions are clarifications of intent with
respect to OPERABILITY provisions for Primary Containment isolation Valves
and Standby Gas Treatment Systems. Primary Containment and
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY requirements are considered to be.
maintained while equipment and systems are in the ACTION statements of

j Specifications 3.7.C,3.7.F and 3.7.K. The individual equipment and system
specifications contain allowed outage provisions to ensure _thati

? OPERABILITY is maintained within defined time limits, which are considered
| to be sufficiently short in duration, such that impact is minimal to PRIMARY

or SECONDARY. CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY considerations. The proposed
changes do not change system OPERABILITY requirements and as such do
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

Use of a more generic reference " applicable NRC-approved critical power
correlation" in the CRITICAL POWER RATIO definition in place of a reload
specific correlation like "GEXL" will not change the present intent of the
definition but only preclude the necessity to revise the CRITICAL POWER
RATIO definition every time there are minor changes in the fuel
manufacturer's critical power correlations to support their new fuel design.
Provided that the changes to the critical power correlation are reviewed and
approved by the NRC, no new or different accident,-from any previously

1.0-3
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ATTACHMENT 6

evaluated, is created by this broader definition. Therefore, this change
cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

The changes to the definit!ons for FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER
and MINIMUM CRITICAL WWER RATIO do not change present intent and
are made to clarify present requirements. The changes to the definitions for
PCP and ODCM are expansions of present provisions in order to implement
the provisions of GL 89 01. Due to the nature of these changes, they cannot
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

The addition of new definitions to the technical specifications is an
enhancement to present provisions. STS guidelines are used for the new
definitions and have been evaluated and found to be in agreement with
present usage at Dresden and Quad Cities. New Tables 1-1 and 12 follow
an STS format for implementing present Dresden and Ouad Cities
Surveillance Frequencies and OPERATIONAL MODES. Present
OPERATIONAL MODE restrictions on reactor coolant temperature are
retained for OPERATIONAL MODES 1,2,3, and 4; and, are changed to STS
guidelines for OPERATIO:iAL MODE 5. Present reactor mode switch
position restrictions are retained by including necassary notes to allow

| testing and other operations. Since either present provisions are retained or
present interpretation of requirements are maintained, the changes do not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

;

involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety because:,

I
l The proposed changes to the definitions provide clarificatior's, implement

proven changes from operating BWRs that are applicablo ct Dresden and
Quad Cities, and include present provisions and interpretations presented in
STS format. Present margins of safety are retained and imptrved by

|
clarifying requirements that are subject to interpretation or are not presented
in an easy to understand format.

The proposed change to the CORE ALTERATION definition does not affect
nuclear safety since replacement of incore instrumentation has little or no
measurable impact on core reactivity. The chaage from the " Instrument" to
the " CHANNEL" philosophy for calibration, checks, and functional tests
provides clarification of present intent. Clarifications to the definitions for

|
PRIMARY and SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY are made to prevent

i misinterpretation of intent of the present requirements and do not reduce
I any margin of safety. The proposed revition to the definition of CRITICAL

POWER RATIO will merely redefine, in broader terms, the definition of
CRITICAL POWER RATIO and will not cause a change in any margin of
safety. Each fuel reload analyses will continue to ensure that the fuel

1.0-4



ATTACHMENT 6

system design, nuclear design, thermal / hydraulic design and the conclusions
of the original core analysis remain valid for the accidents and limiting
transients previously evaluated in the SAR. The changes to the definitions
for FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER and MINIMUM CRITICAL
POWER RATIO are clarifications of present requirements that do not change

,

present technicalintent. The changes to the definitions for PCP and ODCM
more clearly define the contents of these documents with the
implementation of GL 89-01 provisions. As such these changes cannot
reduce any margin of safety.

The new definitions added to Section 1.0 apply to terms in current use in
the Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications and this addition
improves understanding of requirements. New Tables 1 1 and 1-2 follow
the STS in format with notations and OPERATIONAL MODES based on
present Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specification requirements,
interpretation of requirements, or STS guidelines that arr cpplicable to
Dresden and Quad Cities. Table 1-2 notes follow preses.i Dresden and Quad
Cities allowances or interpretation of allowances and follow later operating
plants and STS guidelines. Since the proposed changes implement present
Dresden and Quad Cities allowances in an STS format and follow proven
allowances at other operating plants that are acceptab% for use at Dresden
and Quad Cities, there is no reduction in any margin of safety.

.

[

1.0-5
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ATTACHMENT 6
i

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STATEMENT APPLICABILITY REVIEW

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed amendment against the
criteria for the identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring
environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.20. It has been
determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for a categorical exclusion

,

as provided under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). This conclusion has been determined
because the changes requested do not pose significant hazards consideration or do
not involve a significant increase in the amounts, and no significant changes in the
types, of any effluents that ,nay be released offsite. Additionally, this request does
not involve a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure. Therefore, the Environmental Assessment Statement is not applicable for
these changes.

4

4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

|: The Dresden Technical Specification Upgrade Program (TSUP) was
conceptualized in response to lessons learned from the Diagnostic Evaluation Team
inspection and the frequent need for Technical Specification interpretations. A
comparison study of the Standard Technical Specification (STS), later operating
plant's Technical Specifications provisions and Quad Cities Technical Specifications
was performed prior to the Dresden TSUP effort. The study ~ identified potential
improvements in clarifying requirements and requirement] which are no long6r
consistent with current industry practices. The Dresden TSUP will enhance the<

Quad Cities TSUP currently under review by the NRC. As a result of the,
inconsistencies in the Quad Cities submittal compared to the Standard Technical.
Specifications (STS), Dresden's submittal will more closely follow the provisions 'of ~
STS and in conjunction, Quad Cities will amend their submittals so that Quod Citiec ,

and Dresdon are identical within equipment and plant design. The format.for the
Dresden TSUP will remain us a two column layout for human factors;
considerations. Additionally, chapter organizations will remain unchanged.

The TSUP is not intended to be a complete adoption for the STS. Overall,
-the Dresden custom Technical Specifications provide for the safe operation of the
plant and therefore, only an upgrads is deemed necessary,

in response to an NRC recommendation, Quad Cities combined the Unit 1
and Unit 2 Tcchnical Specifications into ons document. The Dresden Unit 2 and
Unit 3 Technical Specifications will also be combined into one document. To
accomplish the combination of e * Units' Technical Specification, a comparison of

j the Unit 2 and Unit 3. Technical Specification was parformed to identify any
'

technicel differences. The technical differences are identified in the proposed
amendment package for each section.

The TSUP was identified as a station top priority and is currently contained
in the Dresden Management Action Plan (DMAP). ' The TSUr* goal is to provide a
better tool to station personnel to implement their responsibilities and to ensure -
Dresden Station is' operated in accordance with current industry practices.-~ The
improved Technical Specifications provide for enhanced operation of the plant. The
program improves the operator's ability.to use the Technical Specifications by more
clearly defining the Limiting Conditions for Operation and required actions. The
most significant improvement to the specifications is the addition of equipment
operability requirements during shutdown conditions.

1

!

I
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; EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
*

(continued)
'

PRCPOSED CHANGES TO TECl!NICAL SPECIFICATION
SECTION 3.0/4.0, ' APPLICABILITY *

> -

Presert section 3.0, ' Limiting Condition for _ Operation * contains three specifications. Limi'ing
Conditions for Operaton (LCO) 3.0.A addresses the action to be taken if a LCO cannot be satisfied.
LCO 3.0.B delmentes the additional conditions which must be satisfied to pernit continued operation
when a normal or ernergency power source is not operable. LCO 3.0.C subscribes that 3.0. A or 3.0.B
are not applicabic in the Refuel or Shutdown mode.

The proposed amendment renins th-s: p& i%n and adds requirements not currently delineatedi

in the specifications. He ger eral content of theas new prt. zions are accepted as ctandard operating.

practice at later boilic; water reactor p!sats :.nd art io conformance with the Standard Technical
Specifications and Generic Letters 87-09 and 8914.

Uc proposed amendment to specification 3.0/4.0 are intended to accomplish the following:
'

ProviJeu direction regarding LCO compliance during specific reactor modes and the associated
action requirements upon failure to meet a LCO.

- Dermes noncompliance with a specification and the required actions associated with restoration
of a LCO.

- Defmes the necessary actions for those circumstances not directly provided for in the action
staternent of a specification.

Provides guidance to defme when entry into an operational mode or other specified ceindition is,

i allowed if the plant is operating under the action provisions of a LCO.

- Specifies when surveillance requirements shall be met and the time interval allowed for
performing survestance requirements (per current Definition 1.0.CC) and, defmes a failure to
satisfy a surveillance requirement.

- Specines that entry into OPERATIONAL MODFs or other specified conditions shall not be
made unless the surveillance requirement associated with the LCO have been performed within
the applicable surveillance interval or as otherwise specified.

Relocates Inservice inspection and Inservice Testing requirements of ASME Code Class I,2.
and 3 components from specification 4.6.F.

i

:
|

|
!
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ATTACIIAIENT 2

DESCitIPTION OF CHANGES
,

Technical Specification 3/4.0

" APPLICABILITY"
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A'ITACitMENT 3

DESCRllTION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS

'

Section 3.0, Limiting Conditions for Operation contains three specifications. LCO 3.0. A
addresses the action to be taken if a LCO cannot be satisfied because of circumstances in excess of those
listed in the specification. LCO 3.0.B delineates what additional conditions must be satisfied to permit
operation to continue, consistent with the LCOs for power sources, when a normal or emergency power
source is not operable, LCO 3.0.C states that LCOs 3.0.A and 3.0.B are not applicable in the refueling
or cold shutdown modes, he present 3.0 specifications do not contain all normally accepted upper level
provisions goveming the use and applicability of surveillance requirements for the individual
specifications. The present 3.0 specifications are lacking in content and do not contain upper level
provisions governing the use and applicability of surveillance requirements for the individual
specifications.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT

ne proposed amendment request contains changes to Dresden Units ' ad 3 and Quad Cities
Units I and 2 Technical Specifications (TS) Section 3/4.0 on Applicability. De changes constitute a
complete adoption of the Standard Technical Specifications (STS) 3.0/4.0 section, the changes proposed
by the NRC in Generic Letter 87 09 and the change in surveillance intervals presee . 's Generic 1.xtter

,

8914, with one exception. He exception is the shutdown times and modes contair. to section 3.0.C.
De following discussions provide details on each of the proposed sections contained in Section 3/4.0.

Section 3.0 A: his is a new section which is a complete adoption of the STS section 3.0.1. This
section provides direction such that a LCO must be complied with during specified reactor modes or
other specified conditions and upon failure to meet a LCO, the associated AC. TION requirements must be
met.

Section 3.0.B: his is a new section which is a complete adoption or the STS section 3.0.2. This
section defines when noncompliance with a specification exists. Noncompliance exists when the LCO
and ACTION provisions are not met within the specified time intervals. Also 3.0.B specifies that if the
LCO is restored, completion of the AC. TION requirements is not required thus removing the need for
testing, plant shutdown or other ACTION provisions in progress.

Section 3.0.C: This is a new replacement for the current 3.0. A to clearly define the actions necessary
to be taken for those circumstances not directly provided for in the ACTION statements of a
specification. Changes to the present specification will improve this by requiring ACTION within one
hour to place the unit in a reactor mode or other condition in which the specification does not apply. The
provisions will ensure that steps are being taken in a timely manner ta place the plant in a reactor mode
or other condition where the inoperable equipment is not required. Any exceptions to the proposed
provisions must be stated in the individual specifications and thus must have prior NRC approval.
Retained from the present specifications are the provisions to be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the
next 12 hours and at least COLD S5!UTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours, after the one hour
allowance, The 12/24 allowance de ers from the STS (6/6/24) but is more applicable to the mode of
operation for Qus.d Cities and Dresden. Since the STS was written with the 6/6/24 shutdown

requirements, operating restrictions and practices have increased the time required to achieve an orderly
shutdown such that 6 hour time frames from full pcwer to hot standby and from bot standby to hot
shutdown are becoming increasingly difficult to attain. Rather than place such unnecessary additional
constraints on the operators at Dresden and Quad Cities, the current (and essentia;ly equivalent)
requirements are retained. His section also contains the provisions of current specification 3.0.C, which
is in accordance with the STS.

3/4.0-1
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ATTACliMENT 2 (continued)

Section 3.0.D: This is a new section which is a complete adoption of STS section 3.0.4, with one
minor clarification, as set forth in Genenc Letter 87 09. An individual analysis u och specific LCO
ACTION statement and its applicability per the requirements of Genenc Letter 87 09 will be explained
with each subsequent transmittal of proposed changes to TS sections under the Technical Specification
Upgrade Program. Section 3.0.D provides guidance when entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or
other specified condition is allowed if the plant is operating with systems or equipment under the
ACTION provisions of a LCO. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition is
allowed in amordance with the ACTION rnquirements when conformance to the ACTION requirements
permits continued operation of the facility for an unlirnited period of time. A minor revision has been
proposed to the wording of 3.0.D that diffus fro = the Generic Letter 87 09 proposed language. The
Generic letter proposed language indicates that ' Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other
specified condition shall not be made when the cmAitions for the LCO are not met and the associated

ACTION requires a shutdown if they are not met within a specified time interval. This phrase could be
interpreted to imply that the applicable OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition could be
entered while the LCO is not met and the ACTION requires that the plant be placed in a non. applicable'

OPERATIONAL h.3DE within a specified time frame but does not require a shutdown. For example,
STS 3.2.1 is applicable only in Mode ! above 25 % power. The ACTION requires restoration of
operation within the LCO limits or a reduction of power to less than 25 % within 4 hours, but does not
require a shutdown. Therefore, a strict interpretation would allow entry into MODE I and an increase of
power above 25 % while operathg in accordance with this ACTION. However Enclosure I ta Generic
Letter 87 09 (last sentence of paragraph 2 under pm lem #1, BACKGROUND) provides additional- 'b

clarification of the intended use of the term * shutdown." It states *... action must be taken to shutdown
the facility by pla.ing it in a mode or condition of operation in which the LCO does not apply.' This
clarification has been incorporated into the proposed 3.0.D and into the Bases.

Section 4.0.A: This is a new section which is a complete adoption of STS section 4.0.1. Section 4.0.A
specifies when surveillance requirements shall be met. Unless othwise stated in an individual
specification, the surveillance requirements shall bo met during the reactor mode or other specified
conditions for the LCO.

Section 4.0.B: This is a new section that combines current definition 1.0.CC and STS section 4.0.2 as
modified by Generic Letter 8914. Section 4.0.B specifies the time interval allowed for performing
surveillance requirements. The current definition " Surveillance laterval* that specifies a maximum

allowable extension of 25 % of the surveillance interval is included in section 4.0.B in accordance with
the STS specification. The Generic Letter recommended the removal of the 3.25 limit for maximum

extension of consecutive surveillances. The NRC concluded in this letter that the removal of the 3.25
limit results in a greater be.nefit to safety than limiting the use of the 25 % allowance to extend
surveillance intervals, Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the provisions of this Generic Letter and
concluded that incorporation at Dresden and Quad Cities will represent an improvement over the present

- requirements by allowing for more operational flexibility when scheduling surveillances. His flexibility
will allow surveillances to be performed when plant conditions are appropriate for the testing. The
proposed werding for the specification was taken directly from the Generic Letter.

Section 4.0.C: This is a new section which is a complete adoption of STS section 4.0.3. and Generic
Letter 87-09. This section defines the meaning of failure to satisfy a surveillance requirement. This
failure results in a failure to meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a LCO. The time limits of the
action requirements are initiated at the time it is identified that a surveillance requirement has not been
performed within the maximum allowed surveillance interval. The ACTION may be delayed for up to
24 hours to permit completion of the surveillance when the allowable outage time limits of the action
requirements are less than 24 hours. Any exceptions to these provisions must be stated in the individual
specification and thus inust have prior NRC appmval.

Section 4.0 D: This is a new section that is a complete adoption of STS section 4.0.4 and Generic
Letter 87-09. This section specifies that entry into OPERATIONAL MODES or other specified

3/4.0-2
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ATTACilMENT 3 (continued) |

|

conditions shall not be made unless the surveillance requirements associated with the LCO have been
performed within the applicable surveillance interval or as otherwise specified, his specification helps
to caure equipment operability when required by the Technical Specification Applicability statement.
This requirement does not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL MODES as required to comply
with action requirements. Exceptions to these requirements must be stated in the individual
specifications.-

4 ,

Section 4.0.E: This is a new section that combines the requirements of current section 4.6.F. STS
section 4.0.5 and the requirements in Generic Letter 88-01. This section establishes the requirement that
Inservice Inspection of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 components and inservice Testing of ASME CoJe
Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves shall be performed in accordance with a periodically updated version
of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Press re Vessel Code and Addenda as required by 10 CFR
50.55a. Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of the Technical,

Specification Me precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code and applicable Addenda.i

Bases 3/4.0: These Bases represent a complete adoption of the STS Bases for Section 3/4.0 as modified
1 by Generic Letters 87-09, 89-14 and 91-04,
4

Summary

The NRC issued Generic letter 87 09 outlining recent initiatives undertaken by the NRC and
the nuclear industry to improve Technical Specifications. The generic letter provided guidance for three -

'

specific problems encountered with the general requirements on the applicability of LCO and surveillance
requirements in sections 3.0 and 4.0. The generic letter included the NRC modified version of section
3.0 and 4.0 of the BWR STS, and provided the NRCs updated version of the BWR STS Bases for these
sections. He generic letter stated that the NRC staff has concluded that these modifications will improve
the Technical Specifications for all plants, and encouraged licensees to propose chac.ges to their Technical.

specifications consistent with the generic letter guidance. Commonwealth Edison has reviewed the,

generic letter with its enclosures and concluded that the proposed modifications as proposed in this
amendment are an improvement over the present Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications, As

j
such the proposed amendment represents a complete adoption of the wording and requirements outlined
in the STS as modified by the genaic letters with the one exception discussed in section 3.0.D.

!
P

4

a

1
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Applicability 3/4.0

3.0 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
-.

A. Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in tne succeeding
Specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other conditions specified
therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting Conditions for Operation, the
associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

B. Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the requirements of the Limiting
Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are not met within the
specified time intervals, if the Limiting Condition for Operation is restored prior to
expiration of the specified time intervals, completion of the ACTION requirements is not
required.

C. When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided in the associated
ACTION requirements, within one hour ACTION shall be initiated to place the unit in an
OPERATIONAL MODE in which the Specification does not apply by placing it, as
applicable, in:

1. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours, and

2. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION
requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specified time limits as
measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for Operation.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

This Specification is not applicable in OPERATIONAL MODE 4 or 5.

|

| D. Entry into an OPERATIONAi :<tODE or other specified condition shall not be made when
the conditir.ns for the Limiting Conditions for Operation are not met and the associated

! ACTION requires placing the plant in an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
i of operation in which the Limiting Condition for Operation does not apply if they are not

met within a specified time interval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified
condition may be made in accordance with the ACTION requirements whea conformance,

to them permits continued operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time. This
provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL MODE (s) as required to-

comply with ACTION requirements. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the
individual Sr.acifications.

4
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Applicability 3/4.0
1

4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
__

2

A. Surveillance Requirements shall be met during the reactor OPERATIONAL MODE (s) ori

other conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions for Operation unless otherwise
,

stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.
4

B. Each Surveillance Requirement shal' oe performed within the specified surveillance interval
with a maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25 percent of the surveillance interval.

,

C. Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval,*

j defined by Specification 4.0.B, shall constitute noncompliance with the OPERABILITY
raquirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. The time limits of the ACTION
requirements are applicable at the time it is identified that a Surveillance Requirement has
not been performed. The ACTION requirements may be delayed for up to 24 hours to
permit the completion of the surveillance when the allowable outage time limits of the'

ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours. Surveillance requirements do not have to be:
performed on inoperable equipment.

.

$

.
D. Entry into an OPERATIONAi. MODE or other specified applicable condition shall not be'

! made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the Limiting Condition for
Operation have been performed within the applicable surveillance interval or as otherwise
specified. This provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL MODE (s)

] as required to comply with ACTION requirements.

4

E. Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME Ccde Class 1,2,
j and 3 components shall be applicable as follows:

1. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 components and inservice
testing of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves shall be performed in'

accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and'

applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a(g), except whers
3

specific written relief has been granted by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part
50, Section 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

,

1

j

i

4

e

f
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Applicability 3/4.0

4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

'

2. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice inspection and testing activities

i required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall
be applicable as follows in these Technical Specifications:

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required Frequencies
Code and applicable Addenda for performing -
terrninology for inservice inservice inspection
inspection and testina activities and testino octivities<

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days4

Quarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days4

Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
' Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

3. The provisions of Specification 4.0.8 are applicable to the above required frequencies
for performing inservice inspection and testing activities.

4. Performance of the above inservice int.pection and testing activities shall be in addition
to other specified Surveillance Requirements.

*

5. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed to supersede
the requirements of any Technical Specification.

,

6. The Inservice inspection Program for piping identified in NRC Generic Letter 88-01>

shall be performed in accordance with the staff positions on schedule, methods, and,

personnel and sample es.pansion included in Generic Letter 88-01 or in accordance
with alternate measures approved by the NRC staff.

.
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i Applicability B 3/4.0

| .

| BASES
__, _

f

] Specifications 3.0.A through 3.0.D establish the general requirements applicable to Limiting
Conditions for Operation. These requiroments aru based on the requirements for Limiting

,

Conditions for Operation stated in the Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.36(c)(2):'

r
4

1

; " Limiting conditions for operation are the lowest functional capability or performanco lovels
j of equipment required for safe operation of the faci!ity. When a limiting condition for

operation of a nuclear reactor is not rnet, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or f ollow
,

any remedial action permitted by the technical specification until the condition can be4

met."
j 1

4

! Soecification 3.0.A establishes the Applicability statomont wishin each individual specification as

i the requirement for when (i.e., in which OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other specified conditions)
conformance to the Limiting Conditions for Operation is required for safe operation of the facility. .

.

The ACTION requirements establish those remedial measures that must be taken within specified
time limits when the requirements of a Limiting Condition for Operation are 'iot mot, it is not -,

! intended that the shutdown ACTION requirements be used as an operational convenience which
1 permits (routino) voluntary removal of a system (c) or component (s) from service in lieu of other
! alternatives that would not result in redundant systems or companonts being inoperable.
.

j There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first specifies the remedial measures that
permit continued operation of the facility which is not further restricted by the time limits of the;

ACTION requirements. In this case, conformance to the ACTION requirements provides an
;

occeptable level of safety for unlimited continued operation as long as the ACTION requirements;

! continue to be mot. The second type of ACTION requiremont specifies a time limit in which

! conformance to the conditions of the Limiting Condition for Operation must be met. This timo limit
is the allowable outage time to restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status or

! for restoring parameters within specified limits. If those ACTION (s) are not completed within the
; allowable outage time limits, a shutdown is required to place the f acility in a reactor OPERATIONAL

MODE or other specified condition in which the specification no longer applies.*

1-
The specified time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicabio frw the point in time it is

i identified that a Lim: ting Condition for Operation is not met. Toe tirn . mits of the ACTION
requirements are also applicable when a system or componou i; re.x; vel from service for*

surveillance testing or investigation of operational problems. Inovidwl specifications may include a
specified timo limit for the complation of a Surveillance Requiremt 't when equipment 4 emoved,

i from service, in this caso, the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirementt 4 e
applicable when this limit expires if the surveillance has not been completed. When a shut- - i*
required to comply with ACTION requirements, the plant may have entered an OPERATION.

,

MODE in which a now specification becomes applicable, in this case, the time limits of the -
ACTION requirements would apply from the point in time that the new specification becomes 4

applicable if the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not mot.

Soecification 3.Q& establishes that noncompliance with a specification exists when the ='

requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not mot and the associated ACTION;-

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 B 3/4.0-1 ArNodment No.
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Applicability B 3/4.0

BASES
_ _ . _ _ _ _. ..

._._ _ ~ ~ ~ . .

requirements have r.ot been implemented within the specified time interval. The purpose of this
specification is to clarify that (1) implementation of the ACTION requiroment within the specified
timo interval constitutos compliance with a specification and (2) completion of the remedial
measures of the ACTION requirements is not 'equired when compUance with a Limiting Condition
for Operation is rostored within the time interval specified in the associated ACTION requirements.

hgification 3.0.C establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements ' hat must be implemented
when a Limiting Cond; tion for Operation is not met and the condition es not specifically addressed
by the associated ACTION requirements. The purpose of this specification is to delineate the time
limits for placing the unit in a safe shutdown condition when plant operation cannot be maintained
within the limits for solo operation defined by the Limiting Condition for Operation and its ACTION
requirements, it is not intended to be used as an operational convenienco which permits (routine)
voluntary removal of redundant systems of components from service in lieu of other alternativos
that would not result in redundant systems or components being inoperable. One hour is allowed
to prepare for an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in plant operation. This time permits
the operator to coordinate the reduction in electrical gonoration with the load dispatcher to ensure
the stability and availability of the electrical grid. The timo limits specified to reach lower MODE (s)
of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and orderly mann:r that is well within
the specified maximum cooldown rate and within the cooldown capabilities of the facility assuming
only the minimum required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on compnnents
of the primary coolant system and the potential for a plant transient toat could challenge safety
systems under conditions for which this specification applios,

if remedial measures permitting limited continued operation of the facility under the provisions of
the ACTION requirements are completed, the shutdown may be terminated. The time limits of the
ACTION requirements are applicable from the point in time thoto was a f ailuto to moot a Limiting
Condition for Operation. Therefore, the shutdown may be terminated if the ACTION requiroments
have boon mot or the timo limits of the ACTION requirements have not expired, thus providing an
allswance for the completion of the required ACTION (s).

The time limits >f Specification 3.0.C allow 37 hours for the plant to be in COLD SHUTDOWN
when a shutdown is required during POWER OPERATION. If the plant is in a lower MODE of
operation when a shutdown is required, the timo limit for reaching the next lower MODE applies.
However, if a lower MODE of operation is reached in less time than allowed, the total allowable
time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other OPERATIONAL MODE,is not reduced. For example,if
HOT SHUTDOWN is reached in 10 hours, the timo allowed to reach COLD SHUTDOWN is the next
27 hours because the total time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN is not reduced from the allowablo
limit of 37 hours. Therefore,if remedial measures are completed that woult permit a return toi

POWER OPERATION, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower MODE of operation in
less than the total time allowed.

The samc principle applies with regard to the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION
requirements,if compliance with the ACTION requirements for one specification results in entry
into an OPERATIONAL MODE or condition of operatinn for another specification in which the

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 B 3/4.0-2 Amendment No.
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requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met, it the new specification becomes'

applicable la less time than specified, the difference may be added to the altowable outage time:

limits of the second specification. However, the allowable outage time limits of ACTION
j requirements for a higher MODE of operation may not be used to extend the allowable outage time
! that is applicable when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met in a lower MODE of operation. . ,

i

Tt.e shutdown requirements of Specification 3.0.C do not apply in MODES 4 or 5, because the^

j ACTION requirements of individual specifications define the remedial moosures to be taken. ,

1

1

! Soecification 3.0.D establishes limitations on a change in OPERATIONAL MODE (s) when a Limiting

: Condition for Operation is not met. It precludes placing the facility in a higher MODE of operation
when the requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation are not met and continued'

noncompliance to these conditions would result in placing the plant in an OPERATIONAL MODE or
other specified condition of operation in which the L|miting Condition for Operation does not apply
to comply with the ACTION requirements if a change in MODE (s) were permitted. The purpose of '
this specification is to ensure that facility operation is not initiated or that higher MODE (s) of +

operation or other specified conditions are not entered when corrective ACTION is being taken to
,

obtain cornpliance with a specification by restoring equipment to OPERABLE status or parameters '

to specified limits. Compliance with ACTION requirements that permit continued operation of the'

facility for an unlimited period of time provides an acceptaole level of safety for continued'

; operation without regard to the status of the plant before or af ter a change in OPERATIONAL
MODE (s). Therefore, in this case, entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition'

may be made in accordance with the provisions of the ACTION requirements. The provisions of
this specification should not, however, be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise good

j practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before plant startup.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the provisions of Specification
3.0.0 do not apply because they would delay placing the facility in a lower MODE of operation.'

i
i

r

4

|
,
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Applicability B 3/4.0
I

'

BASES

Specifications 4.0.A through 4.0.E establish the general requirements applicable to Surveillance
Pequirements. Those requirements are based on the Surveillance Requirements stated in the Code
of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.36(c)(3):

"Surveillanco requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration, or inspection to
ensure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that f acility
operation will be within sofoty limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be
m ot."

heification 4.0.A establishes the requirement that surveillances must be performed during the
OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other conditions for which the requirements of the Limiting Condition
f or Operation apply unless otherwiso stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement. The purposc
of this specification is to ensure that surveillances are performed to verify the operational status of
q" ems and components and that parameters are within specified limits to ensure safe operation
of e facility when the plant is in a reactor OPERATIONAL MODE or other speciflod condition for
v.Lcn the individual Limiting Condition for Operations are applicable. Surveillanco Requirements do
not have to be performed when the facility is in an OPERATIONAL MODE for which the
requirements of the associated Limiting Condition for Operation do not apply unless othorwise
specified. The Surveillance Requirements associated with a Special Test Exception are only
applicable when the Special Test Exception is used as an allowable exception to the requirements
of a specification.

Soecification 4.0.8 establishes the limit for which the specified time interval for Surveillanco
Requirements may be extended, it permits an allowable extension of the normal surveillance
interval to facilitato surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditinns that
may not be suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing
surveillance or maintenance activities. It also provides flexibility to accommodate the length of a
fuel cycle for surveillancos that are specified with and 18 month surveillance interval. It is not
intended that this provision be used repeatedly as a convenience to extend surveillance intervals
beyond that scified for surveillances that are not performed during refueling outages. Likewise,
it is not the intent that refueling outage surveillancos be performed during power operation unless it
is consistent with safe plant operation. The limitation of Specification 4.0.8 is based on
engineering judgment and the recognition that the most probable result of any particular
surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with the Surveillanco Requiromunts.
This provision is sufficient to ensure that the reliability ensured through surveillance activities is not
significtatly d9 graded beyond that obtained from the specified surveillance interval.

;

*

Soecification 4.0.C establishes that the failure to satisfy a Surveillance Requiremont within the
allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of Specification _4.0.B,-is a condition that
constitutes a failure to meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation.
Under the provisions of this specification, systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE
when Surveillance Requirements have boon satisfactorily performed within the specified time
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.

interval. However, nothing in this provision is to be construed as implying that systems or
components are OPERABLE when they are found or known to be inoperablo although still meeting
the Surveil 3nco Requirements. This specification also clarifies that the ACTION requirements are
applicable w?en Surveillance Requirements have not been completed within the allowed
surveillance inarval and that the time limits of the ACTION requirements apply from the point in
time it is identifici that a surveillance has not boon performed and not at the time that the allowed
surveillance intervv was exceeded. Completion of the Serveillance Requirement within the
allowable outage timo limits of the ACTION requiroments restores compliance wl'h the
requirements of Specification 4.0.C. However, this does not negato the fact that the failure to
have performed the surveillance within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions
of Specificatmn 4.0.B. was a violation of th OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition
for Operation that is subject to enforcement action. The failure to perform a surveillance within the
provisions of Specification 4.0.B is a violation of a Technical Specification requirement and is,
therefore, a reportable event under the requirements of 10 CFR 50,73(a)(2)(il(B) because it is a
condition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications,

if the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours or a
shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements (e.g., in Specification 3.0.C), a 24 hour
allowanco is provided to permit a delay in implomonting the ACTION requirements. This provides
an adequate time limit to complete Surveillance Requirements that have not boon performed. The
purpose of this allowance is to permit the completion of a surveillance before a shutdown would be
required to comply with ACTION requirements or before other remedial measures would be
required that may preclude the completion of a surveillance. The basis for this allowance includes ',

consideration for plant conditions, adequate planning, availability of personnel, the time required to
perinrm the surveillance, and the safety sl nificance of the delay in completing the required0
surveillance. This provision also provides a time limit for the completion of Surveillance
Requirements that become applicable as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by ACTION
requirements and for completing Surveillance Requirements that are applicable when an exception
to the requirements of Specification 4.0.D is allowed. If a survoillance is not completed within the
24-hour allowance, the timo limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at that time. When
a surveillance is performed within the 24 hour allowance and the Surveillance Requirements are not
mot, the time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time that the surveillance is
terminated.

Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment because the
ACTION requirements define the remedial measures that apply. However, the Surveillance
Requirements have to be met to demonstrate that inoperable equipment has been restored to
OPERABLE status.

Soecification 4.0.0 establishes the requirement that all applicable surveillances must be met before
entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE cr other condition of operation specified in the Applicability
statement. The purpose of this specific.ation is to ensure that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements or parameter limits are met before entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE
or other specified condition for which thoso systems and components ensure safe operation of the
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facility. This provision applios to changes in OPERATIONAL MODEls) or other specified conditions
associated with plant shutdown as well as startup.

Under the provisions of this specification, the applicablo Survoillance Requirements must be
performed within the specified surveillance interval to assure that the Limiting Conditions for
Operation are mot during initial plant startup or following a plant outage

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION statements, the provisions of Specification 3

4.0.D do not apply because this would delay placing tho facility in a lower MODE of operation.

Soecification 4.0.E establishes the requirement that inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,2,
and 3 components and insarvice testing of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves shall
be performed in accordance with a periodically updated version of Section XI of the ASME Doiler
and Pressuro Vessel Code and Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a. These requirements apply
except when relief has been provided in writing by the Commission.

This specification includes a clarification of the frequencies for performing the inservice inspection
and testing activities required by Section XI of the ASME Boilor and Pressure Vossol Code and
applicable Addenda. This clarification is provided to ensure consistency in surveillanco intervals
throughout the Technical Specifications and to remove any ambiguities relative to the frequencios
for performing the requirod inservice inspection and testing activitics.

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of the Technical
Specifications take precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicablo
Addenda. The requirements of Specification 4.0.D to terform surveillance requirements before
entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition takes procedence over the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision that allows pumps and valves to be tested up to one
week af ter return to normal operation. The Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does
not allow a graco period before a component, which is not capable of performing its specified
function, is declared inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vossel
Code prnvision that allows a valvo to be incapable of performing its specified function for up to 24
hours before being declared inoperable.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 B 3/4.0 6 Amendmont No.
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Applicability 3/4.0

3.0 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION4 _,

<

A. Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the succeeding
,

Specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other conditions specified
;

|
therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting Conditions for Operation, the

i associated ACTION requiromonts shall be mot.

B. Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the requirements of the Limiting ,

Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are not mot within the
i

j specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for Operation is rostored prior to
expiration of the specified timo intervals, completion of the ACTION requirements is not;

required.

C. When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not mot, except as provided in the associated*

ACTION requirements, within one hour ACTION shall bo initietod to place the unit in an-
OPERATIONAL MODE in which the Specification does not apply by placing it, as
applicable, in:

1. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours, and

2. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.'

Where correctivo measures are completed that porrnit operation under the ACTION4

requirement % the ACTION may be taken h accordance with the specified timo limits as
measured from the tirno of failure to moet the Limiting Condition for Operation.

,

Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

This Specification is not applicable in OPERATIONAL MODE 4 or 5.

D. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not be made when
the conditions for the Limiting Conditions for Operation are not mot and the associated
ACTION requires placing the plant in an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
of operation in which the Limiting Condition for Operation does not apply !f they are not
met within a specified time interval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified
condition may be made in accordance with the ACTION requirements when conformance

.

to them permits continu6d operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time This
provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL MODE (s) as required to
comply with ACTION requirements. Exceptions to those requiramonts are stated in the
individual Specifications.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.0 1 Amendment No.
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Applicability 3/4.0

4.0 SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

i
: A. Survoillance Requirements shall be met during the reactor OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or

other conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions for Operation unless otherwise
,

stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.
P

| B. Each Surveillanco Requirement shall be performed within the specified survoi!!anco interval
t

with a maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25 percent of the survoillance interval.

!

C. Failure to perform a Surveillance Requiremont within the allowed surveillanco interval,
defined by Specification 4.0.B, shall constitute noncompliance with the OPERABILITY
requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. The timo limits of the ACTION
requirements are applicable at the time it is identified that a Surveillanco Requirement has
not been performed. The ACTION requirements may be delayed for up to 24 hours to
permit the completion of the surveillance when the allowable outage timo limits of the
ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours. Surveillanco requirements do not have to be
performed on inoperablo equipment.

D. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified applicable condition shall not be
-

modo unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the Limiting Condition for
Operation have been performed within the applicable surveillanco interval or as otherwise
specified. This provi;!9n shal' not provent passage through or to OPERATIONAL MODE (s)
as required to comply with ACTION requirements.

E. Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME Code Class 1,2,
and 3 components shall be applicable as follows:

1. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,2. and 3 components and inservice
testing of ASME Code Class 1. 2, and 3 pumps and valves shall bo performed in
accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55alg), except where
specific written relief has been granted by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part
50, Section 50.55alg)(6)(i).

|
|
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Applicability 3/4.0

4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

. . . .

_

2. Surveillanct intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice inspection and testing activities
required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall
be applicabic as follows in these Technical Specifications:

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required Frequenclos
Code and ap;.licable Addenda for performing'

terminology for inservice inservice inspection
inspection DDd testina activities and testina activities

Wookly At least on00 por 7 days
Monthly At least once por 31 days
Quarterly or every 3 months At least onco por 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days
Every 9 months At least once por 270 days
Yearly or annually At least once por 366 days

3. The provisions of Specification 4.0.B are applicable to the above required frequencies
for performing inservice inspection and testing activities.

4. Performance of the above inservice inspection and testing activities shall be in addition
to other specified Surveillance Requirements.

5. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed to supersede
the requirements of any Technical Spccification.

6. The Inservico inspection Program for piping identified in NRC Generic Lotter 88 01
shall be performed in accordance with the staff positions on schedule, methods, and
personnel and sample expansion included in Generic Letter 88 01 or in accordance
with alternato measures approved by the NRC staff.

.
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Specifications 3.0.A through 3.0.D establish the general requirements applicable to Limiting
Conditions for Operation. These requirements are based on the requirements for Limiting
Conditions for Operation stated in the Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.36(c)(2h

" Limiting conditions for operation are the lowest functional capability or performance levels
of equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When a limiting condition for
operation of a nuclear reactor is not met, the liconseo shall shut down the reactor or follow
any remedial action permitted by the technical specification until the condition can be
met."

Soecification 3.0. A establishes the Applicability statement within each individual specification as
the requirement f or when (i.e.,in which OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other specified conditions)
conformance to the 1.imiting Conditions for Operation is required for safe operation of the facility.
The ACTION requirements establish those remedial measures that must be taken within specified
time limits when the requirements of a Limiting Condition for Operation arn not met, it is not
intended that the shutdown ACTION requirements be used as an operational convenience which
perrr.its (routine) voluntary removal of a system (s) or component (s) from service in lieu of other
alternatives that would not result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.

There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first specifies the remedial measure. that
permit continued operation of the facility which is not further restricted by the time limits of the
ACTION requirements. In this case, conformance to the ACTION requirements provides an
acceptable level of safety for unlimited continued operation as long as the ACTION requirements
continue to be met. The second type of ACTION requirement specifies a time limit in which
conformance to the conditions of the Limiting Condition for Operation must be met. This time limit
is the allowable outage time to restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status or
for restoring parameters within specified limits. If these ACTION (s) are not completed within the

,

allowable outage time limits, a shutdown is required to place the facility in a reactor OPERATIONAL
MODE or other specified condition in which the specification no longer applies.

The specified time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable from the point in time it is
identified that a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met. The time ".31ts of the ACTION
requirements are also applicable when a system or component is removet . rom service for
surveillance testing or ir 9stigation of operational problems. Individual specilications may include a
specified time limit for the completion of a Surveillance Requirement when equipment is removed
from service, in this case, the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are
appliceble when this limit expires if the surveillance has not been completed. When a shutdown is
required to comply with ACTION requirements, the plant may have entered an OPERATIONAL

i MODE in which a new specification becomes applicable. In this case, the time limits of the
ACTION requirements would apply from the point in time that the new specification becomes

L
applicable if the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met.

Soecificction 3.0.B establishes that noncompliance with a specification exists when the
requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met and the associated ACTION .
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requirements have not been implemented within the specified time interval. The purpose of this
specification is to clarify that (1) implementation of the ACTION requirement within the specified
time interval constitutes compliance with a specification and (2) completion of the remedial
measures of the ACTION requirements is not required when compliance with a Limiting Condition
for Operation is restored within the time interval specified in the associated ACTION requirements.

Soecification 3.0.C establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements that must be imptomented
when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met and the condition is not specifically addressed
by the associated ACTION requirements. The purposo of this specification is to delineate the time
limits for placing the unit in a safe shutdown condition when plant operation cannot be maintained
within the limits for safe operation defined by the Limiting Condition for Operation and its ACTION
requirements, it is not intended to be used as an operational convenionce which permits (routino)
voluntary removal of redundant systems or components from service in lieu of other alternatives
that would not result in redundant systems or compononts being inoperable. One hour is allowed
to prepare for an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in plant operation. This time permits
the operator to coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the load dispatcher to ensure
the stability and availability of the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach lower MODE (s)
of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well within
the specified maximum cooldown rate and within the cooldown capabilities of the facility assuming
only the minimum required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on components
of the primary coolant system and the potential for a plant transio..t that could challongo safety
systems under conditions for which this specification applies.

If remodial measures permitting limited continued speration of the facility under the provisions of
the ACTION requirements are completed, the shutdown may be terminated. The time limits of the
ACTION requirements are applicable from the point in time there was a failure to moot a Limiting
Condition for Operation. Therefore, the shutdown may be terminated if the ACTION requirements

,

have been met of the time limits of the ACTION requirements have not expired, thus providing an
allowance for the completion of the required ACTION (s).

.

The timo limits of Specification 3.0.C allow 37 hours for the plant to be in COLD SHUTDOWN
;

when a shutdown is required during POWER OPERATION. If the plant is in a lower MODE of
operation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for reaching the next lower MODE applies.
However, if a lower MODE of operation is reached in less time than allowed, the total allowable
time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other OPERATIONAL MODE, is not reduced. For example, if
HOT SHUTDOWN is reached in 10 hours, the time allowed to roach COLD SHUTDOWN is the next
27 hours because the total time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN is not reduced from the allowable
limit of 37 hours. Therefore,if remedial measures are completed that would permit a rotum to
POWER OPERATION, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower MODE of operation in
less than the total time allowed.

The same principle applies with regard to the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION
requirements, if compliance with the ACTION requirements for one specification results in entry
into an OPERATIONAL MODE o' condition of operation for another specification in which the
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requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not mot. If the new specification becomes
applicable in less time than specified, the difference may be added to the allowable outage time
limits of the second specification. However, the allowable outage time limits of ACTION
requirements for a higher MODE of operation may not be used to extend the allowablo outage time s

that is applicable when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met in a lower MODE of operation.

The shutdown requirements of Spocification 3.0.C do not apply in MODES 4 or 5, because the
ACTION requirements of individual specifications define the remedial measures to be taken.

Soecification 3.0.0 establishes limitations on a change in OPERATIONAL MODE (s) when a Limiting
Condition for Operation is not met, it precludes placing the facility in a higher MODE of operation
when the requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation are not mot and continued
noncompliance to these conditions would result in placing the plant in an OPERATIONAL MODE or
other specified condition of operation in which the Limiting Condition for Operation does not apply
to comply with the ACTION requirements if a chango in MODE (s) were permitted.- The purpose of
this specification is to ensure that facility operation is not initiated or that higher MODE (s) of
operation or other specified conditions are not entered when corrective ACTION is being taken to
obtain compliance with a specification by restoring equipment to OPERABLE status or parameters
to specified limits. Compliance with ACTION requirements that permit continued operation of the
f acility for an unlimited period of time provides an acceptablo level of safoty for continued
operation without regard to the status of the plant before or after a change in OPERATIONAL
MODE (s). Therefore, in this case, entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
may be made in accordanco with the provisions of the ACTION requirements. The provis!ons of
this specification should not, however, be interpreted as endorsing the f ailure to exorcise good
practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before plant sv.rtup.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the provisions of Specification
3.0.D do not apply because they would delay placing the facility in a lower MODE of operation.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 8 3/4.0 3 Amendment No.
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Specifications 4.0.A thiough 4.0.E establish the general sequirements applicable to Surveillance
Requirements. These requirements are based on the Surveillance Requirements stated in the Code

,

of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 50.36(cH3):

" Surveillance requirements are requir6ments relating to test, calibration, or inspection to
ensure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that f acility
operation will be withir, safety limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be
met."

hcification 4.0.A establishes the requirement that surveillances must be performed during the
OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other conditions for which the requirements of the Limiting Condition
for Operation apply unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement. The purpose
of this specification is to ensure that surva:llances are performed to verify the operational stetus of
systems and components and that parameters are within specified limits to ensuro safe operation
of the f acilit-| when the plant is in a reactor OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition for
which the individual Limiting Condition for Operations are applicable. Surveillance Requirements do
not have to be performed when the facility is in an OPERATIONAL MODE for which the
requirements of the associated Limitin't Cer.uition for Operation do not apply unless otherwise
specified. The Surveillance Requirem? '; associated with a 3pecial Test Exception are only
applicable when the Speci. Test Exception is used as an allowable exception to the requirements
of a specification.

heification 4.0.B establishes the limit for which the specified time interval for Surveillance
Requirements may be extended. It permits an allowable extension of the normal surveillance
interval to facilitate surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions that
may not be suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing
surveillance or maintenance activities, it also provides flexibility to accommodate the length of a
fuel cycle for surveillances that are specified with and 18 mcnth surveillance interval. It is not
intended that this ptovision be used repeatedly as a convenience to extend surveillance intervals
beyond that specified for surveillances that are not performed during refueling outages. Likewise,
it is not the intent that refueling outage surveillances be performed during power operation unless it
is consistent with safe plant operation. The limitation of Specification 4.0.8 is based on
engineering judgment and the recognition that the most probable result of any particular
surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with tM Surveillance Requirements.
This provision is sufficient to ensure that the reliability ensured through surveillance activities is not
significantly degraded beyond that obtained from the spocified surveillance interval.

Sngcification 4.0.C establishes that the failure tu satisfy a Surveillance Requirement within the
,

allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of Specification 4.0.B. is a condition that
constitutes a failure to meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation.
Under the provisions of this specification, systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE
when Surveillance Requirements have been satisfectority performed within the specified time
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interval. However, nothing in this provision is to be construed as implying that systems or
components are OPERABLE when they are found or known to be inoperable although still meeting
the Surveillance Requirements. This specification also clarifies that the ACTION requirements are
applicable when Surveillanco Requirements have not boon completed within the allowed
surveillance interval and that the time limits of the ACTION requirements apply from the point in
time it is identified that a surveillance hae not boon performed and nnt at the timo that the allowed
surveillance interval was exceeded. Completion of the Surveillance Requirement within the
allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements restores compliance with the
requirements of 3pecification 4.0.C. However, this does not negate the fact that the failure to
have performed the surveillance within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions
of Specification 4.0 B. was a violation of the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition
for Operation that is subject to enforcement action. The f ailure to perform a surveillance within the
provisions of Specification 4.0.8 is a violation of a Technical Specification requirement and is,
therefore, a reportablo event under the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) because it is a
condition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications.

If the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours or a
shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements (e.g., in Specification 3.0.C), a 24 hour
allowance is provided to permit a delay in implementing the ACTION requirements. This provides
an adequate timo limit to completo Surveillance Requirements that have not been performed, The
purpose of this allowance is to permit the completion of a surveillance before a shutdown would be
required to comply with ACTION requirements or before other remedial measures would be
required that may preclude the completion of a surveillance. The basis for this allowance includes
consideration for plant condidrus, adequate planning, availability of personnel, the timo required to'

perform the surveillance, and the safety significance of the delay in completing the required
surveillance. This provision also provides a timo limit for the, completion of Surveillance
Requirements that become applicable as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by ACTION
requirements and for completing Surveillance Requirements that are applicable when an exception
to the requirements of Specification 4.0.D is allowed, if a surveillance is not completed within the
24 hour allowance, the time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicablo at that time. When
a surveillance is performed within the 24-hout allowance and the Surveillance Requirements are not
met, the time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time that the surveillanco is
terminated.

Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment because the
ACTION requirements define the remedial measures that apply. However, the Surveillance
Requirements have to be met to demonstrate that inoperable equipment has been restored to
OPERABLE status.

Soccification 4.DR establiches the requirement that all applicable surveillances must be met before
entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other condition of operation specified in the Applicability
statement. The purpose of this specification is to ensure that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements or parameter limits are met before entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE
or other specified condition for which these systems and components ensure safe operation of the
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facility. This provision applies to changos in OPERATIONAL MODE (s) or other specified conditions
associated with plant shutdown as well as startup. ,

;

Under the provisions of this specification, the applicable Surveillance Requirements must be
performed within the specified surveillance interval to assure that the Limiting Conditions for
Operation are met during initial plant startup or following a plant outage.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION statements, the provisions of Specification
4.0.D do not apply because this would delay placing the f aciiity in a lower MODE of operation.

Soecification 4.0.E establishes the requirement that inservice inspection of ASME Codo Class 1,2,
and 3 components and inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valvos shall
be performed in accordance with a periodically updated version of Section XI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a. These requirements apply
except when relief has been provided in writing by the Commission.

This specification includes a clarification of the frequencies for performing the inservice inspection
and testing activities required by Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Prossure Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda. This clarification is provided to ensure consistency in surveillance intervals
throughout the Technical Specifications and to remove any ambiguities relativo to the frequenclos
for performing the required inservice inspection and testing activities.

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of the Technical
Specifications take piecedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressuro Vessel Code and applicable
Addenda. The requirements of Specification 4.0.D to perform surveillance requirements before

'

entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition takes precedence over the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision that allows pumps and valvos to be tested up to one
wock after return to normal operation. The Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does

.

not allow a grace period before a component, which is not capable of performing its specified!
function, is declared inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Prossure Vessel
Code provision that allows a valve to be incapable of performing its specified function for up to 24
hours before being declared inoperable.

|
f ,

|
,
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ATTACHMENT 4
!

:

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

This technical specification amendment will replace the current section
3/4.0, Applicability, for Dresden Unit 2 and Unit 3 Techn: cal Gpecifications. The'

specifications are replaced in there entirety with revised pages that combine the
Unit 2 and Unit 3 specifications.

1

Delete the following pages:
,

DPR - 19 DPR 25
3.0 1 3.0 1

3.0 2 3.0 2
B3.n.3 03.0 3

.,

1

L
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ATTACHMENT 4
t

r

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
: |

This technical specification amendment will replace the current section ,

|
3/4.0, Applicability, for Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications."

| The specifications are replaced in thero entirety with revised pages that combino

i.
the Unit 1 and Unit 2 specifications.

Delete the following pages:

| DPR 29 DPR 30
, _

$ 3.0/4.0 1 3.0/4.0 1

3.0/4.0 2 3.0/4.0 2
;

'10/4.03i
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NITAC11 MENT 5

DRESDEN 2/3 DIFFERENCES

Technical Specification 3/4.0

"APPLICABILLTX"

.
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ATTACilAIEffT 5

CO%1PARISON OF DRESDEN UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3 TECl!NICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR Tile

IDENTIFICATION OF TECl!NICAL DifTERENCF.S

SECTION 3.0/4.0
' APPLICABILITY *

Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Dresden Urut 2 and Unit 3
Techracal Specifications to identify any technical differences in support of combining the Technical
Specifications into one document. The intent of the review was not to identify any differences in
presentation style (e.g. table formats, use of capital letters, etc.) or punctuation but rather to identify
are.as which the Techrucal Specifications are technically different.

Tbc review of the section 3.0/4.0, ' Applicability * did not identify any technical differences.

.
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NITACIIMENT 5
.

.

QUAD CITIES 1/2 DIFFERENCES
.

Technical Specification 3/4.0

" APPLICABILITY"

|

|

|
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ATTACilhlEhrr 5

COhlPARISON OF QUAD CITIES UNIT I AND UNIT 2 TECilNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR Tile |

|
IDENTIFICATION OF TECl!NICAL DIFFERENCES

SECTION 3.0/4.0
'

'APPLICAlllLITY'

Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2
Technical Specifications to identify any technical differences in support of combining the Technical
5;wilic2tions into one dxument. The intent of the review was not to identify any differences in '

prewntation style (e.g. table formats, use of capital Ic4ters, etc.) or punctuation but rather to identify
areas which the Tnhnical Specifications are technically different.

The review of the Section 3.0/4.0, ' Applicability' did not identify any technical differences.

4
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ATTACIIAIENT 6

SIGXIFICANT HAZARDS '

CONSIDERATIONS AXD
ENVIROXWENTAL ASSESSMENT

EVALUATION

Technical Specification 3/4.0

" APPLICABILITY"
.

1
i

|

1
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ATTACHMENT 6

EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated this proposed amendment and
determined that it involves no significant hazards considerations. According to 10
CFR 50.92(c), a proposed amendment to an operating license involves no
significant hazards considerations if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
.

The propcsed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated because:

The changes in this proposed amendment are more restrictive than present
Technical Specification requirements. These more restrictive requirements will
help te ensure that the intent of plant operating philosophy embodied in the
Standard Technical Specifications is included in the Dresden and Quad Cities
Technical Specifications, the inclusion of these requirements will also provide
clarification to the plant operating staff and help to prevent misinterpretations.
The changes are modeled after those of the present BWR STS as modified by
Generic Letters (primarily Generic Letter 87 09). Since this amendment request
retains the previsions of present LCO 3.0, adds more restrictive provisions,
and provides administrative changes to correct inconsistencies found in the
STS, there is no significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

This proposed amendment request includes the provisius of Generic Lettei 69-
14 which deletes the 3.25 limit from specification 4.0.B. This deletion has
been reviewed by the NRC and found to result in a greater benefit to safety.
The NRC concluded that the provisions of the letter will remove an
unnecessary restriction of extending surveillance requirements and will result in
a benefit to safety when plant conditions are not conducive to the safe conduct
of surveillance requirements. The NRC further concluded that removal of the
3.25 limit will provide greater flexibility in the use of the provision for
extending surveillance intervals, reduce the administrative burden associated
with its use, and nave a positive effect on safety. Commonwealth Edison

3/4.0 1
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ATTACllMEST 6 (umtinuni)

agrees with the NRC conclusions and also concludes that the provisions of
Generic Letter 8914 should be implemented at Dresden and Quad Cities
Stations.

This proposed amendment request also includes provisions from Generic
Letters 88 01 and a minor clarification of the wording proposed by Generic
Letter 87 09. These provisions provide for inclusion of additionalinspection
requirements in the inservice testing program for intergranular stress corrosion
cracking of piping, and for inclusion of a clarification of application of Technical
Specification 3.0.0 based on the text of the Generic Lotter. These changes
also provide additional restrictions on the operation of the plant to improve
safety as discussed in each of the Generic Letters. The inclusion of the
changes from Generic Letters 87-09,88-01, 8914, and 91-04 does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

.

The proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kir.d
of accident from any accident previously evaluated because:

The proposed changes are a complete adoption of the STS and Generic Letters
87 09 and 8914 LCOs and surveillance requirements. The changes embody
present operating philosophy contained in the individual specifications and add
Generic Letters 87 09,88 01 and 8914 provision 3 which have been evaluated

; by the NRC and found acceptat,lo for inclusion in the Technical Specifications.
| The proposed changes do not allow any new modes of plant operation and

therefore, no changes are involved that would create a new or dif ferent type of;

accident that previously evaluated.,

|
The proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of4

safety because:

The more restrictive provisions proposed to be added by this amendment will
increase the margin of safety by clearly defining to the plant operating
personnel the governing LCO and surveillance requirement provisions. These
new provisions will help to prevent misinterpretation where no requirements are
presently stated. Since more restrictive requirements are proposed, this
amendment does not involve a significant reduction in tha margin of safety. .
The provisions of Generic Letters 87 09,88 01 and 8914 have been evaluated
by the NRC and found acceptable for plant use, in addition, Commonwealth
Edison has evaluated these provisions for inclusion at Dresden and Quad Cities
Stations and have concluded that the margin of safety is preserved or improved
by using the proposed changes.

3/4.0 2
!
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ATTACitMENT 6 (continued)

Conclusion

Guidance has been provided in " Final Procedures and Standard on No
Significant Hazards Considerations," Final Rule 51 FR 7744, for the application of
standards to license change requests for determination of the existence of
significant hazards considerations. This document provides examples of
amendments which are and are not considered likely to involve significant hazards
considerations. These proposed amendments most closely fit examples (i), (ii), and
(Vii) of amendments that are considered not likely to involve significant hazards
considerations.

The proposed amendments do not involve a significant relaxation of the
criteria used to establish safety limits, a significant relaxation of the bases for the
limiting safs y system settings or a significant relaxation of the bases for the
limiting cona 'ons for operations. Therefore, based on the guidance provided in the
Federal Regi, n and the criteria established in 10 CFR 50.92(c), the proposed -

change does ilot constitute a significant hazards consideration.

3/4.0 3
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ATTACllMENT 6 (condcued)
.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STATEMENT APPLICABILITY REVIEW

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed amendment against the
criteria for the identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring
environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.20. It has been
determined that the proposed changes meet the critoria for a categorical exclusion
as provided under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). This conclusion has been determined
' ecause the changes requested do not pose significant hazards consideration or do
not involve a significant increase in the amounts, and no significant changes in the
types, of any effluents that may be released offsite. Additionally, this request does
nc' involve a significent increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure. Therefore, the Environmental Assessment Statement is not applicable for
these changes.

.

h
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| EXECUTIVE SUMVIARY
.

Technical Specification 3/4.3

" REACTIVITY CONTROL"

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Dresden Te 'hnical Specification Upgrade Program (TSta; ,sas
conceptualized in response to lessons learned from the Diagnostic Evaluation Team
inspection and the frequent need for Technical Specification interpretations. A
comparison study of the Standard Technical Specification (STS), later operating
plant's Techrical Specifications provisions and Quad Cities Technical Specifications
was performed prior to the Dresden TSUP effort. The study identified potential
improvements in clarifying requirements and requirements which are no longer
consistent with current industry practices. The Dresden TSUP will enhance the
Quad Cities TSUP currently under review by the NRC. As a result of the
inconsistencies in the Quad Cities submittal compared to the StandaH Technical
Specifications (STS), Dresden's submittal will more closely follow tl .rovisions of
STS and in conjunction, Quad Cities will amend their submittals so that Quad Cities
and Dresden are identical within equipment and plant design. The format for the
Dresden YSUP will remain as r two column layout for human f actors
considerations. Additionally, caapter orge.sations will remain unchanged.

.

The TSUP is not intended to be a complete adoption for the STS. Overall,
the Dresden custo'.n Technical Socifications provide for the safe operation of the
plant and therefore, only an upgrade is deemed n' cessary.

" In response to an NRC recommandation, Quad Cities combined the Unit 1
and Unit 2 Technical Specifications into one document. The Dresden Unit 2 and
Unit 3 Technical Specifications will also be combir.ed into one document. To
accomplish the combination of the Units' Technical Specification. a comparison of
the Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical Specification was performed to identify any
technical differences. The technical differences are identified in the proposed
amendment package for each section.

The TSUP was identified as a station top priority and is currently contained
in the Dresden Management Action Plan (DMAP). The TSUP goal is to provide a
better tool to statior, personnel to implement their responsibilities and to ensure
Dresden Station is operated in accordance with current industry prac* ices. Tha
improved Technical Specifications provide for enhanced operation of the plant. The
program improves the operator's ability to use the Technical Specifications by more
clearly defining the Lin iting Conditions for Operation and required actions. The
most signac int improvement to the specifications is the addition of equipment
operability requirements during snutdown conditions.

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(continued)

f PROPOSED CHANGES TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
; SECTION 3/4.3, " REACTIVITY CONTROL"

The proposed changes delete the present Objective statements and provides
Applicability statements within each specification in accordance with STS
guidelines. The proposed Applicability statements include the Operation Modes or
other conditions for which the LCO must be satisfied. An STS type of format is
proposed which retaining the present two column 16yout.

The specification in Section 3/4.3 have been reordered and new titles have
been added based on STS arrangements and nomenclature.

Present Specification 3.3.A, Reactivity Limitations, is retitled as Shutdown
r.largin in accordance with STS guidelines. Action statements are proposed based
on STS guidelines. Additional surveillances for Section 4.3.A implement STS and
later operating BWR plant provisions for checking Shutdown Margin when '

withdrawn control rods are inoperable due to being immovable.

Proposed Specification 3/4.3.B, Reactivity Anomalies, replaces present
specifications. Tr' proposed Action statements tollow STS guidelines.

The proposed LCO for Specification 3.3.C is taken from STS guidelines. The
present provision which allows control rods that are fully inserted and disarmed to
not be considered inoperable, is deleted. The proposed Applicability and Action
statements implement STS guidelines and replace present requirements.

In accordance with STS guidelines, three new sections: 3/4.3.0, Control Rod
Maximum Scram insertion Times; 3/4.3.E, Control Rod Average Scram insertion

( Times; and,3/4.3.F Four Control Rod Group Scram insertion Times, are proposed
as replacements for present Specifications on Scram insertion Times.

r>roposed Specification 3/4.3,G, Control Rod Scram Accumulators, is a
rewrite of present Specifications. The proposed Actions for inoperable control rod
scram accumulators implement STS guidelines. The proposed Surveillance
Requirements incorporate the weekly STS testing guidelines.

Proposed Specification 3/4.3.H, Control Rod Drive Coupling, is a rewrite of
existing Specifications. Proposed Action steps for uncoupled rods follow STS
guidelines. Present Surveillance Requirements are changed to match STS guidelines
and format.

Proposed Specification 3/4.3.1, Control Rod Position Indication System, is a
rewrite of existing specifications for Oaad Cities and is a new section for Dresden
Station. The Actions and 9urveillance Requirements are based on STS guidelines

.
and provisions.

i

]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
j - (continued) -
j. PROPOSED CHANGES TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

j . SECTION 3/4.3, '' REACTIVITY CONTROL"

| Proposed Specification 3/4.3.J, Control Rod Drive Housing Supports, is a
rewrite of existing Specifications. The proposed LCO and Applicability follow STS

[ guidelines and implement present Technical Specification provisions. The proposed

[ Action follows STS guidelines. The pre'sent surveillance requirement is rewritten
; using STS wording.

Proposed Specification 3/4.3.K, Scram Dischaige Volume Vent and Drain--

;- Valves,'is a rewrite of present Specifications which address only the Surveillance
! Requirements. The present Specifications do not contain LCO, Applicability or-
i Action provisions. The rewrite uses STS provisions to address the missing -

requirements.

f . Proposed Specification 3/4.3.L, Rod Worth Minimizer, is a rewrite of present
j Specifications. The proposed LCO, Applicability, Actions, and Surveillance *

; Requirements are taken fron STS. guidelines.
!

Proposed Specification 3/4.3.M. Rod Block Monitor, is a rewrite of present
_ ,

. Specifications. The proposed LCO implements requirements and Action steps
i based on STS guidelines. The proposed Surveillsnce Requirements are taken from
j present Technical Specification requirements.which. coincide with STS guidelines.
!

| Proposed Specification 3/4.3,N on the Economic Generation Control System
retains the present provisions, STS format and wording style are used for

i consistency with other proposed changes.
,_

1

i The proposed changos to the 3/4.3 Bases are made to support the changes-
[ proposed to the individual specifications.
:'
i
1'
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ATTACIIMENT 2
k

I DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES

i Technical Specification 3/4.3
:
; " REACTIVITY CONTROL"
i
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ATTACHMENT 2'

System retains the present provisions for EGC operation. STS format and
wording style are used for consistency with other proposed changes,

t'

The proposed changes to the Limiting Conditions for Operation Bases 3.3 are
made to support the changes proposed to the individual specifications. The
proposed Bases are a combination of the STS Bases, the current Dresden Bases,
the current Quad Cities Bases and include addtionalinformation as determined
necessary.

,

6
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3/4.3-13
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ATTACHMENT 2
,

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED AMENOMENT

The changes proposed in this amendment request are made to improve
the understanding and usability of the present technical specifications, and to
incorporate the technicalimprovements from the Standard Technical /

Specifications (STS).

The present Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications contain
Applicability and Objective statements at the beginning of most sections. These
statements are generic in nature and do not provide any useful information to
the user of the technical specifications. The proposed change will delete the
Objective statement and provide Applicability statements within each
specification based on the STS. The proposed Applicability statement to be
included in each specification will include the applicablo operational modas or
other conditions for which the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) must be
satisfied.

The STS action provisions which delineate a specification 3.0.4 ,

exception are not incorporated into the proposed specifications. The
incorporation of the Generic Letter 87-09 change to STS specification 3.0.4
(Dresden and Quad Cities proposed 3.0.D specification) requires that each
action be independently evaluated for applicability of the new specification.
These evaluations are provided in Attachment 7.

Section 3/4.3. A. Shutdown Marain

This section is a comp!ste adoption of the STS with two exceptions.
The proposed changes include adding appropriato action, Applicability, and
Surveillance Requirements (SRI from STS guidelines. Present Specification,
Reactivity Limitations, is re-titled as shutdown margin in accordance with STS
guidelines. The proposed LCO for Specification 3.3.A is based on STS
requirements with the shutdown margin limitation of 0.25% delta k/k currently
stated in the TS. A new LCO is added in accordance with the STS, The new
LCO requires demonstration of shutdown margin by analytical methods. The
amount of shutdown margin demonstrated analytically is greater than that
demonstrated by test. This proposed change to the LCO appropriately places
the limiting condition in the LCO instead of the SR. The present applicability for
the shutdown mar 0 n technical specifications is all operational modos. Thei

proposed change implements this requirement by requiring operability in
operational modes 1,2,3,4 and 5. The present specification has no action
provisions and thus, action statements are proposed based on STS guidelines.
. Action 3.3.A.1 addresses operational modes.1 or 2 and requires restoration of
the required shutdown margin within 6 hours or be in at least hot shutdown
within the next 12 hours. Action 3.3.A.2 addresses operational modes 3 or 4
and requires immediate verification that allinsertable control rods are inserted

3/4.3 1
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ATTACHMENT 2-

4

! and suspension of all activities that could reduce the shutdown margin.
Proposed action 3.3.A.2 also reqvires establishment of secondary containtnent*

integrity within 8 hours. Proposed action 3.3.A.3 addresses operational mode 5
,

and requires susoension of core alterations and otf. - ?ctivities that could reduce
the shutdown margin and insertion of allinsertable control rods within i hour.
Proposed action 3.3,A.3 also requires establishment of secondary containment
integrity within 8 hours. The proposed action provisions address all applicable4

operational modes and ensure, through lirnited time for restoration. that
shutdown margin limitations are enforced or proper remedial measures are
followed. The proposed SRs implement the present requirement to demonstrate
shutdown margin provisions during the first startup following a refueling outage
in which core alterations were performed. One exception to the STS is that the
proposed changes do not include STS SR 4.3.A.1.b. which requires the
demonstration of shutdown margin within 500 MWD /T of the point in the cycle'

where the minimum shutdown margin is equal to the shutdown margin limit.
Advances in fuel design.s now allow reactor cores to be loaded with upwards of.

3% shutdown margin. This SR would only represent an additional
administrative burden and adds no valua to the shutdown margin requirement.
Therefore, this SR is expected to never be required. Added to the present SRs
is 4.3.A.1.b, which provides the demonstration of shutdown margin within 24
hours after detection of a withdrawn control rod that is immovable, as a result.

.

; of excessive friction or mechanicalinterferenco, or is known to be untrippable,
except that the shutdown margin shall be verified acceptable with the increased
worth of the inoperable control rod. Current STS provisions require the
shutdown margin demonstration to be completed within 12 hours of the
detection of an immovable control rod. 24 hours is proposed as a result of the
minimum required time to perform the shutdown margin calculations and have

,

them approved inaccordance with station procedures. A new SR is added to
verify analytically that the shutdown margin has been demonstrated analytically3

prior to performing core alterations. This new SR will provide for shutdown
margin analytical determination until such time that plant conditions allow for-

the shutdown margin demonstration by test.

! Section 3/4.3Meactivity_,Ampmg]jn

This section is a complete adoption of the STS. Proposed specification
3/4.3.8 on Reactivity Anomalies replaces present Specifications for Reactivity

'
Anomalies. The proposed LCO is taken from STS provisions and requires the
rod density of the difference between the actual critical rod density and the
predicted rod density shall not exceed 1% delta k/k. Dresden compares the
critical rod configuration with the predicted rod configuration. This difference is,

a result of the fuel vendors preferences. The present Applicability of during -
power operation is implemented by requiring operability in operational modes 1
and 2. The present requirement to notify the NRC within 24 hours in accordance

I with Specification 6.6 if the 1% limit is exceeded,is beyond the standard

3/4.3-2
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ATTACHMENT 2
:

i

reportir'g requirements. Since there are no plant sp9cific differences to provide |
a bases for this report it is being deleted. The proposed action statements

i follow STS guidelines. The proposed actions allow 12 hours to perform an
'

analysis to determine and explain the cause of the reactivity difference and then
; operation may continue if the difference is explained and corrected, l' these

conditions are not met, then the reactor must be in at least hot shutdown within
;

the next 12 hours. The proposed SR 4.3.B requires reactivity anomaly testo,

during the first startup following core alterations and at least once per 31
effective full power days.

Section 3/4.3.C Contro! Rod coerability
i

This section is a complete adoption of the STS with one enhancement.
This item details the rewrite of present Specification for inoperable Control

: Rods, and its relocation to proposed Specification 3/4.3.C Control Rod
operability. Reordering of the specifications and the new titles are based on-

STS arrangements and nomenclature. The proposed LCO for Soecification
3.3.C, Control Rod operability, is taken from.STS guidelines. All control rods3

.

are required te be operable in the applicable operational modes as stated in the"

STS. The present provision which allows control rods that are fully inserted and
'

disarmed to not be considered inoperable, is deleted. The proposed Applicability
' for Specification 3.3.C, of operational modes 1 and 2,is taken from STS

guidelines, Present specifications indicate that operability is required during'

; reactor power operation and thus the use of operational modes 1 and 2 meets
the intent of these present specifications. The proposed actions for Control Rod

; operability implement STS guidelines and replace present requirements.
| Proposed action 3.3.C.1 addresses the condition where one control rod is
4 inoperable due to being immovable, as a result of excessive friction or

mechanicalinterference, or known to be untrippable. Proposed action 3.3.C.1'

.
requires within one hour, verification that the inoperable rod if withdrawn, is

'
.

separated from all other inoperable withdrawn control rods by at least two
control cells in all directions, that the control rod be disarmed electrically or

'

hydraulically, and that compliance with SR 4.3.A.2 be initiated, if these
conditions are not met, the reactor is required to be in at least hot shutdown
within the next 12 hours. STS require that an inoperable control rod be restored.

to operable status if it is withdrawn 'within 48 hours or the reactor is required to
' be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. The requirement was not

included in the proposed specifications because it represents an ambiguous
step, if the SRs are satisfied, there is no technical reason why the reactor
needs to be shutdown. The addition of specifying that the rod is withdrawn is
made to prevent an unnecessary reactor shutdown if a control rod is stuck at
the full-in position. Proposed action 3.3.C.2 addresses the condition with one
or more control rods trippable but inoperable for causes other than that
addressed in action 3.3.C.1. Proposed action 3.3.C.2 requires that for
withdrawn control rods, within 1 hour, that inoperable control rods be verified.

3/4.3-3
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to be separated from all other inoperable withdrawn control rods by at least two
control cells in all_ directions and demonstration of the insertion capability of the
inoperable withdrawn control by inserting the control rods at least one notch.
Proposed action 3.3.C.2 further requires that with the provisions of this action

"not met, the inoperable withdrawn control rods be inserted and disarmed.
Provisions are added from the STS to allow the disarmed directional control
valves to be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit
testing associated with restoring the control rods to operable status. The
present reference to a failed control rod drive collet housing is outdated and is
being deleted from the Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications. Collet
housing cracking and potential failures are detected during control rod
disassembly and inspection conducted during regular refueling outages.
Proposed Surveillance Requirements 4.3.C adopt STS provisions to exercise
control rods weekly and daily, implementing STS SR provisions ensures that
daily control rod notch movement tests are performed only when there is a
demonstrated inability of a control rod to be inserted in the reactor core.
Proposed SR 4.3.C.2 is based on STS guidelines and helps to ensure
understanding of control rod operability by referencing performance of SRs
4.3.D. 4.3.G, 4.3.H. and 4.3.1.

The next sections provide descriptions of the separation of the present
Specification on Scram insertion Times into three separate specifications in
accordance with STS guidelines. Proposed Specification 3/4.3.D on Control Rod
Maximum Scram insertion Times, proposed Specification 3/4.3.E on Control Rod
Average Scram insertion Times, and proposed Specification 3/4.3.F on Four
Control Rod Group Scram insertion Times are adopted from the STS.

Section 3/4.3.D. Control Rod Maximum Scram Insertion Times
.

This section is a complete adoption of the STS wit-h ono clarification.
Proposed Specification 3/4.3.D on Control Rod Maximum Scrarn Insertion Times
is written using STS provisions which require that the maximum scram insertion.

time for 90% insertion of any operable control rod shall not exceed 7 seconds.
The proposed Applicability of operationcl modes 1 and 2 implements STS
guidelines and requires maximum scram insertion times to be met in the reactor

- conditions where multiple rods can be withdrawn and where accident analyses
depend on these insertion limits. Proposed action steps for Specification 3.3.D
are based on STS. Present Specifications require control rods not meeting the

'
maximum scram insertion time limits to be declared inoperable, fully inserted
into the core cnd electrically disarmed. Proposed action 3.3.D.1 require the
affected control rod to be declared inoperable and require performance of SR
4.3.D.2 at least once per 60 days when operation is continued with three or
more control rods with maximum scram insertion times exceeding 7 seconds.
The STS action fer control rods that do not meet the scram insertion time limit
was clarified to state moie clearly what a slow control rod entails. SR 4.3.D.3

3/4.3-4
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requires maximum scram time tests for at least 10% of the control rods. If
action 3.3.D.1 and 2 are not met then the reactor is required to be in at least
hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. The Surveillance Ranuirements
proposed for the Control Rod Maximum Scram insertion Timo,4.3.D,
incorporato requirements based on STS guidelines. Present provisions to
perform scram time tests on all control rods after a refueling and before
exceeding 30% power are modified in proposed SR 4.3.D.1 by requiring the SR
prior to exceeding 40% power following core alterations or after a reactor
shutdown that is greater than 120 days. The power levelis raised in
accordance with the STS and justified on the fact that the minimum critical
power ratio is extremely non-limiting at the 40% power level. The higher power
level will afford Dresden and Quad Cities additional margin from the Banked
Position Withdrawal Sequence low power setpoint to perform the scram timing.
Scram time testing is added by SR 4.3.D.2 for individual control rods following
raaintenance er modification work that could affect scram times. These changes
will ensure testing in situations that can directly affect control rod insertion
times. A footnote is added to the proposed SR to allow operational mode
changes prior to performing the required SR for individual control rods that have
had maintenance performed. Current specifications require that all control rods
be scram time tested after each refueling outage and that 50% of the control
rods be measured for scram times not more frequently than 16 weeks nor less
frequently than 32 weeks. These present requirements are replaced with
proposed SR 4.3.D.3 which is STS based and requires at least 10% of the
control rods, on a rotating basis, to be scram time tested at least once per 120
days of reactor power operation. The scram time testing of proposed SR
4.3.D.3 has been proven successful through use for detecting scram time
deterioration at operating BWRs with control rod drive systems similar in design
to that of Dresden and Quad Cities. The population of the control rods
subjected to scram timing will be reduced as a result of adopting the STS SR for
scram timing. The reduction does not have an effect on the Minimum Critical
Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit. The new SR is currently being analyzed for
its offect on the MCPR operating limit reported in the Core Operating Limits
Report (COLR). A review of the COLR will be performed prior to the approval of
this amendment. The requirement in present SR to perform evaluations after
completion of control rod drive scram tests is being deleted since the SR as
preposed require, through their performance, evaluations of control rod drive
scram tests. The requirement to submit tha results of the scram time tests in
the annual operating report to the NRC is beyond the normal technical
specification reporting requirements. ' Additionally, there are no plant specific
design differences that could provide a basis for the additional reporting.
Therefore, the requirement is being deleted. Present SR to determine the cycle
cumulative mean scram time is being moved to proposed specification 3/4.11,
Power Distribution Limits.

Section 3/4.3,E Control Rod Averaoe Scram insertion Times

3/4.3-5
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This section is a complete adoption of the STS. Proposed Specification
3/4.3.E on Control Rod Average Scram insertion Times is written from STS
guidelines. Proposed LCO 3.3.E requires the average scram insertion time of all'

operable control rods from the fully withdrawn position based on deenergization
of the scram pilot valve solenoids as time zero, to meet the specified limits. The

: proposed Applicability is operational modes 1 and 2 in order to ensure control
rod insertion times are adequate for power operating conditions. The proposed

.

5 action for 3.3.E requires with the average scram insertion time exceeding any of
the limits, the reactor be in at least hot shutdown within 12 hours. The SR for

,

Specification 4.3.E.1 reference the scram time testing requirements of
Specification 4.3.D as discussed above.

Section 3/4.3.F. Four Control Rod Grouo Scram insertion Times
i

This section is a complete adoption of the STS with the clarification of
slow control rods discussed above. Proposed Specification 3/4.3.F provides
requirements for Four Control P.od Group Scram insertion Times based on the
provisions outlined in the STS. The proposed LCO requires that the average of

i the scram insertion t;mes for the three fastest control rods of all groups of four
control rods in a two by two array shall meet the stated limits. The Applicability
is operational modes i and 2 in order to require compliance in those reactor

' power operating conditions where control rod scram time assumptions are
needed. Proposed action 3.3.F.1 requires the control rods with slower than

i' average scram insertion times to be declared inoperable until an analysis is
performed to determino that required scram reactivity remains for the slow four
control rod group. Action 3.3.F.2 requires performance of scram time testing in
accordance with SR 4.3.D.1.c at 19ast once per 60 days when operation is
continued with an average scram insertion time in excess of the specified limit.
If the provisions of proposed action 3.3.F.1 are not met, then the reactor is
required to be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. The
Surveillance Requirements of Specification 4.3.F reference the provisions of SR
4.3.D for control rod scram time testing.

Section 3/4.3.G. Control Rod Scram Accumulatom
'

This section is a completa adoption of the STS with one additional and
one exception to the SRs. This section describes the rewrite of present#

Specifications for Control Rod Scram Accumulators into proposed Specification
: 3/4.3.G based on STS provisions. The proposed.LCO requires all control rod

scram accumulators to be operable with Applicability of operational modes 1,2,
and 5. An exception is provided for operational mode 5 such that the
requirements are only for withdrawn control rods and not for control rods that
are removed per Specifications 3.10.D or 3.10.E. The present exception, that
allows the rod block associated with an inoperable accumulator to be bypassed,4

is deleted because the proposed specifications require the inoperable

3/4.3-6
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accumulator to be made operable within eight hours er the control rod to be
fully inserted and declared inoperable. When the control rod is fully inserted and
inoperable, the allowance for a control rod block bypass can be removed
because the control rod is inoperable and does not need to be included in the
specifications. The proposed Applicability covers the operational modes in
which control rods can be withdrawn and thus also covers the operating
conditions where accumulators may need to perform their intended function.
Proposed actions for inoperable control rod scram accumulators do not address
the present outdated nine rod square array requirements, but do implement STS
guidelines to help ensure necessary safe plant operation in this condition.
Proposed action 3.3.G.1 addresses operational modes 1 or 2 and requires with
one control rod scram accumulator inoperable, within 8 hours action be taken to
restore the inoperable accumulator to operable status or declare the associated
control rod inoperable. If more than one control rod scram accumulator is

,

inoperable in operational modes 1 or 2 control rod drive pump operability must
be verified, if the affected control rod (s) is withdrawn, by inserting at least one
withdrawn control rod at least one notch or the reactor mode switch must be
placed in the Shutdown position. Also, the affected control rods must be
inserted and disarmed, if any of these action steps are not met, then the
reactor must be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. A footnote
that is used throughout this section is added to this specification and allows for
the rearming of the directional control valves to permit testing or retuming the
control rod to service, in operational mode 5 the action statements require that
with one withdrawn control rod with its associated scram accumulator
inoperable, the associated control rod be inserted and disarmed. With more
than one withdrawn control rod with an associated scram accumulator
inoperable in operational mode 5, the reactor mode switch is required to be
placed in the Shutdown position. The proposed action statements offer some
flexibility over present outdated nine-rod square array provisions but still provide
adequate controls to ensure @at the control rod scram function is not
compromised. The present SR that require checking at least once per shif t the
status of pressure and level alarms, are replaced with weekly STS testing
guidelines. Proposed SR 4.3.G.1 requires at least once per 7 days that the
pressure for each control rod scram accumulator be verified to be 1800 psig,
unless the control rod is inserted and disarmed or scrammed. The one SR that
is not adopted from the STS is the channel calibration of the pressure detectors.
This surveillance is currently controlled by Station procedures.

- Section 3/4.3.H. Control Rod Drive Couclina
,

This section is a complete adoption of the STS with one clarification.
Present specifications imply control rod coupling is required when control rods
can be withdrawn. The proposed LCO follows the STS provisions by requiring
all control rods to be coupled to their drive mevhanisms in Applicable operational
modes where control rods can be withdrawn; i.e., operational modes 1,2 and

3/4.3 7
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5. An exception is provided for operational mode 5 such that only control rods
that are withdrawn are required to have coupling integrity and not control rods
removed por Specifications 3.10.D or 3.10.E. Proposed action steps for
uncoupled control rods follow STS guide!ines and provide separate provisions
for power operation (operational modes 1 or 2) and for refueling (operational
mode 5). Proposed actions with one control rod uncoupled in operational modes
1 or 2 require that within 2 hours, if pennitted by the RWM, that the control rod
be inserted to attempt and to verify recoupiing. If recoupling is not
accomplished or, if not permitted by the RWM, then until permitted by the
RWM, the control rod is declared inoperable, inserted and disarmed electrically -
or hydraulically, if neither of the above actions are met, then the reactor must
be in at least hot shutdown within 12 hc,urs. A clarification is made to the STS
action by deleting the shutdown requircment. This clarification will allow the-
use of the next action requirement which is enacted when the provisions of the
first action requirement is not met. Proposed action 3.3.H.2 is the STS
otherwise provision requiring a reactor shutdowri within 12 hours if the actions
in proposed specification 3.3.H.1 are not met. Proposed action 3.3.H.3
addresses an uncoupled control rod in operational mode 5. The proposed action
-steps allow within 2 hours either to attempt and to verify recoupling or to insert
and disarm the associated control rod. The allowed recoupling is verified by
observation of any nuclear instrumentation response and; additionally, by
demonstration that the control rod will not go to the overtravel position.
Present Surveillance Requirements are changed to match STS guidelines and
format. Present coupling checks after each refueling or maintenance that could
affect coupling integrity are retained in accordance with STS guidelines. Added
to present testing provisioris is the requirement to verify each control rod does
not go to the overtravel position anytime a control rod is withdrawn to the " Full
out" position. The proposed SRs maintain the intent of present requirements by
providing demonstrated testing provisions to help ensure control rod drive
coupling integrity.

:

|
Section 3/4.3.1 Control Rod Position Indication System

i
'

This section describes the rewrite of Quad Cities present specificaJons
and is a new specification for Dresden Station. The proposed specifications are
a comp ete adoption of the STS except for 2 differences. Proposed LCO 3.3.1-
rcquires all control rod position indicators to be operable in applicable
operational modes in accordance with STS guidelines. The proposed
Applicability is operational modes 1,2, and 5 with the provision that
applicability for operational mode 5 is only for control rods withdrawn and not
for rods removed per Specifications 3.10.D or 3.10.E. The proposed

| Applicability covers all operational modes in which control rods are withdrawn
| and in which position indication is needed. Proposed actions for inoperab|8

control rod position indicators are based on STS guidelines and take into
consideration the differences between position indication needs at power

3/4.3-8
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(operational modes 1 or 2) and during refueling (operational mode 5). Proposed
action 3.3.1.1 for operational modes 1 or 2 requires that with one or more
position indicators inoperable, the position of ine rod be determined by an
alternate method, or the rod is moved to a position with an operable indicator,
or the rod is declared inoperable, fully inserted and disarmed either electrically or
hydraulically. If none of the provisions of proposed action 3.3.1.1 are met, the
reactor is required to be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours, >

proposed specification 3.3.1.2. The proposed action steps implement the intent
of the present Quad Cities Specification 3.3.A.3.b by requiring the control rod
to be moved to a known position or fully inserted and considered inoperable. A
provision from STS is added to allow rearming contrcl rod directional control
valves, under administrative control, to allow for testing associated with
returning the control rod to operable status. Proposed action 3.3.1.3 addresces
operational mode 5 and implements STS guidelines to move the control rod to a
known position or insert the control rod. The action steps for operational mode
5 are Icss stririgent than for operational modes 1 or 2 due to rod withdrawal
limitaticns associated with the interlocks with the operational mode. Present
Guad Cities Surveillance Requirement 4.3.A 3.a requires that once a shift during
power operation and during control rod withdrawal, the control rod display shall
be observed for control rod position indication. The intent of the present SR is
to ensure that position indication is determined on a frequency that will help to
ensure operability of the system. The intent of this present SR is implemented
by proposed SRs 4.4.1.1,2, and 3 which are based on the STS. The proposed
SRs require cht cking that the position of each control rod is indicated at least
once per 24 hours, during movement of control rods for the notch movement
tests of SR 4.3.C.1 and the " Full out" position test of SR 4.3.H.2. The 2
ditierences between the proposed specification and the STS coecifications are
ns follow: -

1) STS provides separate actions for inoperable " Full-in" or " Full-out"
position indicators that are redundant with action requirements for
normal position indicators. These are treated the same at Dresden
and Quad Cities and therefore a unique action was not identified
in the proposed actions.

2) STS provides separate actions when thermal power is above or-
below the low power setpoint of the Rod Sequence Control
System. Dresden and Quad Cities do not have a Rod Sequence
Control System and therefore, the required actions are not based
upon thermal power.

Section 3/4.3.J. Control Rod Driya,Housina Suonort

This section is a complete adoption of the STS. This section details the
rewrite of the present specification on Control Rod Drive Housing Supports to
proposed Specification 3/4.3.J. The proposed 1.CO requires the control rod

3/4.3-9
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drive housing supports to be in place with an Applicability of operational modes
1,2, and 3. The proposed LCO and Applicability follow STS guidelines and
implement STS provisions. Present provisions require the control rod drive
housing support to be in place during reactor power operation and when the
res.:: tor coolant system is pressurized above atmospheric pressure with fuelin
the vessel, unless all control rods are fully inserted and the shutdown margin
provisions ara met. The proposed applicability of operational modes 1,2, and 3
cover the reactor conditions of power operation and when the reactor coolant
system can be pressurized. Present Specifications contains no action steps
when the control rod drive housing supports are not in place in the applicable
operational modes. The proposed action follows STS guidelines by requiring the
reactor to be in at least hot shutdown within 12 hours and in cold shutdown
within the following 24 hours. The present Surveillance Requirement for the
control rod drive housing supports is rewritten usin0 STS wording as SR 4.3.J.
The rewrite is more explicit by requiring a visual inspection prior to startup any
time the control rod drive hou.:,ing support has been disassembled or
maintenance has been performed in the control rod drive housing support area.

Section 3/4.3.K. Scram Dischame Volume Vent and Drain Valves

This section is a spinoff of STS section 3.1.3.1. The LCO and
applicability are based on STS section 3.1.3.1. The actions and surveillance
requirements are adopted from STS with two exceptions in the SR. The scetion
is proposed to be contained within its own section which is different than STS.
The present specifications for the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves
address or.!y the Surveillance Requirements and do not contaia LCO,
Applicability or action provisions. The proposed rewrite uses the provisions
from the STS to address the missing requirements in the Dresden and Quad
Cities Technical Specifications. Proposed Specifications 3.3.K/4.3.K address
the operability of the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves. The
proposed LCO requires all scram discharge volume vent and drain valves to be
operable with an Applicability of operational modes 1 and 2. Operational modes
1 and 2 were chosen since these are the only conditions where multiple rod
scrams are needed and thus the operability of the affected vent and drain valves
are required to ensure system integrity. Proposed action 3.3 K.1 addresses the
condition where one scram discharge volume vent valve or cne scram discharge
volume drain valve is inoperable and open; or, a combination of any one scram
discharge volume vent valve and any one drain valve are inoperable and open.
The valve (s) are required to be restored to operable status within 24 hours or
the reactor shall be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours.
Proposed action 3.3.K.2 addresses all other possible combinations of vent and
drain valve inoperability other than those addressed in Proposed action 3.3.K.1
and requires the valve (s) to be retumed to operable status within 8 hours or the
reactor shall be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. The
proposed action steps address necessary conditions of inoperability for the
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I scram discharge volume vent and drain valves and provide reasonable out of
,

service times for repairs. Surveillance Requirements for the scram discharge . ,

|- volume vent and drain valves are adopted from the STS except for two.
; Proposed SR 4.3.K.3'is not explicitly tied to control rod testing and control rod ,

f density. The SR for the functional test of the scram discharge volume level
i- sensors are not adopted. These surveillances already reside in the TS in
' sections 3/4.1 and 3/4.2. Therefore, the SR will not be added to section 3/4.3.
4

Section 3/4.3.L Rod Worth Minimizer,
'

i .

This section is a complete adoption of the STS. Present Specifications.

describe how control rod sequences shall be established to limit maximum
i reactivity addition due to control rod dropout so that the rod drop accident
j desi0n limit of 280 cal /gm is not exceeded. This information should not be

contained in the technical specifications but is more appropriately located in the:

Bases. Present Specifications are rewritter, using STS guidelines as;

; Specifications 3/4.3.L The proposed LCO requires the RWM to be operable
with Applicability of operational modes 1 and 2, when thermai power is less

{ than 20% (10% for Quad Cities) of rated thermal powerc Proposed action steps
i for an inoperable RWM are taken from STS guidelines and allow a second

|.
licensed operator or technically qualified individual who is present at the reactor
control console to verify rod movement 'and compliance with the prescribed
control rod pattern. Otherwise, control rod movement is allowed only by-

.

actuating a reactor scram or placing the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown-.

position. The proposed action steps are different from present provisions since*

i presently, at least 12 control rods must be fully withdrawn before a second
operator or qualified technical person'can be used as a substitute for ths RWM.

,

The proposed action has been generically determined to provide adequate
assurance that control rods will be withdrawn in accordance with prescribed .
patterns (without the necessity of requiring 12 control rods to be fully

_

withdrawn before a substitute can be used for the RWM). Proposed
Surveillance Requirements 4.3.L for the Rod Worth Minimizer are taken from
STS guidelines. Verification of the selection error of at least one out-of-
sequence control rod is performed in operational mode 1 prior.to reducing>

i thermal powar below 20% (10% for Quad Cities) and in operational mode 2.
within 8 hours prior to withdrawal of control rods to make the reactor critical.
Testing to demonstrate the inability to withdraw an out of sequence control rod
is performed in operational mode-1 prior to reducing thermcl power below 20%,

(10% for Quad Cities) rated thermal power and in operational mode 2 'within 8
~

_ _

hours prior to withdrawal of control rods to make the reactor critical. The RWM
at Dresden and Quad Cities is normally active at all reactor power levels and -
thus testing can be performed at'> 20% (10% for Quad Cities) rated thermal
power. Proposed SR 4.3.L1 provides demonstration that the control rod
pattems and sequence input to the RWM compter are correctly loaded
following any loading of the program into the computer. The proposed low-

i
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power setpoint of 10% for Quad Cities is based on "NRC Safety Evaluation - *

*

Report Approving Amendment 17 to NEDE-24011-P Dated December 27,
- 1937." The safety evaluation was issued in response to a topical report-

,
.

submitted by the BWR Owners Group.~ The topical report proposed changes to.

| the Rod Sequence Control System (Dresden nor Quad Cities have this systems <

; and the lowering of the low power setpoint from 20% to 10%. The NRC found
t the report acceptable for referencing in' license applications. Quad Cities
j- neutronic analyses aio currently performed in accordance with NEDE 24011 P

and therefore the topical report is applicable. Siemens Nuclear currently--

performs the neutronic analysis for Dresden Station and thus the topical report;

J is currently not applicable and therefore, the lowering of the low power setpoint -
| is not requested for Dresden.
i

i Section 3/4.3.M. Rod Block Monitor- [
|

'

] _

This sectiors is a complete adoption of the STS. This section describes"
j the rewrite of present specifications for the Rod Block Monitor to proposed
j- Specification 3/4.3.M. titled Rod Block Monitor. The proposed LCO implements
, present requirements by requiring both RBM channels to be operable. - However,
i the present provision of requiring the RBM operable only during limiting control
j rod pattems is replaced with the STS Applicability provision of operational mode -
3

1, when thermal power is greater than or equal to 30% of rated thermal power.
:_ Propossd action steps for the RBM are based on STS guidelines. Action 3.3.M.1-
j' requires that with'one RBM channelinoperable, verification be made that the
' reactor is not operating in a limiting control rod pattern and that the inoperable
j RBM channel be restored to operable status within 24 hours. If these action
} provisions are not met, then the inoperable RBM is required to be in the tripped
i condition within one hour. Proposed action 3.3.M.2 addresses the condition
; where both RBM channels are in perable and requires that at least one be in the
j' tripped condition within one hour. Present requirements do not contain time
j- frames for accomplishing action steps and; thus, STS time frames are utilized.
j The Surveillance Requirements for the RBM channel are taken from STS
: requirements. ~ SR 4.3.M.1 references Table 4.2.E 1 in order to avoid duplicating
: the SR listing. Proposed SR '4.3.M.2 requires a channel functional test prior to
1- control rod withd_rawal when the reactor is ' operating in a limiting control rod
; pattem.? A clarifir.' tion was added to the SR for the channel functional test to -
i be performed when the reactor is operating in a lirniting control rod pattern but

no more than dailyL The STS requires the functional test to be performed when
; the reactor is operating in a limiting control r_od pattern and daily thereafter. The
i STS intent was to perform the channel functional test prior to withdrawing -

control rods when the reactor is operating in a limiting control rod pattern but
; not more than daily,
;

.

! Section 3/4.3.N. Economic Generation Control (EGC) System
i
4

! 3/4.3-12
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Proposed Specification 3/4.3.N on the Economic Generation Control
System retains the present provisions for EGC operation. STS format and
wording sty!s are used for consistency with other proposed changes,

i

The proposed changes to the Limiting Conditions for Operation Bases 3.3 are
made to support the changes proposed to the individual specifications. The
proposed Bases are a combination of the STS Bases, the current Dresden Bases,

,
'

the current Guad Cities Bases and include addtional information as determined
necessary.

!
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Technical Specification 3/4.3
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REACTIVITY CONTRO'l SDM 3/4.3.A

3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) A. SHUTDOWN MARGIN

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) shall be The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be
equal to or greater than: - determined to be equal to or greater than

that specified at any time during the
1. O.35% Ak/k with the highest worth . operating cycle:

control rod analytically determined, or
.

_

1. By demonstration, prior to or during the'

2. O.25% Ak/k with the highest worth first startup after each refueling outage.
-control rod determined by test.

2. Within 24 hours af ter detection of a
withdrawn control rod that is

APPLICABILITYf immovable, as a result of excessive
friction or mechanicalinterference, or

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1, 2, 3,4, and 5. known to be unscrammable. The
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be
verified acceptable with an increased

ACTION: allowance for the withdrawn worth of
the immovable or unscrammable control

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than rod.
specified:

3. By calculation, prior tc each fuel
1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2, restore movement during the fuelloading.

the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN wquence,
within 6 hours or be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

2. In OPERATIONAL MODE 3 or 4,
immediately verify all insertable control
rods to be fully inserted and suspend all-
activities that could reduce the

- SHUTDOWN MARGIN. In
' OPERATIONAL MODE 4, establish
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY withn 8 hours..

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5, suspend
CORE ALTERATION (s) and other
activities that could reduce the
SHUTDOWN MARGIN and fully insert
all insertable control rods within 1' hour.
Establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY within 8 hours.

_ ._.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 1 Amendment' No.
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BIACTIVITY CONTROL Anomalies 3/4.3.8

3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

B. Reactivity Anomalies B. Reactivity Anomalies

| The reactivity equivalence of the difference The reactivity equivalence of the difference
between the actual critical control rod between the actual critical control rod
configuration and the predicted control rod configuration and the predicted control rod

: configuration shall not exceed 1% Ak/k. configuration shall be verified to be less
than or equal to 1% Ak/k:

; APPLICABILITY: 1. During the first startup following CORE
ALTERATION (s), and

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2.
2. At least once per 31 effective full

i power days.
,

ACTION:

With the reactivity equivalence difference

.

exceeding 1% Ak/k, within 12 hours
perform an analysis to determine andi

'

explain the cause of the reactivity
difference; operation may continue if the
difference is explained and corrected.

With the provisions of the ACTION above-

not met, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours,

i

,

1

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-2 Amendment No.
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RFACTIVITY CONTROL CR OPERABILITY 3/4.3.C

4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION _

C. Control Rod OPERABILITY C. Control Rod OPERABILITY

All control rods shall be OPERABLE. 1. When above the low power setpoint of
the RWM, all withdrawn control rods

APPLICABILITY: not required to have their directional
control valves disarmed electrically or

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2. hydraulically shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by moving each control rod
at least one notch:

ACTION:
a. At least once per 7 days, and

1. With one control rod inoperable due to
being immovable as a result of b. At least or ce per 24 hours when
excessive friction or mechanical any control rod is immovable as a
interference, or known to be result of excessive friction or
unscrammable: mechanicalinterference, r,e known

to be unscrammable,

a. Within one hour:
2. All control rods shall be demonstrated

1) Verify that the inoperable OPERABLE by performance of
control rod, if withdrawn, is Surveillance Requirements 4.3.D,
separated from bil other 4.3.G, 4.3.H and 4.3.1.
inoperable withdrawn control
rods by at least two control
cells in all directions.

2) Disarm the associated
directional control valves'')

| either:
1

| a) Electriestly, or

b) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust
water isolation valves.

b. With the provisions of ACTION 1.a
above not met, be in at least HOT .

SHUTDOWN within the next
I

12 hours.

a May be rearmed intermittwntly, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-3 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL CR OPERABILITY 3/4.3 C

3.3 LIMITINO CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION ' 4.-3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS'

c. Comply with Surveillance'

Hequirement 4.3.A.2 within'

24 hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours.i

2. With one or more control rods
| scrammable but inoperable for causes

other than addressed in ACTION
j| 3.3,C.1 above:

a. If the inoperable control rod (s) is
withdrawn, within one hour:

,

1 11 Verify that the inoperable
withdrawn control rod (s) is
separated from all other

,

inoperable withdrawn control
,

: rods by at least two contro!
; cells in all directions, and
:

2) Demonstrate the insertion
,

,

capability of the inoperable

| withdrawn control rod (s) by
inserting the inoperable

; withdrawn control rod (s) at
least one notch by drive water
pressure within the normal
operating range."

4

b. With the provisions of ACTION 2.a
- above not met, fully insert the

! inoperable withdrawn control rod (s)
J and disarm the associated

| directional control valves * either:

i 1) Electrically, or

I 2) Hydraulically by closing the
. drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

,

E

b The inoperable control rod may then be withdrawn to a position no further withdrawn than its position when
~

found to be inoperable,

a - May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 4 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY C.Q_NTROL CR OPERABILITY 3/4.3.C

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

c. If the inopcrable control rod (s) is
fully inserted, within one hour-
disarm the associated directional .

tcontrol valves '' either:

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

3. With the provisions of ACTION 2 above
not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

4. With more than 8 control rods
inoperable, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours,

k

a May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-5 Amendment No.
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| BE ACTIVITY CONTROL' Maximum Scram Times 3/4.3.0

| 3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1

D. Maximum Scram Insertion Times D. Maximum Scram insertion Times
j
_

The maximum scram insertion time of each The maximum scram insertion time of the
4

i control rod from the fully withdrawn control rods shall be demonstrated through

position to 90% insertion, based on de- measurement with reactor coolant pressure

energization of the scram pilot valve greater than 800 psig and, during single,

;
solenoirls as time zero, shall not exceed control rod scram time tests, with the
7 seconds, control rod drive pumps isolated from the

accumulators:
,

i APPLICABILITY: 1. For all control rods prior to THERMAL

i
POWER exceeding 40% of RATED

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and '2. THERMAL POWER:
I

a. following CORE At.TERATION(s), or

i ACTION:

| b. af ter a reactor shutdown that is
With the maximum scram insertion time of greater than 120 days,

4

one or more control rods exceeding
7 secoads: 2. For specifically affected individual

control rods''' following maintenance
a

1. Declare the control rod (s) exceeding the on or modification to the control rod or
i above maximum scram insertion time control rod drive system which could

: inoperable, and affect the scram insertion time of those
specific control rods, and'

1 2. When operation is continued with three
or more control rods with maximum 3. For at least 10% of the control rods, on

,

! scram insertion times in excess of a rotating basis, at least cnce per 120
7 seconds, perform Surveillance days of POWER OPERATION.

|
Requirement 4.3.0.3 at least once per
60 days of POWER OPERATION.

4

With the provisions of the ACTION (s) above
: not met, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN

within 12 hours.;

!
,

'

i

!

;

The provisions of Specification 4.0.D are not applicable provided this surveillance is conducted prior to exceedinga
40% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-6 Amendment No.
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RE ACTIVITY CONTROL Average Sr"m Times 3/4.3.E

3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

E. Average Scram insertion Times E, Average Scram Insertion Times

The average scram insertion time of all The control rod average scram times shall
OPERABLE control rods from the fully be demonstrated by scram time testing
withdrawn position, based on de- from the fully withdrawn position as
energization of the scram pilot valve required by Surveillance Requirement 4.3.D.
solenoids as time zero, shall not exceed any
of the following:

% Inserted From Avg. Scram insertion
Fully Withdrawn. Times (sec)

5 0.375
20 0.900
50 2.00
90 3.50

|

APPLICABILITY:

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2,

ACTION:

With the average scram insertion time
exceeding any of the above limits, be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hourc.

i
e

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 7 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROk Group Scram Times 3/4.3.F

3.3yLIMITING CONDITlONS FOR OPERATION- 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_ _ _

F. Group Scram insertion Times F. Group Scram insertion Times

The average of the scram insertion times, All control rods shall be demonstrated
from the fully withdrawn position, for the OPERABLE by scram time testing from the
three fastest control rods of all groups of fully withdrawn position as required by
four control rods in a twe-by-two array, Surveillance Requirement 4.3.D.
based on de energization of the scram pilot

<

valve solenoids as time zero, shall not
exceed any of the following:

% inserted F'om Avg. Scram insertion
Fully Withdrawn Times (sec)

5 0.398
20 0.954
50 2.120

F 90 3.800

APPLICABILITY:
,

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2.

eLC.Tl.OR

With the average scram insertion times of
control rods exceeding the above limits:

1. Declare the control rods exceeding the
above average scram insertion times
inoperable until an analysis is
performed to determine that required
scram reactivity remains for the slow
four control rod group, and

2. When operation is continued with an
average scram insertion time (s) in
excess of the average scram insertion
time limit, perform Surveillance
Requirement 4.3.D.3 at least once per
60 days of POWER OPERATION.

With the provisions of the ACTION (s) above
not met, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within 12 hours. .

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-8 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTRQJ, Scram Ae'u nulators 3/4.3.G

3.3 LIMITING CONp tlONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_ _ . . . . . _ . . . . . _ . . _

G. Control Rod Scram Accumulators G. Control Rod Scram Accumulators

All control rod scram accumulators shall be ~ Each control rod scram accumulator shall be-

OPERABLE. determined OPERABLE at least once per
7 days by verifying that the indicated
pressure is a:800 psig unless the control

APPLICABILITY: rod is fully inserted and disarmed, or
scrammed.

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1, 2 and 5'''.

ACTION:

1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2:

a. With one control rod scram
accumulator inoperable, within
8 hours:

1) Restore the inoperable
accumulator to OPERABLE
status, or

2) Declare the control rod
associated with the inoperable
accumulator inoperable,

b. With the provisions of ACTION 1.a
above not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours.

c. With more than one control rod
- scram accumulator inoperable,
declare the associated control rods
inoperable and:

in OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for the accumulators associated with each wKhdrawna
control rod and is not apphcable to control rods removed per Specification 3.10.D or 3.10.E.

| DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 ~ 3/4.3-9 Amendment No.
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RLACTIVITY C.QRUiOL Gerarn Accumulators 3/4.3.G

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
amaa.w.

1) If the contrci rod assobiated
with any inopotab% scram
accumulator is withdrawri,
immediately verify that at 'aast
one control rod drive pump is
operating by inserting at least
one withdrawn control tod at
least ont totch. With no.

controi rod drive pump
operating, immediately plat,e
the reae.or modo switch in tho
Shutdown position.

2) Fully insert the inoperable
control rods and disarm thc
associated directional control
valves * either:

a) Electrically, or

N Hb sulical!y by closing the
drive water and exhaust-

water isolation valves.

d. We C,e provisions of ACTION
,

1.c.2 above not mot, be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

2. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5''':
i

a. With one withdrawn control rod
with its associatud scram
accumula .or inoperable, fully insert
the aflected control rod and disorm
the associated directional contiol
valves * within one hour, either:

_

3 a in OPERATIONAL. MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for the accumulators associated with each withdrawn
control rod and is not applicable to control rods removed per Specification 3.10.D or 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed interrmttently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 10 Amendment No.
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BE ACTIVITY CONTROL Scram Accumulators 3/4.3.G

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREfAENTS
_ .

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water end exhaust water
isolation valves,

b. With more than one withdrawn
control tod with the associated
scram accumulator inoperable or no
colitrol rod drive pump operating,
immediately place the teactor modo
switch in the Shutdown position.

-

DRESDEN UNITS ?. & 3 3/4.3 11 Amendment No.
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[1EA_CIIVITY CONTROL CRD Coupling 3/4.3.H

|

3.3 LitAITING COtjDITIONS FfR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

H. Contrni Rod Drive Coupling H. Control Rod Drive Coupling j

All control rods shall be coupled to their Each affected control rod shall be i

drive mechanisms, demonstrated to be coupled to its drive i
mechanism by observing any indicated j

responso of the nuctoar instrumentation i

APPLICABILITY: while withdrawing the control rod to the !

fully withdrawn position and then verifying
OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1, 2, and 5'''. that the control rod drive doos not go to the

overtravel position:

e_CTION: 1. Prior to reactor criticality af ter
completing CORE ALTERATION (s) that

1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2 with could have affected the control rod
one control rod not coupled to its drive coupling integrity,
associated drive mechanism, within
2 hours: 2. Anytime the control rod is withdrawn

to the " Full out" position in subsequent
a. If permitted by the RWM, insert the operation, and

control rod drive mechanism to
accomplish recoupling and verify 3. Following maintenance on or
recoupling by withdrawing the modification to the control rod or
control rod, and: control rod drive system which could

have affected the control rod drive
1) O'cserving any indicated coupling integrity.

rt.::ponse of the nuclear
instrumentation, and

2) Demonstrating that the control
rod will not go to the
overtravel position.

b. If not permitted by the RWM or, if
recoupling is not accomplished in
accordance #th ACTION 1.a
above, then declare the control rod
inoperable, fully insert the control
rod and disarm the associated
directional control valves * either:

1) Electrically, or

a in OPERATIONAL. MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for withdrawn control rocs and is not applicable to
control rods removed per Specification 3.10 D or 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative controt, to permit testin0 associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 12 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL CRD Coupling 3/4.3 H

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

2) Hydtculically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 above
not mot, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5''' with a
withdrawn control rod not coupled to
its associated drive mechanism, within
2 hours:

a. insert the control rod to accomplish
recoupling and verify recoupling by
withdrawing control rod and
demonstrating that the control rod
will not go to the overtravel
position, or

b. If recoupling is not accomplished,
declare the control rod inoperable,
fully insert the control rod and
disarm the associated directional
control valves *' within one hour,
either:

1) Electrica!!y, or

2) 'ydraulically by closing the
uiive water and exhaust water
isolation valves,

a in OPERATIONAL. MODE 5, this Specif cation is applicable for withdrawn control rod and is not applicable to
control rods semoved per Specification 3.10.D or 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control red to OPERABLE status.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 13 Amendment No.
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f1EACTIVITY CONTROj, RPIS 3/4.3.1

3.3. LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATIOff 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

1. Control Rod Position Indit;ation System 1. Control Rod Position Indication System

All control rod position indicators shall bo The control rod position indication system
OPERABLE. shall be determined OPERABLE by verifying:

1. At least once por 24 hours that t' d
,

APPLICABILITY: position of each control rod is
indicated.

OPERATIONAL MODEis) 1,2, and SN.
2. That the indicated control rod position

changes during the movement of the
ACTION: control rod drive when perf orming

Surveillanco Roqulroment 4.3.C.1.
1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2 with

one or more control rod position 3. That the control rod position indicator
indicators inoperable, within one hour corresponds to the control rod position
either: indicated by the " Full out" position

indicator when performing Surveillance
a. Determine the position of the Requirement 4.3 H.2.

control rod by an alternato method,
or

b. Move the control rod to a position
with an OPERABLE position
indicator, or

c. Declaro the contro! rod inoperable,
fully insert the inoperable
withdrawn control rod (s), and
disarm the associated directional
control valves * either:

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valvor.

a in OPERATIONAL. MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for withdrawn control rods and is not applicable to
control rods removed per Specification 3.10.D or 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restwing the
control rod (s) to OPERABt E status.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 14 Amendment No.
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BE,AJTIVITY CONTROL RPIS 3/4.3.1

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 above
not mot, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5"' with a
withdrawn control rod position indicator
inoperablo:

a. Movo the ;ontrol rod to a position
with an VPERABLE position
indicator, or

b. Fully insert the control rod.

<*

.

a in OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is apphcable for withdrawn control rods and it not applicable to
control rods removed per Specification 3.10.0 or 3.10.E.

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3 - 3/4.3 15 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL CRD liousing Support 3/4.3.J

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

J. Control Rod Drive Housing Support J. Control Rod Drive Housing Support

The control rod drive housing support shall The control rod drive housing support shall
be in place, be verified to be in place by a visual

inspection prior to startup any time it has
been disassembled or when maintenance

APPLICABILITY: has been performed in the control rod drive
housing support area.

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1,2, and 3.

ACTION

With the control rod drive housing support
not in place, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 t.ours and in at least
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
24 hours.

.

!

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-16 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SDV Vents & Drains 3/4.3.K

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR* OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

K. SDV Vent and Urain Velves K. SDV Vent and Drain Valves

All scram discharge volumo (SDV) vont and The scram discharge volume vent and drain
drain valves shall bo OPERABLE. valves shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

1. At least onco per 31 days by verifying
APPLICABILIT_Y; each valve to be open!*', and

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2, 2. At least onco per 92 days by cycling
each valve through at least one
comploto cycle of travel.

ACTION;
3. At least once por 18 months, the scram

1. With one scram dischargo volume vont discharge volume vont and drain valves
valve and/or one scram discharge shall be demonstrated to:
volumo drein valve inoperable and
open, restore the inoperable valve (s) to a. Close within 30 seconds after
OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be- -receipt of a signal for control rods
in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the to scram, and
next 12 hours,

b. Open af ter the scram signalis
2. With any scram discharge volume vont reset.

valvo(s) and/or any scram discharge
volume drain valve (s) othorwise
inoperablo, restore at least one vent
valvo and one drain valve to OPEHABLE
status within 8 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours.

.

a These valves may be closed intermittently for testing under administrative controls.

ORESDdN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 17 Amendme it No.
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|

RWM 3/4.3.L
REACTNLIY_CONTBQL .

!

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVElLLANCE REOUIREMENTS

I

L. Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) L. Rod Worth Minimirer (RWM)

The rod worth minimirer (RWM) shall be The RWM shall be demonstrated

OPERABLE. OPERABLE:

1. By verifying that the control rod

APPLICABillTY: patterns and sequence input to the
RWM computer are correctly loaded

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2'" when following any loading of the program
THERMAL POWER is loss than or equal to into the computor.

20% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
2. In OPERATIONAL MODE 2 within

8 hours prior to withdrawal of control

AC.IlQN1
rods for the purpose of making the
reactor critical:

iWith the RWM inoperable, verif y control rod
movement and compliance with the a. by verifying proper indication of the
prescribed control rod pattern by a second selection error of at least one out-
licensed operator or technically qualified of sequence control rod.
individual who is present et the reactor
control console. Otherwise, control rod b. by verifying the rod block function
movement may be made only by actuating by demonstrating inability to
the manual scram or placing the reactor withdtraw an out of sequence
mode switch in the Shutdown position. control rod.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 prior to
reducing THERMAL POWER below 20%
of RATED THERMAL POWER:

! a. by verifying proper indication of the
i selection error of at least one out-

of sequenco control rod,

b. by verifying the rod block function
by demonstrating inability to

[

I withdraw an out of soquence
control rod,,

l

Entry into OPERATIONAL. MODE 2 and withdrawal of netected control rods is permitted for the purpose ofe

determining the OPERABit.lTY of the RWM prior to withdrawal of control rods for the purpose of bringing the
reactor to criticality.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3 18 Amendment No.
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RE ACTIVITY CQtWLQL RBM 3/4.3.M

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

M. Rod Block Monitor (RBM) M. Rod Block Monitor (RBM)

Both rod block monitor (RBM) CHANNEL (s) Each of the required RBM CHANNEL (s) shall

shall be OPERABLE. be demonstrated OPERABLE by
performance of a:

MEL1CMILM Y; 1. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and
CHANNEL CAllBRATION at the

' OPERATIONAL MODE 1, when thermal frequenclos and for the OPERATIONAL
power is greater than or equal to 30% of MODE (s) specified in Table 4.2.E 1,
RATED THERMAL POWER.

2. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to
control rod withdrawal when the

ACTION: reacto: is operating in a LIMITING
CONTROL ROD PATTERN, but no more

1. With ono RBM CHANNEL inope'able: oiton than daily.

a. Verify that the reactor is not
operating in a LIMITING CONTROL
ROD PATTERN, and

b. Restore the inoperable RBM
CHANhlEL to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours.

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 abovo
not met, place the inoperable rod block
monitor CHANNEL in the tripped
condition within the next one hour.

3. With both RBM CHANNEL (s)
inoperable, place at least one inoperable
rod block monitor CHANNEL in the
tripped condition within one hour.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4'.3 19 Amendment No.
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4

flEACTlWTY CONTROL EGC 3/4.3 N

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

N. Economic Generation Control (EGC) System N. Economic Generation Control (EGC) Gystem

The economic generation control (EGC) The economic generation control system
system may be in operation with automatic shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by

flow control provided: verifying that core flow if withic. 65*4 to
100% of rated core flow and THERMAL

,

a. Core flow is within 65% to 100% of POWER is m20% of RATED THERMAL ,

rated core flow, and POWER: ,

b. THERMAL POWER is m20% of RATED a. Prior to entry into EGC cperation, and

THERMAL POWER.
b. At least once per 12 hcurs while

operating in EGC.

b2.U%01LLT1
'

!

OPERATIONAL MODE 1.

AC.Il0ll: ,

With core flow less than 65% or greater
than 100% of rated core flow, or
THERMAL POWER less than 20% of
RATED THERMAL POWER, restore
operation to within the limits within
one hour. Otherwise,immedietely remove
the plant from EGC operation.

I

|

C

t

|

!

>

.

DRESDEN UNITS 2 & 3 3/4.3-20 Amendment No.
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Reactivity Control B 3/4.3

BASES

3/4.3.A SHUTDOWN MARGIN

A sufficient SHUTDOWN MAHGIN onsures that 1) the reactor can be made suberitical from all
operating conditions, 2) the loactivity transients associated with postulated accident conditions are
controllable within acceptable limits, and 3) the reactor will be maintained sufficiently suberitical to
precludo inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition.

s

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to a now refueling
pattern. Satisfaction of the limitation must be determined at the timo of loading and must be such
that it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cyclo, This datormination is provided by core design
calculations and administrative control of fuelloading patterns. Those procedures include
restrictions to allow only those intermediate fuel assembly configurations that have been shown to
provide the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

Since core reactivity values will vary through core life as a function of fuel depletion and poison
burnup, the demonstration of SHUTDOWN MARGIN will be performed during xenon free conditions
and adjusted to 68'F to accommodato the current moderator temperature. The generalized form is
that the reactivity of the coro loading will be limited so the core can be made suberitical by at Icast
R + 0.35% Ak/k or R + 0.25% Ak/k, as appropriato, with the strongest control rod fully
withdrawn and all others fully inserted. Two dif forent values are supplied in the Limiting Condition
for Operation to provide for the different methods of determination of the highest control rod
worth, either analytically or by test. This is due to the reduced uncertainty in the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN test when the highest worth control rod is determined by demonstration. When
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is determined by calculations not associated with a test, additional margin
must be added to the specified SHUTDOWN MARGIN lirnit to account for uncertainties in the
calculation.

The value of R in units of % Ak/k is the difference betwoon the calculated beginning-of life core
reactivity, at the beginning of the operating cycle, and the calculated value of maximum core
reactivity at any time later in the operating cycle, where it would be greater than at the beginning.
The value of R shallinclude the potential SHUTDOWN MARGIN loss assuming full B C settling in4

allinverted poison tubes present in the core. R must be a positivo quantity or zero and a new
value of R must be dotormined for each now fuel cycle.

The value of % Ak/k in the abovo expression is provided as a finite, demonstrable, suberiticality
margin. This margin may be demonstrated by full withdrawal of the strongest rod and partial
withdrawal of an adjacent rod to a position calcu!ated to add at least R + 0.25% Ak/k (or 0.35%
Akik)in reactivity. Observation of subcriticality in this condition assures subcriticality with not
only the strongest rod fully withdrawn but with a substantial margin beyond this condition. This
reactivity characteristic has been a basic assumption in the analysis of plant performance and can
be best demonstrated at the time of fuct loading, but the margin must also be determined anytime
a control rod is incapable of insertion following a scram signal. Any control rod that is immovable
as a result of excessive friction or mechanicat interference, or is known to be unscrammable, per
Specification 3.3.C, is considered to be incapable of insortion following a scram signal. It is

,
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important to note that a control rod can be electrically immovablo, but scrammable, and no
increase in SHUTDOWN MARGIN is required for those control rods.

3/4.3.B Reactivity Anomalies

During each fuel cycle, excess operating reactivity varies as fuel depletes and as any burnable
poison in supplementary controlis bumed. The magrutude of this excess reactivity may be inferred
from the critical rod configuration. As fuel burnup progresses, anomalous behavior in the excess
reactivity may be detected by comparison of the critical rod pattern selected base states to the
predicted rod inventory at that state. Power operating base conditions provide the most sensitivo
and directly interpretablo data relative to core reactivity, Furthermore, using power operating baso
conditions permits frequent reactivity comparisons. Requiring a reactivity comparison at the
specified frequency assures that a comparison will be made before the core reactivity change
exceeds 1% Ak/k. Deviations in core reactivity greater than 1% Ak/k are not expected and require
thorough evaluation. A_1% Ak/k reactivity limit is considered safe since an insertion of the
reactivity into the core would not lead to transients excooding design conditions of the reactor

__

system.

3/4.3.C Control Rod 3PER ABILITY

Control rods are the primary reactivity control system for the reactor. In conjunction with the
Reactor Protection System, the control rods provide the means for reliable (,ontrol of reactivity
changes to ensure the specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded. This specification,
along with others, assures that the performance of the control rods in the event of an accident or
transi"t. meets the assumptions used in the safety analysis. Of primary concern is the trippability
of the control rods. Other causes for inoperability are addressed in other Specifications following
this one. However, the inability to move a control rod which remains trippable does not prevent
the performance of the control rod's safety function.

The specification requires that a rod be taken out of-service if it cannot be moved with drive =
pressure. Damage within the control rod drive mechanism could be a generic problem, therefore
with a control rod immovable because of excessive friction or mechanicalinterference, operation of
the reactor is limited to a time period which is reasonable to determine the cause of the
inoperability and at the same time prevent operation with a large number of inoperable control rods.
Control rods that are inoperable due to exceeding allowed scram times, but are movable by control
rod drive pressure, need not be disarmed electrically if the shutdown margin provisions are met for
each position of the affected rod (s).

If the rod is fully inserted and then disarmed electrically or hydraulically, it is in a safe position of
maximum contribution to shutdown reactivity. (Note: To disarm the drive electrically,'four
arnphenol type plug connectors are removed from the drive insert and withdrawal solonoids,
rendering the drive immovable. This procedure is equivalent to valving out the drive and is
preferred, as drive water cools and minimizes crud accumulation in the drive.). If it is disarmed
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electrically in a non fully inserted position, that position shall be consistent with the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN limitation stated in Specification 3.3.A. This assures that the core can be shut down at
all times with the remaining control rods, assuming the strongest OPERABLE control rod does not
insert. The occurrence of more than eight inoperable control rods could be indicative of a generic
control rod drive problem which requires prompt investigation and resrfution.

in order to reduce the potential for Control Rod Drive (CRD) damage and more specifically, collet
housing f ailure, a program of alsassembly and inspection of CRDs is conducted during or af ter each
refueling outage. This program follows the recommendations of General Electric SIL 139 with
nondestructive examination results compi!ed and reported to General Electric on collet housing
cracking problems.

The required surveillance intervals are adequate to determine that the rods are OPERABLE and not
so frequent as to cause ex:essive wear on the system components.

3/4.3.D Control Rod Maximum Scram Insertion Times:

3/4 3.E Control Rod Averaae Scra.m Insertion Times: and

3/4.3.F Four Control Rod Grouo Scram insertion Times

These specifications ensure that the control rod insertion times are consistent with those used in
the safety analyses. The control rod system is analyzed to bring the reactor subcritical at a rate
fast enough to prevent fuel damage, i.e., to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than the fuel
cladding integrity Safety Limit. The analyses demonstrate that if the reactor is operated within the
limitation set in Specification 3.11.C. the negative reactivity insertion rates associated with the
scram performance (as adjusted for statistical variation in the observed data) result in protection of
the MCPR Safety Limit.

Analysis of the limiting power transient shows that the negative reactivity rates, resulting from the
scram with the average response of all the drives, as given in the above specification, provide the
required protection, and MCPR remains greater than the fuel cladding integrity SAFETY LIMIT. In
the analytical treatment of most transients,290 milliseconds are allowed between a neutron sensor
reaching the scram point and the start of motion of the contiol rods. This is adequate and
conservative when compared to the typically observed time delay of about 210 milliseconds.
Approximately 90 milliseconds af ter neutron flux reaches the trip point, the pilot scram valve
solenoid de energizes and 120 milliseconds later the control rod motion is estimated to actually
begin. However,200 milliseconds rather than 120 milliseconds is conservatively assumed for this
time interval in the transient analyses and is also included in the allowable scram insertion times
specified in Specifications 3.3.0, 3.3.E. and 3.3.F. In the statistical ueatment of the limiting
transients, a statistical distribution of total scram delay is used rather than the bounding value
described above.
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The performance of the individual control rod drives is monitored to assure that scram performance
is not degraded. Observed plant data or Technical Specification limits were used to determine the
average scram performance used in the transient analyses, and the results of each set of control
rod scram tests performed during the current cycle are compared against earlier results to verify
that the performance of the control rod insertion system has not changed significantly.

If test results should be determined to fall outside of the statistical population defining the scram
performance characteristics used in the transient analyses, a re determination of thermal margin
requirements is undertaken as required by Specification 3.11.C. A smaller test sample than that
required by these specifications is not statistically significant and should not be used in the re- p

deterrnination of thermal margins. individual control rod drives with excessive scram times can be j
fully inserted into the core and de-energized in the manner of an inoperable rod drive provided the ]

.

allowable number of inoperable control rod drives is not exceeded. In this case, the scram speed
of the drive shall not be used as a basis in the re-determination of thermal margin requirements.
For excessive average scram insertion times, only the individual control rods in the two by two
array which exceed the allowed average scram insertion time are considered inoperable.

The scram times for all control rods are measured at the time of each refueling outage. Experience
with the plant has shown that control drive insertion times vary little through the operating cycle:
hence no re assessment of thermal margin requirements is expected under normal conditions. The
history of drive performance accumulated to date indicates that the 90% insertion times of new
and overhauled drives approximate a normal distribution about the mean which tends to become
skewed toward longer scram times as operating time is accumulated. The probability of a drive not
exceeding the mean 90% insertion time by 0.75 seconds is greater than 0.999 for a normal
distribution. The measurement of the scram performance of the drives surrounding a drive, which
exceeds the expected range of scram performance, will detect local variations and also provide
assurance that local scram time limits are not exceeded. Continued monitoring of other drives
exceeding the expected range of scram times provides surveillance of possible anomalous
performance,

The test schedule provides reasonable assurance of detection of slow drives before system
deterioration beyond the limits of Specification 3.3.C. The program was developed on the basis of
the statistical approach outlined above and judgement. The occurrence of scram times within the
limits, but significantly longer than average, should be viewed as an indication of a systematic
problem with control rod drives, especially if the number of drives exhibiting such scram times
exceeds eight, which is the allowable number of inoperable rods.

3/4.3.G Control Rod Scram Accumulators

The control rod scram accumulators are part of the control rod drive system and are provided to
ensure that the control rods scram under varying reactor conditions. The control rod scram
accumulators store sufficient energy to fully insert a control rod at any reactor vessel pressure.
The accumulator is a hydraulic cylinder with a free floating piston The piston separates the water
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used to scram the control rods from the nitrogen which provides the required energy. The scram
accumulators are necessary to scram the control rods within the required insortion times.

Control rods with inoperable accumulators are declared inoperable and Specification 3.3.C then
applies. This prevents a pattern of inoperable accumulators that would result in loss reactivity
insertion on a scram than has been analyrod even though control rods with inoporable
accumulators may still be inserted with normal drive water pressure. OPERABILITY of the
accumulator ensures that there is a means available to insert the control rods even under the most
unfavorable depressurization of the reactor.

3/4.3.H Control Rod Drive Countino

Centrol rod dropout accidents can lead to significant core damago, if coupling integrity is
maintained, the possibility of a rod drop accident is eliminated. Neutron instrumentation response
to rod movement may provide verification that a rod is following its drivo. Absence of such
response to drive movement may indicate an uncoupled condition, or may be due to the lack of
proximity of the drive to the instrumentation. However, the overtravel position feature provides a
positive check, as only uncoupled drives may reach this position.

3 LCM Control Rod Position Indication System (RPIS)

In order to ensure that the control rod patterns can be followed and therefore that other parameters
are within their limits, the control rod position indication system must be OPERABLE. Normal
control rod position is displayed by two digit indication to the operator from position 00 to 48.
Each even number is a latching position, whereas each odd number provides information while the
rod is in-motion and inputs for rod drift annunciation. The ACTION statement provides for the
condition where no positive information i.= displayed for a large portion or all of the rod's travel.
Usually, only one digit of one or two of a rod's positions is unavailable with a faulty RPIS, and the
control rod may be located in a known position. However, there are several altomate methods for
determining control rod position including the full core display, the four rod display, the rod worth
minimizer, and the process computer. Additionally, there are independent "fullin" and " full out"
indicators at the 00 and 48 positions. Another method to determino position would be to move
the control rod, by single notch movement, to a position with an OPERABLE position indicator.
The original position would then be established and the control rod could be returned to its original
position by single notch movement. As long as no control rod drift alarms are received, the
position of the control rod would then be known.

3/4.3.J Control Rod Drive Housing Sucoort

The control rod housing support restricts the outward movement of a control rod to less than
3 inches in the extremely remoto event of a housing failure. The amount of reactivity which could
be added by this small amount of rod withdrawal, which is less than a normal single withdrawal
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incromont, will not contribute to any damage to tne primary coolant system. The design basis is
given in Section 6.6.3 of the SAR. This support is not required if the reactor coolant system is at ,

atmospheric pressure, since there would then be no driving force to rapidly eject a drive housing.

3/4.3.K Scram Discharoo Volume Vent and Orain Valvec

The scram discharge volume is required to bo OPERABLE so that it will be availablo when nooded
to accept discharge water from the control rods during a reactor scram and willisolate the reactor
coolant system from the containment when required. The oporability of the scram discharge
volume vent and drain valves assures the proper venting and draining of the volume, so that water
accumulation in the volume does not occur. These specifications designate the minimum'

acceptable lovel of scram discharge volume vent and drain valve OPERABILITY, provide for the
periodic verification that the valves are open, and for the testing of these valves under reactor
scram conditions during each refueling outage.

3/4.3.L Rod Worth Minimirer

Control rod withdrawal and insertion sequences are established to assure that the maximum
insequence individual control rod or control rod segments which are withdrawn at any time during
the fuel cycle could no? be worth enough to result in a peak fuel enthalpy greater than 280 cal /gm
in the event of a control rod drop accident. These sequences are developed prior to initial
cperation of the unit following any refueling outage and the requirement that an operator follow
these sequences is supervised by the RWM or a second technically qualified individual. Those
sequences are developed to limit reactivity worth of control rods and, together with the integral rod
velocity limitors and the action of the control rod drive system, limit potential reactivity insortion
such that the results of a control rod drop accident will not exceed a maximurn fuel energy content
of 280 cal /gm. The peak fuel enthalpy of 280 cal /gm is below the energy content at which rapid
fuel dispersal and primary system damage have been found to occur based on experimental data.
Therefore, the energy dsosited during a postulated rod drop accident is significantly less than that
required for rapid fuel dispersal.

The analysis of the control rod drop accident was originally presented in Sections 7.9.3,14.2.1.2,
and 14.2.1.4 of the SAR. Improvements in analytical capability have allowed a more refined
analysis of the contro; tod drop accident which is discussed below.

,

Evory operating cycle the peak fuel rod enthalpy rise is determined by comparing cycle specific
parameten with the results of parametric analyses. _This peak fuel rod enthalpy is then compared
to the analysis limit of 280 cal /gm to demonstrato compliance for that operating cycle, if the cycle
specific parameters are outsido the range used in the parametric study, an extension of the
enthalpy may be required. Some of the cycle specific parameters used in the analysis are:

,

i maximum control rod worth, Doppler coefficient, elfoctive delayed neutron fraction and maximum
four bundle local peaking f actor. The NRC approved methodology listed in Specification 6.6.A.4

|.

provides a detailed description of the methodology used in performing the rod drop analyses.
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The rod worth rninimizer providos automatic supervision to assure that out of soquence control
rods will not be withdrawn or inserted, i.e., it limits operator deviations from planned withdrawal
sequences froference SAR Section 7.9). It serves as a backup to procedural control of control rod
worth, in the event that the rod worth minimizer is out of-service when required, a second
licensed operator or other technically qualified individual who is present at the reactor consolo can
manually fulfill the control rod pattern er.nformance function of the rod worth minimizer, in this
case, the normal procedural controls are backed up by independent procedural controls to assure
conformance,

c

3/4.3.M Rod Block Monitor

The rod block mcnitor (RBM) is designed to automatically provent fuel damage in the event of
erroneous rod withdrawal from locations of high power density during high power operation. Two
channels are provided, and one of these may be bypassed from the consolo for incintenanco and/or
testing. Tripping of one of the channels will block erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to
prevent fuel damage. This system backs up the operator, who withdraws control rods according
to a written sequence. The specified restrictions with one channel out of service conservatively
assure that fuel damage will not occur due to rod witndrawal errors when this condition exists.

3/4.3.N Economic Generation Control System

Operation of the f acility with the econornic generation control system (EGC) (automatic flow
control) is limited to the range of 65% to 100% of rated core flow, in this flow rango and above
20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the reactor could safely tolerato a rato of chango of load of
8 MWe/sec (reference SAR Section 7.3.6). Limits within the EGC and the flow control system
prevent rates of change greater than approxcaatoly 4 MWe/sec. When EGC is in operation, this
f act will be indicated on the main control room consolo.
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3ySURVEILLAffCE REQUIREMENTS

A. SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) A. SHUTDOWN MARGIN

Tne SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) shall be The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be
equal to or greater than: determined to be equal to or greater than

that specified at any time during the
1. O.35% Ak/k with the highest worth operating cycle:

control rod analytically determined, or
1. By demonstration, prior to or during the

2. 0.25% Ak/k with the highest worth first startup af ter each tofueling outage,
control rod determined by test.

2. Within 24 hours after detection of a
withdrawn control rod that is

APPLICABillTY; immovable, as a result of excessivei

friction or mechanicat interference, or
OPERATIONAL MODEls) 1. 2,3,4, and 5. known to be unscrammable The

required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be
verified acceptable with an increased

ACTION: allowance foi the withdrawn worth of
the immovable or unscrammable control

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than rod.
specified:

3. By calculation, prior to each fuel
1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2 restore movement during the fuelloading

the required SHU7DOWN MARGIN sequence,
within G hours or be in at least HOT-
SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.

2. In OPERATIONAL MODE 3 or 4,
immediately verif y allinsertable control
rods to be fully inserted and suspend all
activities that could reduce the
SHUTDOWN MARGIN. In
OPERATIONAL MODE 4, establish
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY within 8 hours.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5. suspend
CORE ALTERATION (s) and other
activities that could reduce the
SHUTDOWN MARGIN and fully insert
all insertable control rods within 1 hour. -
Establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY within 8 hours.
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Anomalies 3/4.3.8
REACTIVITY CONTROL

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

B. Reactivity Anomalies B. Reactivity Anomalies

The reactivity equivalence of the difference The reactivity equivalence of the difference

between the actual ROD DENSITY and the between the actual ROD DENSITY and the
predicted ROD DENSITY shall not exceed predicted ROD DENSITY shall be verified to

be less than or equal to 1% ok/k:1 % ok/k. e

1. During the first startup following CORE ;

ALTERATION (s), and
APPLICABluTJJ

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2. 2. At least once per 31 effective full
power days.

I

t

ACTION:
L

With the reactivity equivalence difference
exceeding 1% ok/k, within 12 hours
perform an analysis to determine and
explain the cause of the reactivity
difference; operation may continue if the
difference is explained and corrected.

With the provisions of the ACTION above
not met, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours.

;

!
'

|

| t

,

h

|.
,

.

|

| i

;
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

C. Control Rod OPERABILITY C. Control Rod OPERABILITY

All control rods shall be OPERABLE. 1 When above the low power setpoint of
the RWM, all withdrawn control rods

APPLICABILITY: not required to have their directional
control valves disarmed electrically or

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2. hydraulically shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by moving each control rod
at least one notch:

ACTION:
a. At least once per 7 days, and

1. With one corarol rod inoperable due to
being immovable as a result of b. At least once per 24 hours when-

excessive friction or mechanical any control rod is immovable as a
interference, or known to be result of excessive friction or
unscrammable: mechanicalinterference, or known

to be unscrammable.
a. Within one hour:

2. All control rods shall be demonstrated
1) Verify that the inoperable OPERABLE by performance of

control rod, if withdrawn, is Surveillance Requirements 4.3.D,
separated from all other 4.3.G, -. 3.H and 4.3.1.
inoperable wi'.hdrawn control
rods by at least two control
cells in all directions.

2) Disarm the associated
directional control valves *
either:

a) Electrically, or

b) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust
water isolation valves.

b. With the provisions of ACTION 1.a
above not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours,

May be rearmed intermittently, under administrath e control, to permit testing associated with restoring thea
control rod to OPERABLE status.
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
____.

c. Comply with Surveillance
Requirement 4.3.A.2 within
24 hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN

! within the next 12 hours.
I

I 2. With one or more control rods
scrammable but inoperable for causes

| other than addressed in ACTION |
! 3.3.C.1 above:

I 1. If the inoperable control rod (s) is
withdrawn, within one hour:

'
1) Verify that the inoperable

withdrawn control rod (s) is
separated from all other

;
' inoperable withdrawn control

rods by at least two control
cells in all directions, and

.

2) Demonstrate the insertion ,

capability of the inoperable
withdrawn control rod (s) by
inserting the inoperable
withdrawn control rod (s) at
least one notch by drive water

:
I pressure within the normal

'

operating range."
:

b. With the provisions of ACTION 2.a
above not met, fully insert the !

inoperable withdrawn control rod (s)
and disarm the associated

[ directional control valves * either:
I 1) Electrically, or ,

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

b The inoperable control rod may then be withdrawn to a position no further withdrawn than its position when
found to be inoperable,

May be teatmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with testoring thea

control rod to OPERABLE sutus.
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

c. If the inoperable control rod (s) is
fully insertod, within one hour
disarm the associated directional
control valves'd either:

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

3. With the provisions of ACTION 2 above
not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

4. With more than 8 control rods
inoperable, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours,

i

l

1

May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring thea

control rod to OPERABLE status.
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

D. Maximum Scram insertion Times D. Maximum Scram insertion Times

The maximum scram insertion time of each The maximum scrarn insortion time of the
control rod from the fully withdrawn control rode shall be demonstrated through
position to 90% int.ortion, based on de- measurement with reactor coolant pressure
energiration of the scram pilot valve greator than 800 psig and, during single
solenoids as time zero, shall not exceed control rod scram time tests, with the
7 seconds, control rod drive pumps isolated from the

accumulators:

APPLICABILITY: 1. For all control rods prior te THERMAL
POWER exceeding 40% of RATED

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2. THERMAL POWER:

a. following CORE ALTERATION (s), or
ACTION:

b. af ter a reactor shutdown that is
With the maximum scram insertion time of greater than 120 days,
one or more control rods exceeding
7 seconds: 2. For specifically affected individual

control rods"' following maintenance
1. Declare the control rod (s) exceeding the on or modification to the control rod or

above maximum scram insertion time control rod drive system which could
inoperable, and affect the scram incertion timo of those

specific control rods, and
2. When operation is continued with three

or more control rods with maximum 3. For at least 10% of the control rods, on
scram insertion times in excess of a rotating basis, at least once per 120
7 seconds, perform Surveillance days of POWER OPERATION.
Requirement 4.3.D.3 at least once per
60 days of POWER OPERATION.

With the provisions of the ACTION (s) above
not met, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within 12 hours,

a The provisions of Specification 4.0.0 are not applicable provided this surveillance is conducted prior to exceeding
40% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 6 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL Average Scram Times 3/4.3.E
i

4.3 SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS3.3 LIMITING CONOITIONS FOR OPERATION __
,

i

i E. Average Scram insertion Times E. Average Scram insertion Times

The average scram insertion time of all The control rod average scram times shall

OPERABLE control rods from th6 fully be demonstrated by scram time testing,

'

withdrawn position, based on de- from the fully withdrawn position as

energization of the scram pilot valve required by Surveillance Requirement 4.3.0.
y

solenoids as time zc'o, shall not exceed any'

of the following:*

!

i
% Inserted From Avg. Scram insertion

j Fully Withdrawn Times (sec)
5 0.375*

,

20 0.900'

50 2.00
<

; 90 3.50 q

i
i

!

I APPLICABILITY:

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2.
i

!

| ACTION:
;

With the average scram insertion time
,

exceeding any of the above limits, be in at<

least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.
!

2

!

Amendment No.
OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 7
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_

;

REACTIVITY GONTROL Group Scram Times 3/4.3.F
,

,

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVdlLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

F. Group Scram insertion Times F. Group am insertion Times

| The average of the scram insertion times, All corn is shall be demonstrated

] from the fully withdrawn position, for the OPERABLE ey scram time testing from the j
three fastest control rods of all groups of fully withdrawn position as required by'

four control rods in a two by two array, Surveillance Requirement 4.3.D.'

based on de-energiration of the scram pilot;

valve solenoids as time zero, shall not
exceed any of the following:

: % Inserted From Avg. Scram inserthn
Fully Withdrawn Times (sec)

5 0.398
20 0.954
50 2.120
90 3.800

,

APPLICABILITY:'

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2.
2

i

ACTIOtt

With the average scram insertion times c'*

control rods exceeding the above limits:
:

1. Declare the control rods exceeding the

| above average scram insertion times

|
inoperable until an analysis is

i performed to determine that required
scram reactivity remains for the slow
four control rod group, and

2. When operation is continued with an
average scram insertion time (s)in
excess of the average ! cram insertion
time limit, porform Surveillance>

Requirement 4.3.D.3 at least once per
60 days of POWER OPERATION.

f

| With the provisions of the ACTION (s) above .

i- not met, he in at least HOT SHUTDOWN

j within 12 hours.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-8 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTRO.L
Scram Accumulators 3/4,3.G ;

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

G. Control Rod Scram Accumulators G. Control Rod Scram Accumulators

All control rod scram accumulators shall be Each control rod scram accumulator shall be
OPERABLE. determined OPERABLE at least once per

7 days by verifying that the indicated
pressure is a800 psig unless the control

APPLICABILITY: tod is fully inserted and disarmed, or
scrammed.

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1,2 and 5*.

ACTION:

In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2:'

a. With one control rod scram
accumulator inoperable, within
8 hours:

1) Restore the inoperable
accumulator to OPERABLE
status, or

2) Declare the control rod
associated with the inoperable
accumulator inoperable,

b. With the provisions of ACTION 1.a
above not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours,

c. With more than one control rod
scram accumulator inoperable,
declare the associated control rods
inoperable and:

in OPERATION AL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable f or the accumulators associated with each withdrawn
, a

control rod and is not applicable to control rods removed por Specification 3.10.D or 3.10.E.

QUAD CITIES UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 9 Amendment No.
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RE ACTIVITY CONTFlOk Scram Accumulators 3/4.3.G

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
=

1) If the control rod associated
with any inoperable scram
accumulator is withdrawn,
immediately verify that at least
one control rod drive pump is
operating by inserting at least
one withdrawn control rod at
least one notch. With no
control rod drive pump .

operating. Imrnediately place
the reactor mode switch in the
Shutdown position.

2) Fully insert the inoperable
control rods and disarm the
associated directional control

Mvalves either:

an Electrically, or

b) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust
water isolation valves,

d. With the provisions of ACTION
1.c.2 above not met, be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

2. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5"':

a. With one withdrawn control rod
with its associated scram
accumulator inoperable, fully insert
the affected control rod and disarm
the associated directional control

M within one hour, eitMr: ,valves

t;

a in OPERATION AL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for the accum'ilators associated with each withdrawn
control rod w not applicable to control rods removed per Specification 3.10.0 or 3.10.E.

t, May be n wo intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control roc w OPERABLE status.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 10 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL Scram Accumulators 3/4.3.G

3.3 LIMITING CCNDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing tbs
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves,

b. With more than one withdrawn
control rod with the associated
scram accumulator inoperable or no
control rod drive pump operating,
immadiately place the reactor mode
switch in the Shutdown pos;*.-m.

,

i

.

Amendment No.
7 OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-11
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REACTIVITY CONTRQl, CRD Coupling 3/4.3.H

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS r'OR OPERATION 4.3 _ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ~--_---. -.-._-- -

H. Control Rod Drive Coupling H. Control Rod Drive Coupling

All cont'ol rods shall be coupled to their Each affected control rod shall be
drive mechanisms, demonstrated to be coupled to its drive

mechanism by observing any indicated
response of the nuclear instrumentation

APPLICABILITY: while withdrawing the control rod to the
fully withdrawn position and then verifying

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1,2, and S that the control rod drive does not go to theW
.

overtravel position:

ACTION: a. Prior to re a w -iticality after
completing "" r ; ALTERATION (s) that

1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2 with could have 4:.scted the control rod
one t.ontrol rod not coupled to its drive coupling integrity,
associated drive mechanism, within
2 hours: 2. Anytime the control rod is withdrawn

to the " Full out" position in subsequent
a. if permitted by the RWM, insert the operation, and'

control rcd drive mechanism to
accomplish recoupling and verify 3. Following maintenance on or
recoupling by v ithdrawing the modification to the control rod or
control rod, and: control rod drive system which could

have affected the coni,rol rod drive
1) Observing any indicated coupling integrity.

response of the nuclear
instrumentation, and

2) Demonstrating that the control
ro' Mill not go to the
overtravel position.

b. If not permitted by the RWM or,if
recoupling is not accomplished in
accordance wi h ACTION 1.at
above, then declare the control rod
inoperable, fully insert the control
rod and disarm the associated
directional control valves (b' either:

1) Electrically, or

a in OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for withdrawn control rods and is not applicable to
control rods removed per Specification 3.10.0 of 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

QUAO CIT'ES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-12 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL CRD Coupling 3/4.3.H

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS.

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 above .
not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 5''' with a
withdrawn control rod not coupled to
its associated drive mechanism, within
2 hours:

a. Insert the control rod to accomplish
recoupling and verify recoupling by
withdrawing control rod and
demonstratinn 'St the control rod '
will not go to er overtravei
position, or

b. If recoupling is not accomplished,
declare the control rod inoperable,
fully insert the control rod and
disarm the associated directional
control valves * within one hoar,
either:

1) Electrically, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the

|
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

In OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for withdrawn control rods and is not applicable to
| a

control rods removed per Specification 3.10.0 or 3.10.E.

b May be rearmed intermittentry, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring the
control rod to OPERABLE status.

Amendment No.QUAD C1.OS - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-13
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RPlS 3/4.3.1
REACTIVITY CONTROL

3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1. Control Rod Pcsition Indication System 1. Control Rod Position Indication System

All control rod position indicators shall be The control rod position indication system
shall be determined OPERABLE by verifying:

OPERABLE.

1. At least once per 24 hours that the

APPLICABILITY: position of each control rod is
indicated.

WOPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1,2, and S .

2. That the indicated control rod position
changes during the movement of the
control rod drive when performing -

ACTION: Surveillance Requirement 4.3.C.1.

1. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2 with
one or more control rod position 3. That the control rod position indicator

indicators inoperable, within one hour corresponds to the control rod position
indicated by the " Full out" positioneither: indicator when performing Surveillance

a. Determine the position of the Requirement 4.3.H.2.
control rod by an alternate method,
or

.

b. Move the control rod to a position
with an OPERABLE position
indicator, or

c. Declare the control rod inoperable,
fully insert the inoperable
withdrawn control rod (s), and
disarm the associated directional
control valves * either:

1) Electncally, or

2) Hydraulically by closing the
drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

in OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is applicablo for withdrawn control rods and is not applicable toa
control rods removed per Specification 3.10.D or 3.10 E.

May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing associated with restoring theb
control rod (s) to OPERABLE status.

Amendment No.QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-14
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REACTIVITY CONTROL RPIS 3/4.3.1

3,3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 above
not met, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours,

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE Sid with a
withdrawn control rod position indicator
inoperable:

a. Mcve the control rod to a position
with an OPERABLE position
indica'or, or

b. Fully insert the control rod.

t

in OPERATIONAL MODE 5, this Specification is applicable for withdrawn control rods and is not applicable toa
control rods removed per Specification 3.10.0 or 3.10.E.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-15 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTRO.L CRD Housing Support 3/4.3.J

4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-3.3 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION _

J. Control Rod Drive Housing Support J. Control Rod Drive Housing Support

The control rod drive housing support shall The control rod drive housing support shall

be in place, bc verified to be in place by a visual
inspection prior to startup any time it has
been disassembled or when maintenance

APPLICABILITY: has been performed in the control rod drive
housing support area.

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1,2, and 3.

ACTION:

With the control rod drive housing support
not in place, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in at least
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
24 hours.

|

!

i

|
|

l-
|
|

,

OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-16 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SDV Vents & Drains 3/4.3.K

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

K. SDV Vent and Drain Valves K. SDV Vent and Drain Valves

All scram discharge volume (SDV) vent and The scram discharge volume vent and drain

drain valves shall be OPERABLE. valves shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

1. At least once per 31 days by verifying

APPLICABillTY: each valve to be open''', and

OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2. 2. At least once per 92 days by cycling
each valve through at least one
complete cycle of travel.

ACTION:
3. At least once per 18 months, the scram

1. With one scram discharge volume vent discharge volume vent and drain valves
valve and/or one scram discharge shall be demonstrated to:
volume drain valve inoperable and
open, restore the inoperable valve (s) to a. Close within 30 seconds after
OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be receipt of a signal for control rods
in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the to scram, and

next 12 hours.
b. Open after the scram signal is

2. With any scram discharge volume vent reset,

valve (s) and/or any scram discharge
volume drain valve (s) otherwise
inoperable, restore at least one vent
valve and one drain valve to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours,

a These valves may be closed intermittently for testing under administrative controls.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3-17 Amendment No.
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BEACTIVITY CONTROL RWM 3/4.3.L

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION ' 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

L. Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) L. Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM)

The rod worth minimizer (RWM) shall be The RWM shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE. OPERABLE:

1. By verifying that the control rod
,APPUCABILITY: patterns and sequence input to the

RWM computer are correctly loaded
OPERATIONAL MODE (s) 1 and 2*, when following any loading of the program
THERMAL POWER is less than or equal to into the computer.
10% uf RATED THERMAL POWER.

2. In OPERATJONAL MODE 2 within
8 hours prior to withdrawal of control

ACTION: rods for the purpose of making the
reac*.or critical:

With the RWM inoperable, verify. control rcd
movement and compliance with the a. by verifying proper indication of the
prescribed control rod pattern by a second selection error of at least one out-
licensed operator or technically qualified of sequence control rod,
individual who is present at the reactor
control console. Otherwise, control rod b. by verifying the rod block function
movement may be made only by actuating by demonstrating inability to
the manual scram or placing the reactor withdraw an out of sequence
mode switch in the Shutdown position. control rod.

3. In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 prior to
reducing THERMAL POWER below 10%
of RATED THERMAL POWER:

a. by verifying proper indication of the
selection error of at least one out-
of-sequence control rod.

b. by verifying the rod block function
by demonstrating inability to
withdraw an out-of-sequence
control rod,

a Entry into OPERATIONAL MODE 2 and withdrawal of selected control rods is permitted for the purpose of
determining the OPERABILITY of the RWM prior to withdrawal of control rods for the purpose of bringing the
reactor to criticality.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 18 Amendment No.
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RBM 3/4.3.M
EEA.CTIVITY CONTROL

3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

M. Rod Block Monitor (RBM) M. Rod Block Monitor (RBM)

Both rod block monitor (RBM) CHANNEL (s) Each of the required RBM CHANNEL (s) shall

shall be OPERABLE.
be demonstrated OPERABLE by
performance of a:

APPLICABILITY: 1. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and
CHANNEL CAllBRATION at the

OPERATIONAL MODE 1, when thermal frequencies and for the OPERATIONAL

power is greater than or equal to 30% of MODE (s) specified in Table 4.2.E-1.

RATED THERMAL POWER,
2. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to

control rod withdrawal when the
reactor is operating in a LIMITING

A CT!O.N,_;
CONTROL ROD PATTERN, but no more

1. With one RBM CHANNEL inoperable: often than daily.

e. Verify that the reactor is not
operating in a LIMITING CONTROL
ROD PATTERN, and

b. Restore the inoperable RBM
CHANNEL to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours,

2. With the provisions of ACTION 1 above
not met, place the inoperable rod block
monitor CHANNEL in the tripped
condition within the next one hour.

3. With both RBM CHANNEL (s)
inoperable, place at least one inoperable
rod block monitor CHANNEL in the
tripped condition within one hour.

Amendment No.QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 19
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EGC 3/4.3.NREACILWlY CONTROL,

4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION _

N. Economic Generation Control (EGC) System N. Economic Generation Control (EGC) System

The economic generation control (EGC) The economic generation control system

system may be in operation with automatic shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by

flow control provided: verifying that core flow is within 65% to
100% of rated core flow and THERMAL

a. Core flow is within 65% to 100% of POWER is a20% of RATED THERMAL
rateo core flow, and POWER:

b. THERMAL POWER is a 20% of RATED a. Prior to entry into EGC operation, and
THERMAL POWER,

b. At least once per 12 hours while
operating in EGC,

APPLICABillTY

OPERATIONAL MODE 1.

ACTION:

With core flow less than 65% or greater
than 100% of rated core flow, or
THERMAL POWER less than 20% of
RATED THERMAL POWER, restore
operation to within the limits within
one hour. Otherwise,immediately remove
the plant from EGC operation.

.

_

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4.3 20 Amendment No.
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Reactivity Control B 3/4.3

BASES

3/4.3.A MiUTDOWN MARQl_N

A sufficient SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that 1) the reactor can be made suberitical from all
operating conditions, 2) the reactivity transients associated with postulated accident conditions are
controllable within acceptable limits, and 3) the reactor will be maintained sufficiently suberitical to
preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition.

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to a new refueling
pattern. Satisf action of the limitation must be determined at the time of loading and must be such
that it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. This determination is provided by core design
calculations and administrative control of fuelloading patterns. These procedures include
restrictions to allow only those intermediate fuel assembly configurations that have been shown to
provide the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

Since core reactivity values will vary through core life as a function of fuel depletion and poison
burnup, the demonstration of SHUTDOWN MARGIN will be performed during xenon free conditions
and adjusted to 68'F to accommodate the current moderator temperature. The generalized form is
that the reactivity of the core loading will be limited so the core can be made subcritical by at least
R + 0.35% Ak/k or R + 0.25% Ak/k, as appropriate, with the strongest control rod fully
withdrawn and all others fully inserted. Two different values are supplied in the Limiting Condition
for Operation to provide for the different methods of determination of the highest control rod
worth, either analytically or by test. This is due to the reduced uncertainty in the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN test when the highest worth control rod is determined by demonstration. When
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is determined by calculations not associated with a test, additional margin
must be added to the specified SHUTDOWN MARGIN limit to account for uncertainties in the
calculation.

The value of R in units of % Ak/k is the difference between the calculated beginning-of-life core
reactivity, at the beginning of the operating cycle, and the calculated value of maximum core
reactivity at any time later in the operating cycle, where it would be greater than at the beginning.
The value of R shallinclude the potential SHUTDOWN MARGIN loss assuming full B C settling in4

allinverted poison tubes present in the core. R must be a positive quantity or zero and a new
value of R must be determined for each new fuel cycle.

The value of % Ak/k in the above expression is provided as a finite, demonstrable, subcriticality
margin. This margin may be demonstrated by full withdrawal of the strongest rod and partial
withdrawal of an adjacent rod to a position calculated to add at least R + 0.25% Ak/k (or 0.35%
Ak/k)in reactivity. Observation of suberiticality in this condition assures subcriticality with not
only the strongest rod fully withdrawn but with a substantial margin beyond this condition. This
reactivity characteristic has been a basic assumption in the analysis of plant performance and can
be best demonstrated at the time of fuelloading, but the margin must also be determined anytime
a control rod is incapable of insertion following a scram signal. Any control rod that is immovable
as a result of excessive friction or mechanicalinterference, or is known to be unscrammable, per
Specification 3.3.C,is considered to be incapable of insertion following a scram signal it is

OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3 1 Amendment No.
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Reactivity Control B 3/4.3

BASES
,-.--

important to note that a control rod can be electrically immovable, but scrammable, and no
increase in SHUTDOWN MARGIN is required for these control rods.

3/4.3.B Reactivity Anomalies

During each fuel cycle, excess operating reactivity varies as fuel depletes and as sny burnable
poison in supp?cmentary controlis burned. The magnitude of this excess reactivity may be inferred
from the critical rod configuration. As feel burnup progresses, anomalous behavior in the excess
reactivity may be detected by comparison of the critical rod pattern t, elected base states to t;,e
predicted rod inventory at that state. Power operating base conditions provide the most sensitive
and directly interpretable data relative to core reactivity, Furthermcre, using power operating base
conditions permits frequent reactivity comparisons. Requiring a reactivity cornparison at the
specified frequency assures that a comparison will be made before the core rasctivity change
exceeds 1% ak/k. Deviations in core reactivity greater than 1% Ak/k are not expected and require
thorough evaluation. A 1% Ak/k reactivity limit is considered safe since an insertion of the
reactivity into the core would not lead to transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor
system.

3/4 M Control Rod OPERABILITY

Control rods are the primary reactivity control system for the reactor, -In conjunction with the
Reactor Protection System, the control rods provide the means for reliable control of ieactivity
changes to ensure the specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded. This specification,
along with others, assures that the performance of the control rods in the event of an accident or
transient, meets the assumptions used in the safety analysis. Of primary concern is the trippability
of the control rods. Other causes for inoperability are addressed in other Specifications following
this one. Howe'. ', the inability to move a control rod which remains trippable does not prevent
the performance of the control rod's safety function.

~

The specification requires that a rod be taken out-of service if it cannot be moved with drive
pressure. Damage within the control rod drive mechanism could be a generic problem, therefore
with a control rod immovable because of excessive friction or mechanicalinterference, operation of
the reactor is limited to a time period which is reasonable to determine the cause of the
inoperability and at the same time prevent operation with a large number of inoperable control rods.
Control rods that are inoperable due to exceeding allowed scram times, but are movable by control
rod drive pressure, need not be disarmed electrically if the shutdown margin provisions are met for
each position of the affected rod (s).

If the rod is fully inserted and then disarmed electrically or hydraulically, it is in a safe position of
maximum contribution to shutdown reactivity. (Note: To C.sarm the drive electrically, four
amphenol-type plug connectors are removed from the drive insert and withdrawal solenoids,-
rendering the drive immovable. This procedure is equivalent to valving out the drive and is
preferred, as drive water cools and minimizes crud accumulation in the drive.), if it is disarmed

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3-2 Amendment No.
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Reactivity Control B 3/4.3

BASES

electrically in a non-fully inserted position, that position shall be consistent with the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN limitation stated in Specification 3.3.A. This assures that the core can be shut down at '

all times with the remaining control rods, assuming the strongest OPERABLE control rod does not
insert. The occurrence of more than eight inoperable control rods could be indicative of a generic
control rod drive problem which requires prompt investigation and resolution.

In order to reduce the potential for Control Rod Drive (CRD) damage and more specifically, collet
housing failure, a program of disassembly and inspection of CRDs is conducted during or after each
refueling outage. This program follows the recommendations of General Electric SIL 139 with
nondestructive examination results compiled and reported to General Electric on collet housing
cracking problems.

The required surveillance intervals are adequate to determine that the rods are OPERABLE and not
so frequent as to cause excessive wear on the system components.

3/4.3.D Control Rod Maximum Scram insertion Times:

3/4.3.E Control Rod Average Scrjm insertion Times: and

3 /4. 3. F Four Control Rod Groun Scram insertion Times

These specifications ensure that the control rod insertion times are consistent with those used in
the safety analyses. The control rod system is analyzed to bring the reactor subcritical at a rate
f ast enough to prevent fuel damage,i.e., to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than the fuel
cladding integrity Safety Limit. The analyses demonstrate that if the reactor is operated within the
limitation set in Specification 3.11.C. the negative reactivity insertion rates associated with the
scram performance (as adjusted for statistical variation in the observed data) result in protection of
the MCPR Safety Limit.

Analysis of the limiting power transient shows that the negative reactivity rates, resulting from the
scram with the average response of all the drives, as given in the above specification, provide the
required protection, and MCPR remains greater than the fuel cladding integrity SAFETY LIMIT. In
the analytical treatment of most transients,290 milliseconds are allowed between a neutron sensor
reaching the scram point and the start of motion of the control rods. This is adequate anti
conservative when compared to the typically observed time delay of about 210 milliseconds.
Approximately 90 milliseconds after neutron flux reaches the trip point, the pilot scram valve

_

solenoid de-energizes and 120 milliseconds later the control rod motion is estimated to actually
begin. However,200 milliseconds rather than 120 milliseconds is conservatively assumed for this
time interval in the transient analyses and is also included in the allowable scram insertion times
specified in Specifications 3.3.D,3.3.E, and 3.3.F. In the statistical treatment of the limiting
transients, a statistical distribution of total scram delay is used rather than the bounding value
described above.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3-3 Amendment No.
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The performance of the individual control rod drives is monitored to assure that scram performance
is not degraded. Observed plant data or Technical Specification limits were used to determine the
average scram performance used in the transient analyses, and the results of each set of control-
rod scram tests performed during the current cycle are compared against earlier results to verify
that the performance of the control rod insertion system has not changed significantly.

If test results should be determined to fall outside of the statistical population defining the scram
performance characteristics used in the transient analyses, a re-determination of thermal margin
requirements is undertaken as required by Specification 3.11.C. A smaller test sample than that
required by these specifications is not statistically significant and should not be used in the re-
determination of thermal margins. Individual control rod drives with excessive scram times can be
fully inserted into the core and de-energized in the manner of an inoperable. rod drive provided the
allowable number of inoperable control rod drives is not exceeded. In this case, the scram speed
of the drive shall not be used as a basis in the re-determination of thermal margin requirements.
For excessive average scram insertion times, only the individual control rods in the two-by two
array which exceed the allowed average scram insertion time are considered inoperable.

The scram times for all control rods are measured at the time of each refueling outage. Experience
with the plant has shown that control drive insertion times vary little through the operating cycle;
nence no re-assessment of therrnal margin requirements is expected under normal conditions. The
history of drive performance accumulated to date indicates that the 90% insertion times of new
and overhauled drives approximate a normal distribution about the mean which tends to become
skewed toward longer scram times as operating time is accumulated. The probability of a drive not
exceeding the mean 90% insertion time by 0.75 seconds is greater than 0.999 for a normal
distribution. The measurement of the scram performance of the drives surrounding a drive, which
exceeds the expected range of scram performance, will detect local variations and also provide
assurance that local scram time limits are not exceeded. Continued monitoring of other drives
exceeding the expected range of scram times provides surveillance of possible anomalous
performance.

The test schedule provides reasonable assurance of detection of slow drives before system
deterioration beyond the limits of Specification 3.3.C. The progra . wac developed on the basis of
the statistical approach outlined above and judgement. The ocestrence of scram times within the
limits, but significantly longer than average, should be viewed as an indication of a systematic
problem with control rod drives, especially if the number of drives exhibiting sJch scram times
exceeds eight, which is the allowable number of inoperable rods.

3/4.3.G Control Rod Scram Accumulators

The control rod scram accumulators are part of the control rod drive system and are provided to
ensure that the control rods scram under varying reactor conditions. The control rod scram
accumulators store sufficient energy to fully insert a control rod at any reactor vessel pressure.
The accumulator is a hydraulic cylinder with a free floating piston. The piston separates the water

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3-4 Amendment No.
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used to scram the control rods from the nitrogen which provides the required energy, :The scram
accumulators are necessary to scram the control rods within the required insertion times.

Control rods with inoperable accumulators are declared inoperable and Specification 3.3.C then
applies. This prevents a pattern of inoperable accumulators that would result in less reactivity
insertion on a scram than has been analyzed even though control rods with inoperable
accumulators may still be inserted with normal drive water pressure. OPERABILITY of the
accumulator ensures that there is a means available to insert the control rods even under the most
unfavorable depressurization of the reactor.

3 /4. 3_._H_ _ Control Rod Drive Couclina

Control rod dropout accidents can lead to significant core damage if coupling integrity is
maintained, the possibility of a rod drop accident is eliminated. Neutron instrumentation response
to rod movement may provide verification that a rod is following its drive. Absence of such
response to drive movement may indicate an uncoupled condition, or may be due to the lack of
proximity of the drive to the instrumentation. However, the overtravel position feature provides a
positive check, as only uncoupled drives may reach this position,

c

3/4,3,1 Control Rod Position Indication System (RPIS)

In order to ensure that the control rod pattems can be followed and therefore that other parameters
are within their limits, the control rod position indication system must be OPERABLE. Normal
control rod position is displayed by two-digit indication to the operator from position 00 to 48. "

Each even number is a latching position, whereas each odd number provides information while the
rod is in-motion and inputs for rod drift annunciation. The ACTION statement provides for the
condition where no positive information is displayed for a large portion or all of the rod's travel.
Usually, only one digit of one or two of a rod's positions is unavailable with a faulty RPIS, and the
control rod may be located in a known position. However, there are several alternate methods for
determining control rod position including the full core display, the four rod display, the rod worth
minimizer, and the process computer. Additionally, there are independent " full-in" and " full out"
indicators at the 00 and 48 positions. Another method to determine position would be to move
the control rod, by single notch movement, to a position with an OPERABLE position indicator.
The original position would then be established and the control rod could be returned to its original
position by single notch movement. As long as no control rod drift alarms are received, the
position of the control rod would then be known.

3/4.3.J Control Rod Drive Housino Suonort -

The control rod housing support restricts the outward movement of a control rod to less than
3 inches in the extremely remote event of a housing failure. The amount of reactivity which could
be added by this small amount of rod withdrawal, which is less than a normal single withdrawal

OUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3 5 Amendment No.
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increment, will not contribute to any damage to the primary coolant system. The design basis is
given in Section 6.6.3 of the SAR. This support is not required if the reactor coolant system is at
atmospheric pressure, since there would then be no driving force to rapidly eject a drive housing.

3/4.3.K Scram Discharae Volume Vent and Drain Valves
i

The scram discharge volume is required to be OPERABLE so that it will be available when needed
g to accept discharge water from the control rods during a reactor scram and willisolate the reactor

coolant system from the containment when required. The operability of the scram discharge
volume vent ynd drain valves assures the proper venting and draining of the volume, so that water
accumulation in the volume does not occur. These specifications designate the minimum
acceptable level of scram discharge volume vent and drain valve OPERABILITY, provide for the
periodic verification that the valves are opcn, and for the testing of these valves under reactor
scram conditions during each refueling outage.

3/4.3.L Rod Worth Minimirer

Control rod withdrawal and insertion sequences are established to assure that the maximum
insequence individual control rod or control rod segments which are withdrawn at any time during
the fuel cycle could not be worth enough to result in a peak fuel enthalpy greater than 280 cal /0m
in the event of a control rod drop accident. These sequences are developed prior to initial
operation of the unit following any refueling outage and the requirement that an operator follow
these sequences is supervised by the RWM or a second technically qualified individual. ' These
sequencz are developed to limit reactivity worth of control rods and, together with the integral rod
velocity limiters and the action of the control rod drive system, limit potential reactivity insertion
such that the results of a control rod drop accident will not exceed a maximum fuel energy content
of 280 cal /gm. The peak fuel enthalpy of 280 cal /gm is below the energy content at which rapid
fuel dispersal and primary system damage have been found to occur based on experimental data.
Therefore, the energy deposited during a postulated rod drop accident is significantly less than that
required for rapid fuel dispersal.

The analysis of the control rod drop accident was originally presented in Sections 7.9.3,14.2.1.2,
and 14.2.1.4 of the SAR. Improvements in analytical capability have allowed a more refined
analysis of the control rod drop accident which is discussad below.

Every operating cycle the peak fuel rod enthalpy rise is determined by comparing' cycle specific
parameters with the results of parametric analyses. This peak fuel rod enthalpy is then compared
to the analysis limit of 280 cal /gm to demonstrate compliance for that operating cycle, if the cycle
specific parameters are outside the range used in the parametric study, an evension of the
enthalpy may be required. Some of the cycle specific parameters used in the analysis are:
maximum control rod worth, Doppler coefficient, effective delayed neutron fraction and maximum
four bundle local peaking factor. The NRC approved methodology listed in Specification 6.6.A.4

_

provides a detailed description of the methodology used in performing the rod drop analyses.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3 6 Amendment No.
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The rod worth minimizer provides automatic supervision to assure that out of sequence control
rods will not be withdrawn or inserted, i.e., it limits operator deviations from planned withdrawal
sequences (reference SAR Section 7.9), it serves as a backup to procedural control of control rod
worth, in the event that the rod worth minimizer is out of-sorvice when required, a second
licensed operator or other technically qualified individual who is present at the reactor consolo can
manually fulfill the control rod pattern conformance function of the rod worth minimizer, in this
case, the normal procedural controls are backed up by independent procedural controls to assure
conformance.

3 /4.3.M Pod Block Monitor

The rod block monitor (RBM) is designed to automaticallv prevent fuel damage in the event of
erroneous rod withdrawal from locations of high power density during high power operation. Two
channels are provided, and one of these may be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or
testing. Tripping of one of the channels will block erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to ."
prevent fuel damage. This system backs up the operator, who withdraws control rods accordirig
to a written sequence. The specified restrictions with one channel out-of-service conservatively
assure that fuel damage will not occur due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exists.

3/4.3.N Economic Generation Control System

Operation of the facility with the economic generation control system (EGC) (automatic flow
control) is limited to the range of 65% to 100% of rated core flow. In this flow range and above
20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the reactor could safely tolerate a rate of change of load of
8 MWe/sec (reference SAR Section 7.3.6). Limits within the EGC and the flow control system
prevent rates of change greater than approximately 4 MWe/sec When EGC is in operation, this
fact will be indicated on the main control room console.

QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4.3-7 Amendment No.
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ATTACHMENT 4

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This technical specification amendment will replace the current section 3,3/4.3,
Reactivity Control, for the Dresden Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical Specifications. The
specifications are replaced in their entirety with revised pages that combine the Unit 2 and
Unit 3 specifications.

Delete the following pages:

DPR - 19 DPR - 25

3/4.3 1 3/4.3-1

3/4.3 2 3/4.3 2

3/4.3-3 3/4.3-3

3/4.3-4 3/4.3-4

3/4.3-5 3/4.3-5

3/4.3-0 B 3/4.3 6

3/4.3 7 B 3/4.3-7

3/4.3 8 8 3/4.3 8

3/4.3-9 B 3/4.3 9

3/4.3-1o B 3/4.3 1o

3/4.3 11 B 3/4.311

, 3/4.3-12 B 3/4.3-12

3/4.3 13 8 3/4.3-13

B 3/4.314 8 3/4.3-14

8 3/4.3-15 B 3/4.3-15

8 314.3-16 B 3/4.3-16

B 3/4.3-17 B 3/4.3-17

83/4.318 B 3/4.318

B 3/4.319 B 3/4.3-19

B 3/4.3 20 8 3/4.3 2o

B 3/4.3-21 B 3/4.3-21

- R 3/4.3 22

i.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. _ ____
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ATTACHMENT 4

DELETION OF CURRENT.TECHNICA:-SPECIFICATIONS
_

This technical specification amendment will replace the current sections 3/4.3,-
- Reactivity Control, for the Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications.4 The.=

4

[ specifications are replaced in there entirety with revised pages that combine the Unit 1 and
'

Unit 2 specifications.

Delete the following pages:
.

DPR - 29 DPR - SC
- e

i
3.3/4.3 1 3.3/4.31-

1-
.3.3/4.3 2-. 3.3/4.3 1a|

3.3/4.3 3 3.3/4.3-2'

! 3.3/4.34- 3.3/4.3 3
_

".3/4.3 5 ' 3.3/4.3-4
.

3.3/4.3 6 3.3/4.3-5 -

3.3/4.3 7- 3.3/4.3-6

J 3.3/4.3 8- 3.3/4.3 7

| 3.3/4.3 9 3.3/4.3 7a.

3.3'/4.3 10- 3.3/4.3-8+

i

3.3/4.3 11 3.3/4.5 9;

3.3/4.3 12 3.3/4.3-1o

f 3.3/4.3 13 3.3/4.3 11

3.3/4.3 14

3.3/4.3 15

3.3/4.3-16
2 33/4.317-

'

|
'

1
|

'

..

.
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ATTACHMENT 5
i
'

COMPARISON OF DRESDEN UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE'

IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES ,

! SECTION 3/4.3
'

" REACTIVITY CONTROL"
:

i

j Commonwealth Edison has conducted a enmparison review of the Unit 2
and Unit 3 Technical Specifications to identify any technical differences in support

i of combining the Technical SpaciSGo w inte tene document. The intent of the
! review was not to identify any differences in presentation style (e.g. ta''3 formats,

,

use of capitalletters, etc.) or punctuation but rather-_to identify areas which the .

I Technical Specifications are technically different.
!

! The review of the Section 3/4.3, " Reactivity Control" did not identify any -

technical differences in the LCO or SR sections. However, five differences were
,

noted within the BASES of the Technical Specifications,
i
i Unit 2:

Page B 3/4.314....."For the first fuel cycle, R was calculated to be not greater than.

0.10% delta k."
! Unit 3:

Page B 3/4.314....."The value of R shallinclude the potential shutdown margin -

! loss assuming full B,C setting in allinverted poison tubes present in the core."
; i.u0htli.QfR
; The proposed Bases delete the reference to the first fuel cycle and

appropriately discuss the present method of handling the Boron settling of the .
inverted poison tubes for both units.. .

!_ Linit.2:
Page B 3/4.314,....No Footnote,4

t- Unit 3:
; Page B 3/4.3-14..... Footnote......" NOTE: This change issued by letter dated
*

08/27/75 which noted that 0.02% delta k should be included in the value.
| Resolution:

_
_ __

!_ The value for boron settling is controlled within station procedures and
j therefore only a discussion of the problem is included in the Bases.

MD.!L2d
Page B 3/4.319....."as specified in Specification 3.3.C"

,

; Unit 3:
Page B 3/4.3-19....." observed scram performance (as adjusted for statistical'4

| variation in the observed data) result in protection of the MCPR safety limit."
Resolution: '.

The proposed Bases include the Unit 3 version cf this information for both
units.

t
i
'

i

. .-- , - - - - . ,, _ -. .-. _ -. ..
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Unit 2:
is;e B 3/4.3 20....."The bounding value described above was used in the transient -
analysis."
.V.0.!L32
Page B 3/4.3-20....."In the statistical treatment of the limiting transients, a

-| statistical distribution of total scram delay is used rather than the bounding value
described above."
Resolution:

The proposed Bases reflect the current provision of adjusting the MCPR limit
based on the results of the SCRAM times for both units.

,

| Unit 2:
|- Page B 3/4.3-20....." vary little tnrough the operating cycle."
5 V5L31

Page B 3/4.3 20....." vary little through the operating cycle; hence no reassessment
of thermal margin requirements is expected under normal conditions."<

Resolution:
# The proposed Bases reflect the information gained through experience of -

SCRAM timing for both units.
.
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ATTACHMENT 5

COMPARISON OF QUAD' CITIES UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2 TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

FOR THE
IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES

SECTION 3/4.3
" REACTIVITY CONTROL"

l

Commonwealth Edison has conducted a compai son review of the Quad
Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications to identify any technical

. differences in support of combining the Technical Specifications into one document.
The intent of the review was not to identify any differences in presentation style
(e.g. table formats, use of capita; letters, etc.) or punctuation but rather to identify ~
areas which the Technice' Specifications are technically different.

The review of Section 3/4.3, " Reactivity Control" did not reveal any
technical differences.

4

i

j
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ATTACHMENT 6
;

;

EVAL.UATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
.

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated this proposed amendment and
determined that it involves no significant haz".rds consideration. According to 10

1 .

CFR 50.92(c), a proposed amendment to an operating license involves no<

significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility, in accordance with the
proposed amendment, would not:

,

;

| 1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

,

'

2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any-
i accident previously evaluated; or

.

3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
.

The proposed changes do not involve ~a significant increase in the probability or.

consequences of an accident previously evaluated because:
;

in general, the proposed changes represent the conversion of current
requirements to a more generic format, or.the addition of requirements
which are based on the current safety analysis. Limplementation of these
changes will provido increased reliability of equipment assumed to operate in
the current safety analysis, or provide continued assurance that specified
parameters remain within tneir acceptance limits, and as such, will notc

| significantly increase the probability or consequences of a previously
evaluated accident.

Some of the proposed changes represent minor curtailments of the current
. requirements which are based on generic guidance or previously approved
provisions for other statione. These proposed changes are consistent with

~

the current safety analyses and have been previously determined to
represent sufficient requirements for the assurance of reliability of equipment
assumed to operate in' the safety analysis, or. provide continued assurance
that specified' parameters remain within their acceptance limits. As such,

.

|= these changes will not significantly increase the probability or consequences
I of a previously evaluated accident;
| . .

'

a) The Generic Changes to the technical specifications involve administrative
changes to format and arrangement of the material. As such, these changes
cannot involve a significant increase in the probability.or consequences of an

|
accident previously evaluated,

b) The proposed changes to the requirements for shutdown margin technical

3/4.3 1
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specifications implement proven STS guidelines that are applicable to
Dresden and Quad Cities. Proposed Applicability of operational modes 1,2,
3,4 (7d 5 ensures that shutdown margin limitations are enforced when fuel
is in the vessel and a potential exists for reactivity excursions. STS actions
are added to avoid using the provisions of proposed Specification 3.0.C and
to impleme-t proven action allowances. Since STS provisions are
imple. nted, the changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previousiy evaluated,

c) Proposed changes for Specifications for Reactivity Anomalies,3/4.3.B.
include using the 1.CO, Applicability, action and Surveillance Requirements
from the STS. Reactivity anomalies of concern are while operating in
operational modes 1 or 2 and if the limit of 1% delta k/k is exceeded.

' Present and proposed provisiorn retain these operational modes and-

reactivity difference limitation. Proposed actions are taken from STS -

guidelines and allow 12 hours to perform an analysis to determine and
explain the cause of the reactivity difference or the plant must be in at least
hot shutdown within 12 hours. The 12 hours is a reasonable time frame to
evaluate core conditions before requiring plant shutdown steps. Therefore,
the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

d) Proposed Specification 3/4.3.C on Control Rod operability utilizes STS
guidelines. These requirements are used to form acceptable requirements
for Dresden and Quad Cities. The present reference to collet housing
failures is deleted since this determination is made during CRD disassembly
and inspection while the plant is shutdown and is not determined during -
plant operation. Proposed operability is in operational modes 1 and 2 when
control rod insertion rates are considered in the accident analysis. Proposed
actions for Control Rod operability implement proven STS guidelines that are
applicable at Dresden and Quad Cities. The proposed Surveillance
Requirements'are based on STS provisions that will provide necessary
demonstration of control rod operabN y. Since the present level of controlt
rod operability is maintained, the proposed changes do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

e) Proposed specifications for the Control Rod Maximum Scram insertion
Times,3/4.3.D, add STS Applicability and action provisions including the 7
second maximum insertion time. Proposed Applicability of operational
modes 1 and 2 covers the conditions where scram inseQon times must be
met for transient analysis considerations. Proposed actions from STS
guidelines are consistent with current requirement to ensure that proper
control rod operability is maintained when operation is continued with three
or more control rods with maximum scram insertion times exceeding 7

3/4.3 2
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seconds. With the maximum scram insertion time of one or more control
rods excoeding 7 seconds, the control rods are declared inoperable and with
three or more control rods exceeding the limit, scram insertion time tests are
performed on an accelerated basis of at least once por 60 days. Proposed
Surveillance Requirements for control rod scram time testing follows S'IS
guidelines. The STS guidelines for control rod scram timo testing have been
utilized at other opera'ing facilities with control rod d,ive systems similar to
that at Dresden and OL.ad Cities and will maintain necessary assurances of
control rod operability. The proposed frer!uency chango *or scram time
demonstrv an is being ovaluated for the impact on the operMing limit
Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) reported in the Core Operating Limits
Report. The results of the analysis will be used to make any necessary
adjustments to the operating limit MCPR to maint2'n the same degree of
margin to the MCPR Safety Limit. This analysis will be completed prior to
the approval of this amendment. The proposed changes maintain necessary - I

operability of the Control Rod Maximua Scram insertion Time criteria, and;
therefore, do not involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

f) Proposed changes to the Specifications for the Control Rod Avorage Scram
insertion Timas,3/4.3,E, involvo the rotantion of present requirements which
are identical to the requirements set forth in the STS. Present Control Rod
Average Scram Insortion Times are retained in operational modes 1 and 2
using STS guidelines. operational modes 1 and 2 cover the reactor
operational conditions where control rod scram times are required by
analysis. The proposed actio'1 allows 12 hours to reach hot shutdown and
implements present intent to shutdown the reactor. Proposed Surveillance
Requirements reference the SRs of 4.3.D which are discussed above. The
proposed changes maintain at least the present level of operability and as
such do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an acciden; previously evaluated,

g) Proposed chant a o the Specifications for the Four Control Rod Group
S: ram insertion Times,3/4,3.F, involve ratantion of present requirements in
accordance with the STS guidelines. Present Four Control Rod Group Scram
insertion Times are retained in operational modes 1 and 2 using STS
guidelines, operational modes 1 and 2 cover the reactor operational
conditions where control rod scram times are required by analysis. The
proposed actions are based on STS guidelines and requires the slow control ,

- rods to be declared inoperable until an analysis is performed to determine
that required scram reactivity remains for the slow four control rod group. If
con'inued operation is allowed, accelerated scram time testing is imposed on
a frequency of at least once per 60 days. Proposed Surveillance
Requirements reference the SRs of 4.3.D which are discussed above. The
proposed changes maintain at least the present level of operability and as

3/4.3 3;
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such do not involve a significaat increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated.

h) Proposed Specifications for the Control Rod Scram Accumulators,3/4.3.G,
are based on STS guidelines. The proposed changes require all Control Rod
Scram Accumulators to be operable in operational modes 1,2, and 5 with
applicability in operational mode 5 being only for withdrawn control rods.
The proposed applicability covers all reactor operational modes where control
rods can bo withdrawn and insertion using accumulators may be required.
The proposed actions implement STS guidelines and separately address
operational modes 1 and 2 and operational mode 5. The proposed actions
require the plant to be shutdown while in operational modes 1 or 2 with
remedial steps not met or requires the reactor mode switch to be placed in
shutdown if remedial steps are not met in operational mode 5. Present
Surveillance Requirements are replacad with STS guidelines to check the -

pressure at least once per week of each control rod scram accumulator.
.

,
Operability of the Control Rod Scram Accumulators is maintained at least at

'

the present level of operability by the proposed changes, and as such, the
changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

i) The proposed rewrite of the Control Rod Drive Coupling specifications
utilizes STS guidelines in a manner that improves usability. The proposed
Applicability of operational modes 1,2 and 5 (for withdrawn control rods)
addresses all reactor modes of operation where control rod drive coupling is
necessary. Action rrovisions from STS guidelines are added to allow an
attempt to recouple the control rod. STS requirements to insert and disarm
the control rod are equivalent to present requirements. The intent of present
Surveillance Requirements are maintained with the rewrite of proposed SR
4.3.H. The present level of operability for Control Rod Drive Coupling is
maintained by the proposed changes. Since necessary control rod coupling
requirements are maintained in the proposed changes, there is no significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

j) Proposed Specification 3/4.3.1 for the Control Rod Position Indication System
is based on STS provisions. Operability of the Control Rod Position
Indication System is required when control rod movement is allowed in
operational modes 1,2, and 5. -The present Specifications (Quad Cities) do

.not contain action provisions that separately address the needs o' the
Control Rod Position Indication System in each of the operational modes in
which the system is required operable, Proposed actions from the STS are
used to address the different requirements for operational modes 1 and 2
versus operational mode 5. The present specifications (Quad Cities) require
control rods that have an inoperable position indication to be moved to a

3/4.3-4
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known position or be inserted, scrammed and considered inoperable. The
insertion and disarming of the control rod is sufficient without the additional
requirement to scram the control rod, and as, such, this requirement to also
scram the control rod is deleted. Surveillanca Requirement 4.3.1.1 to verify
position indication of each control rod is required once per 24 hours. SRs
are added to vvy position indication during weekly notching of control
rods. The proposed changes to the Centrol Rod Position Indication System
specifications improve present requirements and, as such, do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

k) The proposed Specification for the Control Rod Drive Housing Support,
3/4.3.J, is based on STS provisions which are identical to the current
requirements. Therefore, the proposed change is a change in format and not
technical requirements. As a result, the format changes do not involve a -

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

1) Proposed Specification 3/4.3.K for the Scram Discharge Volume Vent and
Drain Valves uses later operating BWR plants' specifications to develop LCO,
Applicability and action Muirements. All Scram Discharge Volume Vent and
Drain Valves are required operable in operational modes 1 and 2 in order to

-

_

provide a means to isolate the Scram Discharge Volume when needed for
reactor scram purposes involving multiple control rods. The proposed
actions consider the design of two isolation valves en each drain and vent
lint by allowing 24 hours to return a valve to operable status if one of the
vent or drain valves on a line is inoperable or one vent valve and one drain 4

valve on a SDV is inoperable. Only B hours is allowed for corm iued
operation if the. SDV Vent and Drain Valves are inoperable for reasons other
than those just described. The proposed changes improve the present
technical specification requirements for the SDV Vent and Drain Valves by
providing needed LCO, Applicability and action requirements while
maintaining at least the present level of operability. Therefore, the proposed
changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

m) The proposed Specification for the Rod Worth Minimizer,3/4.3.L. is based
on present provisions which are equivalent to STS guidelines except for the
requirements 'sr the Rod Sequence Control System. Neither Dresden or
Quad Cities have Rod Sequence Control Systems and therefore those
requirements are not applicabla. The Applicability requirements come from
present requirements in operational modes 1 and 2 below 20% (proposed
10% for Quad Cities) rated thermal power. Exceptions in the Applicability
allows entry into operational mode 2 to allow determination of operability
prior to withdrawing control rods for the purpose of bringing the reactor

'3/4.3 5
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critical. The intent of present actions is retained with the addition of the
STS guideline tn require that without use of the second licensod operator or
technically qualified individual, control rod movement is only allowed by
initiating a reactor scram. The proposed actions provide adequate
assurance that the control rods will be withdrawn in accordance with the
prescribed patterns without the necessity of fequiring 12 control rods to bo
fe") withdrawn before a substitute can be u ,ed for the RWM. Present SRs
r w ned by using STS wording and guidelines. The proposed changes to

Anical specifications maintains necessary operability requirements for
u AvvM when required to perform the design function below 20%
(proposed 10% for Quad Cities) rated thermal power. Since the present
level of operability for the RWM is retained, the proposed changes do not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

.

Improved methodologies in the Rod Drop Accident (RDA) analysis methods
(e.g. BNL NUREG 28109, " Thermal Hydraulic Effects on Center Rad Drop
Accidents in a BWR, October 1980," have shown that when r 40ve 10

,

percent power no RDA can occur with the peak fuel enthalpy being greater
than the RDA design Smit of 280 cal /gm. The installed sensors for the RWM
low power setpor.t actuation are capable of providing actuation within the
revised limits. The probability or consequences of an accident is not
increased with the proposed lowering of the low power setpoint.

n) The proposed Specification for RBM,3/4.3.M, is written utilizing STS
guidelines. Both RBM channels are required operable in operational mode 1
above 30% rated thermal power in accordance with present provisions. STS
guidelines are used to rewrite present action statements to address the
conditions where either one RBM channelis inoperable or where both RBM
channels are inoperable. Safe conditions are established by the proposed
actions by inhibiting control rod movement if the remedial measures are not
met. Surveillance Requirements for the RBM implen 1 present channel
functional test frequencies, which are identical to Sh requirements, when
operating on a limiting control rod pattern and reference Table 4.2 E 1 for
regular surveillance testing. The proposed changes to the specifications for
the RBM add to and improve the usability of the present requirements while
maintaining at least the present level of operability. The current
specifications r6 quire both RBMs to be operable when operating on a limiting
control rod pattern. The definition limiting control rod pattern has been
added to the proposed technical specifications in accordance with STS. The_
philosophy of a limiting control rod pattern used currently is different than
the definition in the STS. The current philosophy of a limiting control rod
pattern is a limiting control rod pattern exists when the reactor is operating
at a MCPR limit equal to the unblocked Rod Withdrawal Error transient
MCPR. The STS definition of a limiting control rod pattern is when a thermal

3/4.3 6
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limit is equal to 1.0. The current specifications allow the RBM to be
bypassed for an indefinite period of time when the reactor is not operating
on a limiting control rod pattern. The proposed specifications adopted from
the STS, have more stringent requirements for the RBM operability. With
one RBM inoperable and the reactor is not on a Hmitir.g control rod pattern,
the RBM must be returned to the operable condition within 24 hours or the
inoperable channelis to be placed in the trip condition. Therefore, the
proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

o) Proposed Specifications for the Economic Generation Control System,
3/4.3.N, are based on present provisions rewritten using an STS format.
Since the present level of operability for the EGC System is retained by the
proposed changes, the changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probehility or consequences of an iccident previously evaluated. -

The proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated because:

In general, the proposed changes represent the conversion of current
requirements to a more generic format, or the addition of requirements .
which are based on the current safety analysis. Others represent minor
curtailments of the current requirements which are based on generic-
guidance or previously approved provisions for other stations. These
changes do not involve revisions to the design of the station. Some of the
changes may involve revision in the operation of the station; however, these
changes provide additional restrictions which are in accordance with the
current safety analyses, or are to provide for additional testing or
surveillances which will not introduce now failure mechanisms beyond those
already considered in the current safety analyses. Therefore, these changes
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

The proposed changes for Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications
Section 3/4.3 are based on STS guidelines or later operating BWR plants'
NRC accepted changes. These proposed changes have been reviewed for
acceptability at the Dresden and Quad Cities Nuclear Power Stations
considering similarity of system or component design versus the STS or later
operating BWRs. No new modes of operation are introduced by ths
proposed changes, considering the acceptable operational modes in present
specifications, the STS, or later operating BWRs. Surveillance requirements
are changed to reflect improvements in technique, frequency of performance
or operating experience at later p! ants. Proposed changes to action
statements in many places add requirements that are not in the present
technical specifications or adopt requirements that have been used

3/4,3 7
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successfully at other operating BWRs with designs similar to Dresden and
Quad Cities. The proposed changes maintain at least the present level of-
cperability. Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

The proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety
because:

In general, the proposed changes represent the conversion of current
requirements to a more generic forrnat, or the addition of requirements
which are based on the current safety analysis. Others represent minor
curtailment 3 of the current requirements which are based on generic
guidance or previously approved provisions for other stations. Some of the
latter individual items may introduce minor reductions in the. margin of safety
when compared to the current requirements. However, other individual
changes are the adoption of new requirements which will provide significant -
enhancement of the reliability of the equipment assumed to operate in the-
safety analysis, or provide enhanced assurence that specified parameters
remain within their acceptance limits. These enhancements compensate for
the individual minor reductions, such that taken together, the proposed
changes will not significantly reduce the margin of safety.

The proposed changes to Technical Specification Section 3/4.3 implernent
present requirements, or the intent of present requirements in accordance
with the guidelines set forth in the STS. The proposed changes are intended
to improve readability, usability, and the understanding of technical
specification requirements while maintaining acceptable levels of safe
operation, The proposed changes have been evaluated and found to be
acceptable for use at Dresden and Guad Cities based on system design,
safety analysis requirements and operational performance. Since the

,

proposed changes are based on NRC accepted provisions at other operating
plants that are applicable at Dresden and Quad Cities and maintain necessary
levels of system, component or parameter operability, the proposed changes
do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3/4.3 8
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!ATTACHMENT 64
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<

i ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STATEMENT APPLICA81LITY REVIEW ,

i i

| I

i Commonwealth Edison has evalucted the proposed amendment against the |
j criteria for the identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring
! environmental assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.20. It has been ;

i determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for a categorical exclusion '

as provided under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). This egnclusion has been determinedi

i because the changes requested do not pose significant hazards consideration or do

: not involve a significant increase in the amounts, and no significant changes in the
types, of any offluents that may be released offsite. Additionally, this request does

! not involve a significant increase in individual or curmfative occupational radiation
.

exposure. Therefore, the Environmental Assessment Statement is not applicable for
'

{ these changes.
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GENERIC LETTER 87-09
IMPLEMENTATION

Technical Specification 3/4.3

" REACTIVITY CONTROL"

.
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APPLICATION OF GENERIC LETTER 87-09
REVISION TO SPECIFICATION 3.0.0

0

The Dresden/ Quad Cities Technical Specification Upgrade Prograin has implemented
the recommendations of Generic Letter 87-09. Included in these recommendations
was a revision to Standard Technical Specification 3.0.4 for which these stations
had no corresponding restriction. Under the proposed Specification, entry into
an operational mode or other specified condition is permitted under compilance
with the Action requirements. Indicated below is the method of implementat19n
for this recommendation for each Action requirement in this package.

PROPOSED APPL. CONT. OPS IN
TECH _ SPEC ACTION MODES APP. COND? CAT CLARIFICATION

3.3.A i 1-2 18 hrs NO

2 2; 4 UNLIMITED OK

3 5 *t v, LIMITED OK

3.3.B 1-2 UNLIMITED OK-

3.3.C 1&2 1-2 UNLIMITED OK

3&4 1-2 12 hrs NO

3.3.0 1-2 UNLIMITED OK-

3.3.E 1-2 12 hrs NO I
-

3.3.F 1-2 UNLIMI"ED OK-

3.3.G 1 1-2 UNLIMITED OK

.! $ UNLIMITED OK Shutdown iw still Mode 5

3.3.M i 1-2 UNLIMITED OK

2 1-2 12 hrs NO
_

3 5 UNLIMITED OK

3.3.I i 1-2 UNLIMITED OK

2 1-2 12 hre NO

3 5 UNLIMITED OK

3.3.J 1-3 36 hrs NO-

3.3.K 1 1-2 36 hre NO

2 1-2 20 hre NO

3.3.L 1-2 UNLIMITED OK-

3.3.M 1,2&3 1 UNLIMITED OK

3.3.N 1 1 hr NO-

-

. ...
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